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LEVEL II OFFICIALS COURSE

1 INTRODUCTION & COURSE OBJECTIVES
This course is the second of three Officials courses and is designed for those who have
already taken the Level I Officials course and have then obtained the necessary
practical to qualify them to take Level II. It has been designed as a detailed introduction
to the methodology of Alpine Ski Racing, the types of races, rules, and points systems
as well as the roles and duties of the various officials. It is a fairly intensive course and
does not cover in any detail the material presented in Level I.
The objectives of the course are to develop Officials capable of functioning at a carded
level race and to provide a base of experience and knowledge to course participants to
allow them to assume greater responsibilities at higher level races.
The Level II Officials’ course objectives are to help the participants better understand:
1.

Who are the Governing Bodies of Ski Racing

2.

The Components of a Race

3.

The Roles and Duties of the Race Organizing Committee, the Race
Committee and the Jury

4.

Types of Courses and Course Setting

5.

Communications and Timing

6.

Gate Judging

7.

The Racer

8.

Coaches and Team Captains Meeting

9.

Calculation and Production of Results

10.

General Rules and Rules for Each Discipline

11.

The ICR (International Ski Competition Rules) and know how to find
appropriate information.

12.

And pass the exam
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2 Governing Bodies in Ski Racing
2.1 FIS
The international governing body for skiing is the Federation International de Ski or FIS,
with headquarters in Switzerland. It is the parent body of ski racing worldwide and
Canada is one of its members. It publishes the rulebook (ICR) under which all races run
and administers the international ski-racing program including the World Cups and
World Championships.

2.2 C.S.A./ ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
The Canadian Ski Association, C.S.A., is the umbrella organization for the spectrum of
amateur ski racing in Canada. Its structure consists of an administrative group
supporting the various disciplines eg: Nordic, Ski Jumping, Free Style. Alpine Canada
Alpin (ACA) is responsible for all aspects of alpine racing in Canada. The mandate of
Alpine Canada Alpin is to:
(a) Promote competitive and non-competitive Alpine skiing in Canada and all types
of Alpine ski racing in Canada.
(b) Govern the conduct of National Alpine Skiing competitions and ensure that races
are conducted in accordance with a set of standards.
(c) Select and train members of the Canadian Alpine Ski Team and Disabled
Canadian Ski Team
(d) Provide guidance, information and assistance to Provincial Sports Organizations
(PSO) in respect to this mandate and thus to further the development of
competitive alpine skiing.
(e) Encourage support of its programs by the general public.
To implement this mandate, Alpine Canada Alpin is governed by a volunteer executive
and managed by a professional staff headed by a President/CEO. The executive is
responsible for establishing policy, the professional staff for implementing it.

2.3 PROVINCIAL SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS (PSO)
The ACA as a whole has a membership through regionalized area representations
called Provincial Sports Organizations. At present time, there are twelve recognized
PSO’s in Canada:
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British
Columbia

Alberta

Ontario

Quebec

Yukon

Saskatchewan

New Brunswick

Nova Scotia

North West
Territories

Manitoba

Prince Edward
Island

Newfoundland and
Labrador

The PSO’s represent Alpine Skiing at a provincial level. Their internal structure
differs from one to other.
Each PSO has the responsibility to administer national programs at the provincial
level and to develop alpine skiing programs to meet the needs of their racers.
The eight smaller PSO’s, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Newfoundland/Labrador, Prince Edward Island, North West Territories,
Saskatchewan and Yukon are grouped together and called Canada District.

2.4 Levels of Races
Many levels of racing programs have been developed in Canada as the PSO’s
meet the need for diverse competition levels. They are generally divided into
Non-Carded or Non-Points and Carded or Points programs
The card(ed) system has been designed to accomplish several objectives:
1. To provide a national registration system for competitors.
2. To provide a means to measure the performance of a competitor upward
through provincial, national and international levels
3. To provide a record, for insurance purposes of all participants.
Competitors may not race in ACA sanctioned events without a valid competitor
card. ACA sanctioned events include all races that appear on National or
Provincial Sport Organization race calendars.
2.4.1

Non-Point Races (Non-Carded) Programs

Nancy Greene Ski League up to 12 years old
Snow Star Program
Canadian Masters Alpine Series
The major non-carded racer program is the Nancy Greene Ski League or that is uniform
through Canada with its own set of rules and criteria. The league is a training and racing
program, designed to encourage children to ski race, without subjecting these
participants to intense competitive pressures.
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Reflecting the emphasis on participation and pleasure, the results are calculated on a
team basis. Full details are given in the league booklet given to all participants.
Running in conjunction with the NGSL is the Snow Star Program that develops skiing
skills through games, exercises, drills and purposeful free skiing.
The Canadian Masters Alpine Series is a program
providing an opportunity for adults of all ages to participate in a relaxed but structured
racing program.
2.4.2

Point Races (Carded) Programs

Point Race Programs are designed for more intensive competition, focused on the
development, identification and promotion of athletes to provincial and national ski teams
and championships. It is recognized that not every athlete and family may wish to make
the commitment necessary for international competition but the programs do offer
significant personal development and life experiences.
Provincial
K1

11, 12 year olds

K2

13, 14 year olds

National
J1

15,16 year olds

J2

17,18,19 year olds

FIS

J1, J2, Sr (20+)

National K2 Championships
Canada Winter Games (every four years)
FIS Point Races
Regional FIS
National FIS
Canadian Alpine Series
National Championships - Senior / Junior
NorAm Series
World Cups
FIS Races
Olympics - every four years

World Championships - every two years
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3 National Officials Program
The National Alpine Officials program is a structured, integrated program involving four
levels of Officials and four levels of Technical Delegates. It covers all Officials from the
novice Level I to the highly qualified and experienced Level IV Officials, Divisional and
National Technical Delegates. The program stresses the integration of practical with
theory at all levels. It seeks to provide the means by which Officials can build a broader
and more knowledgeable base of experience and maintain that level of experience. It is
vital that Officials are able to provide race organization and officiating skills that will
match the competitors’ performance levels and program goals. Competitors have the
right to expect that Officials have this level of expertise so that results reflect the
athletes’ ability and skill without being compromised by the incompetence of race
Officials or “luck”.

3.1 Objectives
The objectives of the Program are:
(a) To standardize the methods and techniques of organizing and officiating ski
races.
(b) To ensure that ski competitions are fair, safe and consistent with prescribed
standards.
(c) To ensure uniformity with respect to rule interpretations.
(d) To ensure that required numbers of qualified Officials are available at all races.
(e) To promote opportunities for volunteers to become a ski Official.
(f) To promote opportunities for Officials to progress from club Officials to
International Officials.
(g) To establish criteria for Officials certification which reflect the current standards of
racing.
(h) To offer recognition to Officials for their achievements.
(i) To offer support to Officials as they apply theory to practice. i.e. the
inexperienced become experienced.
Following is a brief description of the different levels of Officials and Technical Delegates:

Level I: Prepares new Officials for club or Zone races in various junior Race Official
positions. Course is 3 hours, no exam.
Level II: Offers further education and training to Level I Officials with specified
experience so that they may take on more demanding and responsible roles. Level II
Officials are qualified for several Chief and Jury positions. Course is 8 hours with a
national exam. Minimum of 60% is required to pass.
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Level III: Prepares Officials for all Chief positions and covers the minimum entry
qualifications for the Technical Delegate (TD) program. Must be Level II Officials with
specified experience. Course is 12+ hrs, usually over two days with a national exam.
70% pass.
Level IV: This Level is for those Officials who have gained further experience at National
or International level races and who have demonstrated superior abilities as an Official.
The PSO Officials Chair must recommend the Official to the National Officials
Committee.
Technical Delegate: Technical and Technical/Speed: Must be Level III or IV Official,
serve as TD Candidate at two races for technical and two races for speed and be
evaluated in both cases. Practical and written exam. Qualified to TD at PSO races.
National Technical Delegate: Obtained through experience and demonstrated superior
ability. The PSO Officials Chair must recommend the Official to the National Officials
Committee.
For complete details of the program, see the Level I manual.

3.2 Officials Code Of Conduct
Alpine Ski Officials must demonstrate high standards of judgment and competency as
they represent Alpine Canada Alpin and their PSO’s at all times. The hallmarks of good
Officials are promptness, firmness and justice, tempered by tact and consideration.
Officials must be impartial and must supervise and control an event in a manner that
reflects the spirit and intent of the rules and regulations. They will provide a competition
that will preserve the health and safety of all involved. They will do their utmost to
guarantee that each competitor receives an equal and fair opportunity to win. They will
promote sportsmanship and an atmosphere of enjoyment
Officials must maintain high standards of moral and ethical conduct that includes selfcontrolled responsible behavior, consideration for others’ physical and emotional wellbeing, courtesy and good manners.

Officials must abstain from the use of illegal drugs and from consumption of alcohol
while in the performance of their duties as a representative of ACA and their PSO.
Officials must refrain from the use of profane, insulting, harassing or otherwise offensive
language in the conduct of his/her duties.
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Officials should both teach and learn with every assignment. Officials shall exhibit and
promote respect, understanding and compassion towards hosts, competitors, coaches and
volunteers no matter where they are on the learning curve.
Officials must not engage in “on” nor “off” the record criticism of race organizations,
competitors, coaches and volunteers to the public including to other Alpine skiing
organizations. In giving event feedback to race organization, competitors, coaches and
volunteers, Officials must make suggestions that are constructive, founded and relevant to the
improvement of ski racing.
3.2.1

Disciplinary Action Against Officials

If an Official appears to have exhibited behavior or conduct that is contrary to the Code and
the parties concerned can not resolve the matter at issue, the following procedure shall be
followed:
A complaint in writing against an Official shall be submitted to the appropriate Officials Chair:

LEVEL

AUTHORITY

FIS

FIS TD Commissioner for Canada

National Championships

ACA Officials Chair

Provincial Championships

PSO Officials Chair

PSO and Divisional Events

PSO Officials Chair

Local event

Regional or Zone Officials Chair

The complaint shall be investigated and action recommended. Investigation must include
“due process”. Recommendations may include: sanction, penalty or other outcomes
appropriate to the nature of the complaint. Recommendations may include but are not
limited to remedial training, reprimand, probation, revocation of participation privileges
and/or loss of credentials.
The decision of the Officials Chair will be communicated to the Official in question as well
as the PSO and/or ACA President.
An Official against whom actions have been taken may appeal the action through the
appeals procedure of each authority.
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Categories of Officials Positions
For the purposes of race organization, Level II and higher certification, the various
Officials positions are divided into the following categories.

Administration

Event Quality

Race Organizing
Committee Chair

Course

Timing

Jury

Chief of Race
(also Jury
Member)

Chief of Timing
and Calculations

Technical
Delegate

Chief of timing

TD Candidate

Timer

Referee

Starter

Jury Advisors

Chief of Course
Chief of Administration
(Race Secretary)

Secretariat*

Chief of Gate
Judges
Gate Judge

Start Referee

Coarse Crew

Finish Referee

Chief of Event
Quality*

Chief of
Equipment*

Chief of Ski
Area Relations*

Chief Steward*

Finance*

Calculator*
Recorder*

Accommodation*

Finish Controller*
Steward*

Scoreboard*

Chief of Awards
and Media
Relations*

Assistant Starter*

Per the level descriptions below, experience in more than one category is necessary for
completion of Level II, III and higher certification. Shaded positions do not qualify for
Level III or Technical Delegate experience.

3.3 Requirements for Higher Certification
3.4.1

Level II

The pre-requisites for Level II are:


Level I certification or the equivalent



Practical experience in carded races since obtaining Level I in at least three different positions
taken from any two different categories of Administration, Event Quality, Course, Timing or Jury,
covering at least 8 race days.

For example:
-

2 days as gate judge, 2 days as a recorder, 2 days as a starter and 2 days in
any other of these same positions would cover the qualifications - i.e. 3
positions, gate judge, starter and recorder, taken from 2 different categories Course and Timing and covering 8 days; or

-

4 days as a gate judge, 2 days as a timer and 2 days as course crew ( 3
positions, 2 categories, 8 days); or
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4 days as assistant starter, 2 days as recorder, 1 day as gate judge, 1 day as
course crew ( 4 positions, 2 categories, 8 days).
However, the following would not qualify:
-

4 days as a recorder and 4 days as a gate judge - only 2 different Officials
positions

-

4 days as a gate judge, 2 days as course crew, 2 days as a steward -3
different positions but taken from the same category.

3.4.2

Level III

Pre-requisites for this level are Level II certification and practical experience since
obtaining Level II: as follows:


Chief of Race at a K or higher level race event and one of the following positions: Chief of Course,
Chief of Timing and Calculation, Chief of Gate Judges, Chief of Administration



2 assignment as a voting or non-voting member of the Jury(other than Chief of Race)



1 different assignment from those listed above without an asterisk at a F.I.S. level race.



Attend the Level III course and pass the exam.

It is only open to those who have the necessary pre-requisites as detailed above or are
identified as being very close to having the necessary practical. Participants must be
recommended by the PSO Officials Chair.
This course is interactive with emphasis on discussion and exchange of ideas, opinions
and experiences by the participants and the instructor. It is designed for Officials with
considerable practical experience as it covers rules for particular disciplines, the work
and duties of the Jury and of the Technical Delegate in detail.
Also covered are the duties of senior Officials, course preparation, maintenance, course
setting and calculation of points and penalties. Throughout the course, participants take
part in several case studies taken from actual experiences and will be asked to make
decisions on these as well as participating in mock Juries.
3.4.3

Level IV:

In order to become a Level IV Official, it is necessary to be recommended to the
National Officials Committee by the Provincial Officials Chair. Level IV Officials are the
most experienced Officials who have demonstrated a superior level of ability. Among
the qualifications required of a Level IV Official are: Level III Official with the minimum
practical experience in each of the following, since obtaining Level III certification:


Satisfactory performance of the duties of Chief of Race at F.I.S. level.



Assignment as voting or non-voting Jury member at a DH race at minimum ‘J’ level race.



Satisfactorily perform:
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1 event assignment as: Chief of Course or Chief of Gate Judges.



2 event assignments out of: Race Secretary, Chief of Timing and Calculation, Race Chairman

The practical experience must be gained at J level or higher competitions.

3.4 Officials Recognition
The following table shows the method by which the various levels of Officials are
recognized:
Level

Recognition

Identification

I

Card

National Pin

II

Card

National Pin

III

Card

National Pin

IV

Card

National Pin and Certificate

3.5 Requirements To Maintain Officials Certification
Upon qualification, the initial period of certification is as follows:
Level I & II

-

Three years

Level III

-

Three years

Level IV

-

Two year

Once obtaining a specific level of certification, there are practical and, in some cases,
other requirements to maintain certification after the initial period of certification has
expired i.e. if an Official does not meet the criteria, then the certification is not extended
past the initial certification period.
Requirements:

*

Level I:

Minimum

Activity as an Official

Level II:

Minimum
Update*

2 event assignments (4 race days) in a 3 year period and

Level III:

Minimum

2 event assignments (4 race days) a year and Update*

Level IV:

Minimum
2 event assignments (4 race days) per year, at the TD or
Chief level or to the satisfaction of the Official Chair. Attend Officials
update clinic every other year.

Level II and III Officials must also update every two years. The methodology of the
update is at the discretion of the Division Officials Chair.

Note: Officials who do not meet these criteria are removed from the Officials List.
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3.6 Technical Delegate Program
The Technical Delegate is the person who has advisory control over pre-race and postrace operation and, together with the other members of the Jury, has complete control
over the operation of the race during its competitive operation. Along with the Jury,
he/she has the final decision in all matters of safety and has the authority to cancel,
postpone or annul the race if necessary. In all cases the Technical Delegate is the
representative of the governing body by whom he/she is appointed.
3.7.1

TD Levels.

Division Technical Delegate Level I – only in Ontario & Quebec


Level II Official certification



Successfully carry out two (2) event assignments as a Division TD Candidate, one in a SL and one in
a GS.



Be recommended by the TD Examiner for TD certification

PSO Technical Delegate Level II


Level III Official Certification



Successfully carry out (2) event assignments as a PSO TD Candidate, one in a SL and one in a GS.



Be recommended by the TD Examiner for TD Certification

PSO Technical Delegate Level III


Level III Official Certification



Successfully carry out 2 assignments as TD candidate in Super G and/or DH



Be recommended by the TD Examiner for Speed TD certification.

National Technical Delegate


Level IV Official Certification



Licensed Level II or III Technical Delegate with demonstrated superior knowledge and ability.



Nomination by the PSO Official Chair to the National Officials Committee.

FIS Technical Delegate


Nomination by the PSO Official Chairman and the PSO Alpine Chairman as well as a
recommendation from the National Officials Committee to the FIS TD Commissioner for Canada.



Following acceptance by the Commissioner, the candidate follows the program outlined in ICR 602.
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3.7.2

Requirements to Maintain TD License

Due to the nature of the responsibilities of a TD, it is important that a TD remain an
active Official, fulfill a TD appointment at least once every two years and be current with
the latest rules and calculations. The following thus represents the minimum
requirements for maintaining a TD license.
Divisional and PSO Technical Delegate


Minimum of one TD assignment in a two year period.



Complete an update clinic or TD update every other year.



Maintain Level II, III or Level IV Official certification as outlined in the Officials Certification program.

National Technical Delegate


Minimum of one TD assignment in a 2 year period and attend an update every other year.



Maintain Level IV Official certification.

F.I.S.


As per ICR 602.

3.7.3

Technical Delegate Candidate Program

Selection of Candidates
Required Background: Must hold appropriate Official certification with sufficient
experience to be considered as a TD and must have indicated interest in entering TD
program.
Selection Process
A current PSO, National or FIS Technical Delegate using the TD Candidate Nomination
form must nominate candidates. This nomination form must then be seconded and the
seconder must also be a TD. Either the nominator or the seconder may be from the
proposed candidate’s club but not both.
The nomination then must be accepted by the PSO Officials Chair and also by the
candidate.
Training and Evaluation of Candidates
Candidates will be assigned to a training assignment. This is meant to be full training
session with the TD and an evaluation form is completed following.
The next practical session is an evaluation session in which the candidate will be
expected to become the TD for one full day of the race and must perform all the duties
of the TD. The TD of record will only step in if a situation arises which the
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candidate is unable to handle, if the race itself is jeopardized or if the safety situation is
not resolved.
Following this practical, a full evaluation is completed on the candidate. Assuming that
this is satisfactory then there is a TD exam. The candidate then receives his/her
license as a Divisional or PSO Technical Delegate.

3.7 Administration of the Officials Program
3.7.1

PSO Officials Chairs

All PSO’s will appoint a PSO Officials Chair to co-ordinate and administer the Officials
Program in the PSO.
Within the capabilities of each PSO, the PSO Officials Chair should attend the FIS TD
Update each year. He/she should also attend the annual meeting of the National
Officials Committee or arrange for an alternative representative to that meeting.
3.7.2

Scheduling of Officials Courses

An ideal schedule of courses each year will be prepared by each PSO annually and
published for all clubs and members.


Level I - each club



Level II - as per required



Level III - as per required



Update - annually by the PSO.

It is the goal and commitment of each PSO to provide courses as needed and based on
the above schedule. Clubs wishing to arrange for Level I or II Officials courses should
contact the PSO Office or Officials Chair who will arrange for the instructor and all
course materials.
3.7.3

Appointment of Technical Delegates

Technical Delegates are appointed as follows:
PSO & Local Races
TD’s for races are appointed by the PSO or Division Officials Chair or their designate.
In making these appointments, consideration is given to the level of race, its location
and the qualifications of the TD.
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Provincial Championships
TD’s for these races are appointed by the PSO Officials Committee.
International and FIS Scheduled Races
TD’s must hold a valid FIS TD license and for all FIS sanctioned events. Other than
World Championships, Olympic Winter Games and World Cup events; the Technical
Delegates are appointed by the FIS TD Commissioner for Canada. The FIS TD
Commissioner appoints western and eastern coordinators responsible for assigning
TD’s for Canada.
TD’s for Nor-Am races are appointed in consultation with the USA FIS TD
Commissioner or his/her representative.
TD’s for non-FIS National races such as the Juveniles or Canadian Juveniles are
appointed by the FIS TD coordinators.
3.7.4

Official Data Base and Tracking System

Each PSO Officials Committee keeps records of each Alpine Official. The records may
be done electronically or done manually. These records show the activity as an Official,
i.e. what races he/she works and the positions held, what courses he/she has attended
and his/her background on becoming an Official. The record sheet also keeps track of
maintenance requirements, when an Official becomes eligible for advancing to the next
level and when the present certification expires.
The main method of obtaining the required information is through the Race Officials
Record, which is completed for all levels of races. The second source of information is
the Officials Card which is issued to each Official and is his/her license to be an Official.
This card is used to keep a record of experience and can be returned to the Official’s
Chair on a regular basis. Using both these methods, a satisfactory record of experience
for each Official is maintained.
All information from the records is transferred to the PSO Officials Database which is
updated annually. Prior to the updating, an archive copy of the Officials List is produced.
During the updating, inactive Officials are removed and Officials eligible to advance to
next level are identified. An analysis by Division, by Zone and by Club is also produced
which tracks available number of Officials by qualifications.
Within the database, a separate tracking is maintained for those qualified as Technical
Delegates. Records are kept as to activity as an Official, all TD assignments and
fulfilling of update requirements. This information is transferred to the TD database. The
PSO Officials Chair also has the responsibility of identifying those with the potential and
interest to enter the TD Candidate program as outlined previously.
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OFFICIALS RECORD SHEET
Y e a r
N A M E :

PHONE Res:

LEVEL: I

ADDRESS:

E-mail:

LEVEL II:

C I T Y :

F

A

X

:

LEVEL III:

C O D E :

C

L

U

B

LEVEL IV

E N T R Y

T . D . :

I N F O R M A T I O N

to

EXPERIENCE/YEAR

97/8

/

9/0

0

/

02/3

03/4

04/5

Level

Card Issued

Expires

ADMINISTRATION
Race Chairman
Finance**
Chief of Admin
Secretariat**
EVENT QUALITY
Chief of Event Quality

M A I N T E N A N C E

Chief of Ski Area

LEVEL II: 2 Assignment/ 3 yr

Chief of Awards/PR

U p d a t e /

2 y e a r s

C O U R S E
Chief OF Race
Chief OF Course
Course Crew
Chief of G. Judges

LEVEL III 2 Assignments/year

Gate Judge**

U p d a t e

/

2

y e a r s

Chief of Equipment
Chief Steward
Steward
T

I

M

I

N

G

Chief Time & Calc.
Chief of Timing

LEVEL IV: 2 Assignment/year

T i m e r

Up-date clinic/2 years

Timer Recorder**
Starter
Assistant Starter**
Finish Controller**
Announcer

COURSE ATTENDANCE

Chief of Calculations

Date

Calculator

L e v e l
Level

J

U

R

II

Level III

Y

Technical Delegate

U p d a t e

T.D. Candidate

Update

Referee

Update

Assistant Referee

Update

Start Referee

Update

Finish Referee

Update

* * T h i s

Instructor

I

e x p e r i e n c e
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f o r

L e v e l 3 I

4 RACE ORGANIZATION
4.1 Abbreviations and Terminology
Like most sports, ski racing has a “language” of its own and the following listing of
abbreviations and terminology will cover many of them. These are not quoted from the
ICR where the formal wording may be found.
ACA

- Alpine Canada Alpin

HT

CA

- Chief of Admin (Race Secretary)

ARF - Assistant Referee

CC

- Chief of Race

RF

CR

- Chief of Race

ROC - Race Organizing Committee

DH

- Downhill race

SL

- Slalom race

DNF

- Did Not Finish

SG

- Super G race

DNS

- Did Not Start

CTC - Chief of Timing and Calculations

DSQ

- Disqualify

TD

- Technical Delegate

EET

- Equivalent Electric Time

SR

- Start Referee

FIS

- Federation International de Ski FR

GS

- Giant Slalom race

PSO -Provincial Sport Organization

WC

- World Cup

NorAm –North American race series

BIBO or BIBBO

- Hand Time

- Referee

- Finish Referee

a method of determining second run start order usually
involving inversion of the best 15 or 30 racers based on
first run times e.g. the racer with the 15th best time would
start first, the 14th best time – second, etc.

Team Captains’ Meeting

any combined meeting of coaches, jury members and
race officials to conduct the draw, assign referees,
confirm/amend the schedule and attend to other
administrative matters pertaining to the race

Course Freeze

in Downhill and Super G races there is no movement
from a specified time prior to the start of the race until the
race is concluded; therefore, movement is frozen

Course Inspection

the process and period of time during which racers
acquaint themselves with a race course

Draw

determines the order racers appear on the start list
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DNF

Did Not Finish: term indicating a competitor who started
a run did not complete his/her run

DNS

Did Not Start: term indicating an entered/drawn
competitor did not start his/her run

EET

Equivalent Electric Time: an official time determined
from the back up timing systems for a missing time from
the primary timing system

Fault or DSQ

a competitor error (e.g. missed gate) that has been
observed and recorded

Finish Area

a fenced area beyond the finish line that allows a racer to
stop after completing the course

Double Draw

a method of determining starting orders within seedings
by drawing from one lot of numbers to indicate a racer’s
relative rank, and drawing from a second lot of numbers
to indicate the racer’s start position

Gate Judge Card

a card the gate judge uses to record racer’s fault

Homologation

usually involving FIS sanctioned events, it is the process
and resulting certificate that certifies a race hill/course
meets the standards necessary to be a venue for a
specific discipline for ski races

Jury Inspection

inspection by the competition jury for the safety and
technical aspects of a race course prior to opening of the
course

Jury Meeting

a meeting of the Jury to determine a number of race
related items of business; e.g. to hear protests.

Penalty Points

a numerical indicator that allows results at a race to be
compared/equalized to those of all other races, based on
the quality of the field and the level of competition

Poster

person who ‘posts’ the racer’s time on the scoreboard

Race Points

a numerical indication of a racer’s finishing position as
function of the difference between the racer’s time and
that of the winner
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Race Secretariat

Racer Down Protocol

both the people and the place that provided
administrative support for a race. It can also be called the
Race Office.
plan of action that deals with responding to an on-hill
incident/accident involving the athlete on course

Seed Board

a display of all racers entered in the race in point order lowest to highest - before the draw; run order after the
draw

Seed Points

a numerical indication (usually lower means better) of a
racers relative rank in a discipline, a.k.a. National points
and FIS points

Start Area

a controlled area in the proximity of the starting gate

Start List

the document indicating starting order for racers,
technical information about the race course, jury names,
forerunner names, timing technology, course setter
names, event name, location and sanctioning body
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4.2 Introduction
The group of people (organization) that is put together for a ski race will depend on the
particular needs of the events and the availability of people. In one form or another, all
of the activities needed to stage an elite level FIS race take place at the lower level
races also. There are differences in some procedures, the number of people to carry
out all of the tasks and the degree of sophistication necessary for any one level of
competition, but fundamentals of safety, fairness and fun apply at all levels. For
example, the area ski patrol handles first aid at a lower level race rather than a special
team assembled just to cover that particular race at an elite level race; or the Chief of
Course will probably also act as Chief of Equipment and Course Maintenance at a lower
level race. It is necessary that all the tasks are undertaken and performed for every
race event. Regardless, the goal is accomplished, the rules were followed and (most)
everyone is tired but happy.
The following summarizes the objectives in the in the organization and execution of a
ski race:
Courses

Are safe, legal, fair, consistent

Competitors

Are qualified, properly seeded, informed, guided, controlled

Timing

Is accurate, consistent throughout the race

Results

Are accurate, prompt, available

Documentation

Is accurate, complete and timely

The Race

Is safe, fair, fun, appropriated scheduled, timely

Procedures

Are consistent and uniform

Rules There must be no individual advantage. Each competitor should have the opportunity for one
- and only one - run on a proper, fair and consistent course.
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4.3 The Framework of a Race
BASIC STRUCTURE OF A RACE

THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
(Non-Technical Aspects of the Race)
RACE CHAIRMAN

CHIEF OF
ADMINISTRATION

CHIEF OF RACE

and
Chairmen of :

RACE COMMITTEE
(Technical Aspects of Race)

Finance
Board/Lodging

Chief of Race, Chairman

Transportation

Chief of Course

Publicity

Chief of Gate Judges

Event Quality

Chief of Timing/Calculation

Medical Aid

Chief of Administration

Police
Security

THE JURY

Banquets

Technical Delegate

Sponsors

Referee

Etc.,etc.

Assistant Referee*
Chief of Race
Start Referee**
Finish Referee**

*

Required for Speed, Optional for Technical Events

**

Jury Advisers - Non Voting
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4.3.1

The duties of the key members of the Race Committee are:

Chief of Race
•

directs all preparation of the competition and supervises the activities in the technical
area

•

chairman of the Race Committee

•

member of the Organizing Committee

•

member of the Jury

•

calls meetings of the Race Committee

•

directs/controls work of all officials

•

generally acts as chairman of the Coaches Meeting after consultation with the TD

Chief of Event Quality
•

Ensures that the items detailed below are specifically assigned to a definite person.
The non-technical race items are vital to the success of not only a specific race but
also to the whole racing program.

•

Directs a Chief of Ski Area Relations and a Chief of Awards and Media Relations.

Chief of Ski Area Relations
• Calendaring of the race in conjunction with the ski area. i.e. discuss it with them in
advance and don’t simply tell them it’s happening!
•

Set-up logistics - when, how and by whom.

•

Communication of local rules and race schedule. This is an item that is quite
often left to the last minute and may come as a surprise to the ski area. They may
not be able to agree to the schedule for instance and the ski personnel must know
and agree to that and the local rules especially as to your rules re free skiing, lift
privileges, line crashing etc.

•

Monitoring of racer activities. A very common problem can be with some racer
behavior in the lodge and on the ski area - poor behavior in the Lodge and
disrespect to area employees such as lift attendants etc.

•

Arrangements for lift tickets
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Chief of Awards and Media Relations
• Handles advance promotion of race with media
• Distributes ski area information
• Distributes interest stories to media
• Handles public relations at the race site
• Ensures results are distributed to media
• Arranges awards ceremony. Invites presenters.
• Arranges for photo coverage
• Is the contact with race sponsors and arranges for sponsor material such as banners
to be properly displayed
Chief of Course
•

supervises all course work

•

responsible for the preparation of the courses in accordance with the directives and
decisions of the Race Committee and the Jury.

•

must be familiar with local snow conditions on the terrain concerned

•

supervises course maintenance during the race

•

supervises all post race clean-up operations

Chief Gate Judges
•

organizes and supervises the work of the Gate Judges and ensures that each has
necessary supplies

•

instructs the Gate Judges in their duties

•

informs the Gate Judges of the “Racer Down Protocol”

•

designates the gates each Gate Judge will supervise and places the Gate Judges in
position

•

collects the Gate Judges cards after each run and delivers to the Referee

•

ensures the gates are numbered and marked within the required time
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Chief of Timing and Calculations
•

responsible for coordination of all Officials at start and finish, including timing and
calculations

•

in slalom, he or a designated person will decide the interval between starts

Chief of Administration (Race Secretary)
•

responsible for all secretarial work for the technical aspects of the competition

•

responsible for processing of all entries

•

responsible for the preparation of the draw

•

responsible for the correct information being included in start lists, official results etc.

•

responsible for the preparation of the meeting minutes from the race committee, Jury
and Team Captain’s meeting

•

must ensure that all forms for start, finish, timing, calculations and gate judging are
prepared and ready for use and distributed to the Officials concerned in a timely
manner

•

responsible for receiving official protests and gives them to those concerned

•

must facilitate the calculation of results by appropriate preparation and ensure that
they are duplicated and published as quickly as possible after the completion of the
race.

Other job descriptions, with ICR references are:
Assistant Starter: calls competitors to start in correct order, 612.2
Assistant Timekeepers: at least two hand timers operate stop watches, according to
611.2.2; one maintains complete records with registered times of all competitors, 612.5
Chief of Calculation: responsible for quick and accurate calculation of results.
Supervises the immediate duplication of unofficial results and the publication of official
results after expiration of the protest interval or after any protests have been dealt with,
612.7
Chief of Course Equipment: responsible for provision of all equipment and tools for
preparation and maintenance of courses, for conduct of the race and communication of
equipment when these duties have not specifically been assigned to another official,
601.3.10
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Chief of Medical and Rescue Services: responsible for organizing adequate first aid
and medical coverage during official training periods and actual competition. Must
arrange an appropriate facility to which injured competitors may be taken and treated.
Race doctor must coordinate plans with team doctors before the start of official training.
601.3.9
Chief Steward: is responsible for extensive safety precautions to ensure that spectators
are kept off all parts of the course, 601.3.8
Chief Timekeeper: responsible for accuracy of timing, synchronizes watches with the
starter as shortly before and after race as is possible, must publish unofficial times as
quickly as possible (on scoreboard etc.). If electric timing fails, must communicate
immediately with start referee and the TD, 612.4
Course Setter: must have appropriate experience; appointed by the Jury, or may be
nominated at the team captains meeting; the course setter must conduct a preinspection of the race terrain supervised by the Jury; takes into consideration the
present safety measures, course preparation, terrain, snow cover and caliber of
competitors; responsible for setting of race course, 603
Electric Time Operator: operates the electric timing equipment
Electric Time Recorder: records the times from the electric clock.
Finish Controller: supervision of the section between last gate and finish; supervision
of the proper crossing of the finish line and records order of finishing of all racers who
complete the course, 612.6
Finish Referee: makes sure rules for organization of finish and the finish in-run and outrun are observed, supervises the finish controller, the timing and crowd control, must be
able to immediately communicate with the Jury at all times, 601.3.4
Forerunners: persons with skiing ability to ski the course in a racing manner and who
meet all the regulations similar to the participating competitors. The forerunners set a
racing line and give course information to the Jury. 605.1
Gate Judge: responsible for supervision of one or more gates; must observe whether
passage of competitor was correct through area of observation; must fulfill a number of
other important functions all of which are described in detail under article 660 - 670
Jury: a group of officials: TD, RF, CR for technical events and TD, RF, CR and ARF
for speed events. They function independently of other committees to ensure fair and
equal opportunity for all competitors at a given race.
Organizing Committee: group of persons who make the necessary preparations and
directly carry out the running of the competition in the ski area. This Committee is most
visible at high level races. 211
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Poster: person who ‘posts’ the racer’s time on the scoreboard.
Race Chairman: person who organizes the race personnel for a race; At lower level
races the Race Chair is also the CR .
Race Committee: people concerned with all on hill activities and the technical operation
of the race.
Referee: draws the start numbers; inspects course immediately after it is set, alone or
accompanied by members of the Jury; receives reports of start/finish referees about
rules infractions; checks, signs and posts the Referee’s minutes immediately after each
run on the official notice board and the names of the competitors disqualified, sends
report to FIS in special cases or in event of a difference of opinion among Jury
members, works closely with TD. 601.4.10
Runner: a person who runs/ski from one place to another to accomplish a given task;
may be from the timing area to the posting board or from the timing area to the
Secretariat.
Starter: must synchronize his watch with those of the assistant starter and by telephone
or radio or other means with the chief timekeeper within ten minutes of the start; is
responsible for the warning signal and the start command as well as for the accuracy of
the intervals between these signals; assigns the supervision of the competitors to the
assistant starter, 612
Start Recorder: is responsible for recording the actual start times of all competitors,
612.3
Start Referee: makes sure regulations for the start and start organization are properly
observed; determines late and false starts; determines violations against the rules for
equipment; at end, reports to referee names who did not start, have made a false start
or late start or other infringements; must be able to communicate immediately with the
Jury at all rimes 601.3.3
Team Captains’/Coaches Meeting: a meeting for the coaches, jury, race committee
and race officials to review the coming race and draw the competitor’s starting order for
the first race event. 216
Technical Delegate: makes sure that the rules and directions of the governing body are
adhered to; sees that the event runs faultlessly; advises the organizers within the scope
of his duties; is the official representative of the governing body. TD’s have the final call
in case of safety. 601, 602.
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Race Jury
For all races, no matter the level, a Race Jury must be in place. The Jury is responsible
for all decisions concerning the race, for all decisions concerning protests and for
upholding all the rules relevant to the event. All members of the Jury become members
of the Organizing Committee upon their appointment. Section 4 covers the
appointment, duties etc of the Jury.
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4.3.2

Personnel at a Race

The following diagram shows the location of race personnel according to
responsibilities:

Assistant Starter

+Start Referee

Starter

Start Timer/Recorder

*Technical Delegate

Chief of Course

*Chief of Race

Course Setters

*Referee

Course Maintenance

*Assistant Referee

Course Equipment

Chief of Gate Judges
Gate Judges

Finish Controller

+Finish Referee

Finish Timer
Finish Recorder

Chief of Timing and calculations

Scoreboard Posters

Electric Timing Operator

Bib Collectors

Runners

Additional Personnel on the Hill
Stewards

Medical

Security

Food Service

Inside People

Ski Patrol

Chief of Administration
(Race Secretary)
Computer Operator

+Non-Voting Jury Adviser

Assistants & Copy Crew

*Voting Jury Member (Ass. Ref. DH/SG only)
Also:

Chief of Event Quality, Chief of Ski Area Relations, Chief of Awards and Media Relations
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4.4 Synopsis of a Race
The following is a very condensed diagram of the activities that go on before, during and
after a race and some of the officials involved at each stage.
Off the Hill Activities
Activities

On the Hill

Before the Race
Planning

Course Preparations

Publicity

Check Communications

Race Notice

Timing Installations

Entries

Set First Course
Final Hill Preparation

Team Captains Meeting

Inspection

Information Distribution
Jury Selection
Draw
Bib Distribution
Preparation of 1st Run Start Lists

Course Inspection
Jury Meeting

During the Race
Start of Race
Ski Patrol
Stewards
Gate Judges
Timing Personnel
Course Crew
Post / Announce DSQ’s
Start List for 2nd Run

Jury Meeting

Results

Take Down/Clean Up
After the Race
Review or recap
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RACE PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SHEET
Chairman ROC

Chief Gate Judge

Chief of Race*

Ass’t Chief GJ

Assistant CR

Gate Judges Needed #

Chief of Course

1.

Course Crew #1

2.

Course Crew #2

3.

Course Crew #3

4.

Course Crew #4

5.

Start Referee*

6.

Finish Referee*

7.

Chief of Administration

8.

Registration #1

9.

Registration #2

11.

Registration #3

12.

Computer pers.#1

13.

Computer pers.#2

14.

Copy Person #1

15.

Copy Person #2

16.

Chief of Timing

17.

Chief of Calculation

18.

1.

Timing

19.

2.

Timing

20.

3.

Timing

21.

4.

Timing

22.

5.

Timing

23.

6.

Timing

24.

Posting Board #1

25.

Posting Board #2

26.
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______________

Runner #1

27.

Runner #2

28.

Runner #3

29.

Finish Controller
Finish Spotter
Chief of Event Quality
Chief of Awards and Media Relations

30.
Announcer
Chief of Ski Area Relations
VIP Coordinator

Forerunner #1

Chief of Medical Services

Forerunner #2

Chief of Ski Patrol

Forerunner #3

Chief Steward & Stewards

Forerunner #4

Chief of Communications

Forerunner #5

Volunteer Chairman

TD*

Food Chairman

Referee*

Chairman of Forerunners

Assistant Referee*

Chairman of Housing/Lodging

Sponsors Coordinator etc., etc., etc

* Require specific Official certification
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4.5 Check List For Race Organizers
The following is a simplified check list for race organizers.
Early Fall


Contact ski area management and obtain approval for the event.



Check rules to see that terrain selected conforms to the rules for the event.



If an FIS sanctioned event make sure homologation certificate is available and up-to-date



Obtain approval for the event at the Divisional/Zone meeting for inclusion in the PSO calendar.



Appoint a Race Chairman and Chief of Administration (Race Secretary).



Establish and maintain regular contact with the ski area.

Four Weeks Prior to the Race or Earlier


Make arrangements with ski area re course preparation, lift operation, ticketing, course equipment,
communications.



Plan and acquire all needed equipment and spares and all supplies.



Update race software.



Appoint and confirm all major officials and that each are qualified for the level of race.



Install and test all communications and timing wiring and equipment.



Issue race notice.



Order prizes



Contact Technical Delegate appointed to your race re accommodation, arrival, plans etc.



Check on course preparation and grooming.

Two Weeks Prior to the Race


Check with all committee chairman and chiefs to ensure that they have enough personnel.



Check with Chief of Equipment on progress of equipment.



Inform TD of the progress of preparations and impending problems.



Check safety provisions as applicable.



Thoroughly test all timing and communications equipment on the hill.



Check course preparations.



Arrange for award podium and sound system for awards presentations.
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One Week Before Race


Re-check all arrangements; inspect course preparation personally.



Bring equipment to ski area and race site if possible.



Check with ski area.



Contact all major Officials for progress report.



Contact TD with status report.



Insist that the course be packed, rolled, tilled etc. during the week before the race.



Make arrangements for chemical course preparation if needed.



Prepare for coaches meeting and draw.



Arrange for preparation and installation of start and finish areas.



Arrange for dignitary to present awards.



Prepare race rules.



Firm up schedule of events and confirm with officials and ski area.

5. The Day Prior to the Race


Confirm with Chief of Administration that all is ready.



Check communications and timing system again.



Do final grooming and set first course.



Do final preparation of start and finish areas.



Do final preparations for coaches meeting and draw.



Confirm lift operation with ski area according to schedule.

Evening Before Race


Obtain weather report for that night & race day



Coaches meeting, followed by draw.



Jury meeting.



Major Officials meeting.



Make adjustments developing from these meetings.



Publish race schedule, start lists, etc.
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Race Day


Arrive early!



Final installation of timing and communications system two hours prior to race start.



Jury inspection.



Final course preparation as needed - dying, numbering, flagging.



Gate Judge education if not already done by Chief of Gate Judges.



All Officials in place and ready in plenty of time prior to the start.



Fore-runners go prior to start and report to Jury.



Start on time.



Remember to keep all racers, coaches and officials informed of current events and any changes.



Confirm quiet place for jury meeting.



Make certain Chief of gate judges keeps gate judges informed for potential Jury meeting.



Process results as quickly as possible.



Distribute unofficial results as soon as they are available.



Ensure quiet, secure area for results production.



Ensure course clean-up is satisfactory.

Key Elements on Race Day


Course maintenance is particularly vital and should start before trouble spots develop and should
continue until the last racer has finished.



Be certain to provide sufficient equipment on the course: Poles, flags, rakes, bars, shovels, tiger
torches and drills.



Provide independent communications for Jury and Chief Officials.



Avoid interfering with timekeeping team and those working on results.



Thank everyone - All volunteers, officials and area management.
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4.6 Race Officials Quiz
Match Race Official with appropriate responsibility:
1. Prompt and accurate calculation of the results

a.

Assistant Starter

2. Recording order of arrival of all competitors finishing

b.

Chief of Calculation

3. Accuracy of the timing

c.

Chief of Race

4. Times/records actual time of starting

d.

Course Setter

5. First aid and medical service during the fixed training

e.

Gate Judge

hours and the race
6. Organization, direction and control of all Officials

f.

Finish Controller

7. Insuring that the rules at the finish line are observed

g.

Starter

8. Summoning racers in due order at the start

h.

Chief of Course

9. Observing if the passage of a competitor was correct

i.

Referee

10. The draw at the coaches meeting

j.

Chief of Medical

11. Chairs the Coaches Meeting

k.

Start Timer

12. Sets the course under Jury supervision?

l.

Chief of Administration

13. Responsible for supervision of one or more gates

m.

Finish Referee

14. Responsible for warning signal and command

n.

Chief Timekeeper

15. Responsible for recording minutes of all meetings

o.

Chief of Race

1.__________

6. ___________

11.__________

2.__________

7. ___________

12.__________

3.__________

8.___________

13.__________

4.__________

9.___________

14.__________

5.__________

10.__________

15.__________
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5 RACE SECRETIAT DUTIES, RACE NOTICE,
CAPTAINS’ MEETINGS, DRAWS AND START LISTS
5.1 Race Secretariat (Race Office)
This area of operations is one of the keys to the success of an Alpine ski race. It is
usually the first line of contact for competitors, captains, juries, race officials,
organizations, volunteers, area operations, media, sponsors, etc. The Chief of
Administration oversees the activities of the race secretariat also know as the race
office. An experienced Race Secretariat will be prepared well in advance of the race in
all areas demanding organization such as adequate supplies, equipment and forms
needed for the event.
On race day, efficient systems must be in place to ensure the orderly flow of required
paper work such as start lists and results. The paperwork comprising the complete
documentation for a race is considerable and must be accurate in its contents.

5.2 Race Notice
A sample Race Notice is provided but in many PSO’s the race notice is done
electronically and provided on-line on the PSO web site. The required distribution of the
Race Notice and the results are provided in Section 13. For FIS races, the necessary
information will be found in the ACA Documentation – www.canski.org

5.3 Coaches / Team Captains Meetings
A coaches meeting is held prior to every race. This meeting, its location and conduct
have a significant bearing upon the success of a race. The degree to which it is casual
or formal can set the ‘tone’ for the entire race. It gives the visiting coaches and team
representatives an impression of the organizer’s attitude and expectations toward the
race - not to mention the obvious factors of planning and organization or lack of the
same. No matter how small or informal, a Coaches meeting is a valuable tool in a well
organized race.
The location of the meeting room must be accessible to the coaches. The time and
place of the meeting must be well announced. The location must be private, isolated
from public traffic, have sufficient seating and offer enough room to move around.
In the meeting room itself there is an ideal protocol to follow. There should be a head
table with chairs for presiding officials: Chief of Race, Technical Delegate, and Chief of
Course. Be sure to invite other key personnel to the meeting such as Chief Gate Judge,
Chief of Timing and Calculations and Chief of Ski Patrol.
Simple refreshments add a gracious and much appreciated touch as many of the people
may not have had time to ‘grab a bite’ to eat before arriving.
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SECRETARIAT (RACE OFFICE) CHECKLIST
PRE-SEASON ITEMS - General Planning and Preparation
Ski Area management approval
Review Previous TD reports
National Points List – www.acapoints.ca
Organizing Committee Meetings - take minutes
Publicity Concerning the Race
Lists of Officials qualified for various positions

RACE INFORMATION NEEDED - 4-5 Weeks Ahead
Race Notice - Mailing and Email to PSO office &/or ACA
Registration - When, Location, Time?
Lift Tickets - Costs, Where to Purchase?
Parking, Lodging, Food, Waxing Facilities, etc.
Race Schedule
Ski Area Map with access information for training and race location.
The Draw, Coaches and Jury Meetings
Special Regulations / Race Rules
Awards
Contact Race Officials
Assemble Supplies, Equipment
Prepare Your Signs
Race Results Software updated?
Technical Data for the Headers

CREDENTIALS - Who Gets What Access? Format of Credentials?
Race Officials
Coaches
Racers
Visiting Officials
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COACHES’ MEETINGS
Location
Minutes (can be taken on a computer)
_____________Draw
Results of the Draw (Start List)

DURING AND AFTER THE RACE
Corrected Start lists
Processing Protests
Procedures for 2nd Run Start lists
Race Results: Technical Data, Duplication,
TD Reports and Meeting Minutes
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SUGGESTED LIST OF SUPPLIES

Current ICR, Precisions & required Rule Books

Paper Towels

Current Points List ACA & FIS

Black & Red pens

Hammer & Nails

Bulletin Board

Pencils

Hole punch

Blank entry cards

File folders

White paper

Copier & extra toner

Mailing labels

Calculators

Computer(s) & race software

Rubber Bands

Rulers

Surge protector & Printer

Staplers & staples

Disc (s) or Memory stick (s)

Tacks & pins

ACA or FIS forms

Clipboards

GJ cards and on-hill supplies

Hi-liter pens (+ colors)

GJ video

Pencil sharpener

Race bibs – check all numbers

Poster board/signs

Extra hi # bibs for Start Ref

Tape – scotch & duct

Forerunner bibs for Start Ref

Masking Tape

ID for Officials – bands or bibs

Paper clips

Lift Tickets

Scissors

Awards & trophies

Small Zip Lock bags

Draw/Seed Board & cards

Plastic Trash bags

Clipboards with plastic covers

Sponsor Logos

Stop Watches & batteries

Transparencies

Waterproof marking pens

Anti Static fluid

Cash box & change

Receipts

Includes supplies for Timing, Gate Judges and Race office
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SNOW MOUNTAIN SKI CLUB
RACE NOTICE

EVENT:

VALENTINE'S DAY K2 GIANT SLALOM

HOSTED BY:

Snow Mountain Ski Club

LOCATION:

Snow Mountain - Candy Dancer

DATES:

February 15, 16, 2006

RACE RULES:

National rules to apply. Helmets mandatory.

ELIGIBILITY:

K2 men and K2 women only. Limit 100 racers.

ENTRY DEADLINE:

Feb 11, 2006

ENTRY FEES:

$20.00 per day

BIB DEPOSIT:

$50 per club. Cheque payable to Snow Mountain Ski Club.

ENTRIES:

Submitted on appropriate entry forms for non-FIS event. Please
include club, Competitor card #, last and first name, year of birth, age
category, NPS points for that discipline of each racer.
Send completed forms with fees to:
Mary White, Chief of Administration
999 East 26th Street
Your Town, Your province. V6Z 1L3
fax 604-555-1111 (ski club) Email - snowmtn@shaw.ca

LIFT TICKETS:

All area passes honored. Racers must sign for tickets at race office. Daily lift passes
$17 per racer. Cheques payable to Ski Club.

DRAW & COACHES MEETING:
REGISTRATION:

Friday, February 14, 2000 7pm Ski Club cabin,

Ski Club Cabin at 7:45 each morning. Bibs and tickets available at Ski Club.

PRESENTATIONS:

One hour after completion of each day’s races at SMSC cabin.

RACE COMMITTEE:

Race Chairperson:

Sandy Smith

555-2222

Chief of Race:

John Adams

555-3333

Chief of Course:

Tim Riley

555-4444

Technical Delegate:

Sam Rule

555-5555

Chief of Administration Mary White
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555-1111

ALPINE ENTRY FORM FOR NON FIS EVENT

COMPETITION:

DATE OF COMPETITION:

CLUB ENTERING:
COACH RESPONSIBLE FOR ENTRY:
MEN:

PHONE:

WOMEN:

FIS OR
NAT#

SURNAME

GIVEN
NAME

YOB

K1,
K2,J1,
J2, SR

Signature:

Date:
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POINTS
DH

SL

GS

SG

TEAM CAPTAINS’ MEETING

Date:

Time:

All competitor entries and race fees must be finalized prior to start of meeting.
WELCOME / INTRODUCTIONS
1.

ATTENDANCE LIST – (EVERYONE PLEASE SIGN)

2.

EVENT M___

SL___ GS___ SG___ DH___
W___

SL___ GS___ SG___ DH___

3.

ROLL CALL BY TEAMS

4.

JURY - APPOINTMENT
TECHNICAL DELEGATE __________________________________________________________
CHIEF OF RACE ________________________________________________________________
REFEREE (Day1) __________________________ (Day2) _____________________________
ASST.REFEREE (Day 1) _____________________(Day2) ____________________________
START REFEREE (Day 1) _____________________(Day 2) ___________________________
FINISH REFEREE (Day 1) _____________________(Day 2) ___________________________

5.

COURSE SETTERS – APPOINTMENT

Please Note: COURSE VERTICAL___________

1ST RUN MEN (Day 1) ________________________ (Day 2) __________________________
2ND RUN MEN (Day 1) ________________________ (Day 2)___________________________
1ST RUN WOMEN (Day 1) _______________________(Day 2)_________________________
2ND RUN WOMEN (Day 1) ______________________ (Day 2)_________________________
6.

COURSE SETTER NOMINATOR/ ASSISTANT Please Note: MIN/MAX # of gates- ________
1ST RUN MEN (Day 1) __________________________(Day 2)_________________________
2ND RUN MEN (Day 1) _________________________ (Day 2)__________________________
1ST RUN WOMEN (Day 1) ______________________ (Day 2) _________________________
2ND RUN WOMEN (Day 1) ______________________ (Day 2)_________________________

7. FORERUNNERS: NUMBER_______ Level of Race ability_______________________
Names if available:
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8.

UPDATE OF ENTRIES / REVIEW OF COMPETITORS / USE OF SNOW SEED?

9.

DRAW - COMPUTER OR DOUBLE DRAW

10.

REPORT BY THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

11.

COMMENTS BY THE TECHNICAL DELEGATE – Include request for information from

Coaches on competitors with medical concerns that could affect their care if injured.
12.

REPORT BY JURY MEMBERS

13. WEATHER FORECAST _____________________________________________________
14.

AWARDS: LOCATION:_________________________TIME:______________________

15.

PROTESTS IN WRITING $_______WITHIN 15 MINUTES OF POSTING OF THE REPORT

16.

OFFICIAL NOTICE BOARD LOCATION ______________________________________

17.

SCHEDULE

MEN SCHEDULE

WOMEN SCHEDULE

RACE HEADQUARTERS OPENS

_______________

________________

LIFTS OPEN

_______________

________________

TRAINING COURSES

_______________

________________

RACE COURSE NAME

_______________

________________

COURSE SETTING

_______________

________________

JURY MEETS FOR RADIOS

_______________

________________

JURY BOARDS LIFT

_______________

________________

JURY INSPECTION -

________________ _________________

COURSE OPEN FOR INSPECTION

_______________

________________

COURSE CLOSED

_______________

________________

SNOW SEED (YES OR NO)

_______________

________________

FORERUNNERS

_______________

________________

1ST RUN / TRAINING RUN START

_______________

________________

START INTERVAL

_______________

________________
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COURSE SETTING - 2ND RUN

_______________

________________

JURY INSPECTION - 2ND RUN

_______________

________________

COURSE OPEN FOR INSPECTION

_______________

________________

2ND RUN FORERUNNERS

_______________

________________

2ND RUN START

_______________

________________

START INTERVAL

_______________

________________

18. LIFT TICKETS/BIB: LOCATION-_____________________TIME:__________________
19. TRAINING AREAS: LOCATION-____________________TIMES:__________________
20. TEAR DOWN OF COURSE- _______________________________________________
21. EQUIPMENT STORAGE/LIFT LINES / FAST SKIING/ RACER ETIQUETTE-SAFETY
22. COMMENTS/QUESTIONS FROM COACHES
23. NEXT COACHES MEETING- ________________________________________

A very simple rule for the conduct of the Captains’ Meeting is to come prepared! Then
invite comment, listen and decide. Preparation is not to be taken lightly and nothing takes
the place of planning ahead. If you come well prepared, you will be more at ease and are
more likely to give the coaches and other attendees the impression that you know what
you’re doing - even if it’s your very first time.
The agenda for the meeting must be determined in advance among the Chief of Race and
Technical Delegate who will also have to determine who will handle which parts of the
meeting. If possible, determine which coaches will be in attendance. This way, you can be
sure that a nomination for Referee and Assistant Referee who will be most helpful to the
race. Remember that there are criteria for qualifications for Jury members that are detailed
in the on page 6-2 of this Manual.
FIS races require their own set of documents. Documents are provided on the ACA web
site www.canski.org and FIS web site www.fis-ski.com. On the following pages is an
example of the FIS Team Captains meeting agenda followed by the FIS race program
(schedule) to be used for FIS races. Note that both forms are different from the ACA forms.
Either a computer generated random draw will be done or the draw will be done using a
Draw Board with the properly entered competitors visible to all. A diagram of a draw board
is on page 5-12. A double draw should be conducted by the Referee. Minutes should be
taken for future reference and required action.
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5.4 Starting Order, 1st and 2nd Run and “Snow Seed”
5.4.1

1st Run Starting Order

The starting order for the first run is quite simple.
For FIS point races – competitors are placed in order of their FIS points low to high.
For National point races – competitors are placed in order of the ACA points low to high.
In both of the above cases - A group of 15 forms the first group and these must be
drawn for position. The remaining competitors start in order of their points. Competitors
who have no points are drawn in a group at the end. Some points to note:
a. If there is a tie in points for the 15th position in the first group, then the first group
can be increased accordingly.
b. If in the first 15 competitors, the point difference between one and the following
competitor is too great, the Jury may decide to reduce the number of competitors in
the first group appropriately.

Snow Seed
There is a rule for the starting order in extraordinary conditions often called the “snow
seed”. This takes place in Downhill, Giant Slalom or Super G (not in Slalom) in the
event of actual or anticipated heavy snowfall. Should the conditions not warrant it on
the day of the race as decided by the Jury, then it is not used. It should always be
drawn as a precaution but if drawn the use of the snow seed must be confirmed on race
day prior to the racers starting course inspection.
The “snow seed” is a group consisting of at least 6 competitors chosen by lot from
among the last 20% of the start list. They start after the forerunners and before #1
competitor and in reverse order of their start numbers.
For example, in a field of 90 competitors, 20% is 18 and thus the six will be drawn from
among bib numbers 73-90. If #75, 90, 77, 81, 84, 73 are drawn, then the starting order
will be: 90, 84, 81, 77, 75, 73. These racers are shown on the regular start list with an *
beside their name.
Snow Seed Table is on the following page:
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DRAW

BOARD USED FOR FIS POINT RACES
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5.4.2

2nd Race Starting Order: Two - one run race events

In a competition with only one run, the starting order for the second event that day will
reverse the top 15 competitors from the start list of the 1st event. This means
competitors will keep the same bib number but : #15 on the list will start 1st, #14 on the
list will start 2nd and so on. The remainder of the field from 16thon, the competitors run
according to the 1st event start list.
There can be some variation to this rule by each PSO eg: BC reverses the top 30 for the
starting order of the second event – please check PSO rules to confirm start order other
that stated above.
5.4.3

Starting Order for 2nd Run (New Rule in 2005)

In a competition with two runs, the starting order for the second run is determined by the
result list of the first run except for the first 30 places. For the first 30 places the starting
order is as follows:
- the 30th in the result list starts 1st
- the 29th in the result list starts 2nd
- the 28th in the result list starts 3rd
- the 1st in the result list starts 30th
The remainder of the field from 30th on then run according to the order of the result list
of the first run. This is shown below.
1ST RUN RESULTS and 2nd RUN START ORDER
Place

Bib No.

1st Run Time

2nd Run Start Order

1

6

54.32

30

2

10

54.56

29

3

4

54.94

28

4

1

55.29

27

5

8

55.33

26

6

3

55.48

25

7

2

55.49

24

8

12

55.51

23

9

18

55.67

22

10

7

55.73

21

11

16

55.75

20

12

5

55.80

19

25

13

57.85

4

26

14

57.89

3
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27

9

58.08

4

28

11

58.23

3

29

15

59.18

2

30

17

59.34

1

from the 31st onward according to the result list of the first run. If more than one
competitor is ranked 30th, the competitor with the lowest start number will start first.
What does this mean? Let’s look at an example.
2 Run Race Events
Put the finishers in order of

The second run start list

first run results

then looks like this

1

30T - lowest bib #

2

30T - highest bib #

3

29

4

28

5

27

6

26

7

25

etc

etc

to

to

25

7

26

6

27

5

28

4

29

3

30T - highest bib #

2

30T - lowest bib #

1

32

32

33 etc.

33 etc.
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An actual example is given below.
Place

Bib No.

1st Run Time

2nd Run Time

1

6

55.32

31

2

10

55.56

30

3

4

55.94

29

4

1

56.29

28

5

8

56.33

27

6

3

56.48

26

7

2

56.49

25

etc

etc

to

to

25

7

58.73

7

26

16

58.75

6

27

5

58.80

5

Remember the keys are - put them

28

13

58.85

4

in order of the first run results

29

14

58.89

3

following the normal rules for

30

11

59.08

2

breaking of ties i.e. high bib #

31

9

59.08

1

is listed before low bib #, then

32

15

59.18

32

reverse the appropriate number.

33

17

59.34

33

5.4.4

Starting Order for the 2nd Run at FIS Races

621.10.3 The Jury has the right to decide no later than one hour before the start of
the first run whether the reversed order shall be reduced to the first fifteen placed
competitors from the first run.
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6 RACE JURY
6.1 Composition of Jury
In control of an Alpine Ski Race and ruling on all questions on the interpretation or
applicability of the rules is the Race Jury. The nature and function of the Race Jury are
very different from those of the Race Committee and have developed in direct response
to the needs of ski racing. The composition of the Jury is as follows:
VOTING MEMBERS OF THE JURY AND APPOINTMENT
Technical Delegate

- Appointed by the sanctioning association
- Represents the sanctioning association
- From outside the host organization
- Chairman of the Jury with the deciding vote in case of a tie.

Referee

- Appointed at coaches meeting by Technical Delegate
- From outside the host organization

Assistant Referee

- DH/SG : Appointed at coaches meeting by Technical Delegate
- Technical Events : Optional - Appointed at coaches meeting by
Technical Delegate
- From outside the host organization

Chief of Race

- Appointed by host organization

JURY ADVISORS
Start Referee

- Appointed by host organization

Finish Referee

- Appointed by host organization

6.2 Qualifications for Jury Members and Other Officials
There is an established policy for qualifications of Jury members and is contained in
various PSO Rules and given below.
6.2.1

Certification of Race Officials for non-FIS Downhill and Super G Events

Technical Delegate
Referee
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Minimum of PSO Technical Delegate with certification in DH/SG
events.
Either: A coach with a minimum of Level II coach certification and
Level II Officials certification or Divisional, National or FIS Technical
Delegate with DH/SG certification.
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Assistant Referee

A coach with a minimum of Level II coach certification plus Level
II Official certification.

Chief of Race

Level II Officials certification

Start Referee

Level II Officials certification

Finish Referee

Level II Officials certification

6.2.2

Certification of Race Officials for non-FIS Technical Events

Technical Delegate

Minimum of Divisional Technical Delegate

Referee

A coach with minimum of Level II coach certification plus Level II
Official Certification.

Assistant Referee**

Level I or II coach

Chief of Race

Level II Officials certification

Start Referee

Level II Officials certification

Finish Referee

Level II Officials certification

**Note: For Technical Events, the position of Assistant Referee is optional.
6.2.3

FIS Races

Chief of Race

Level III Official

Start & Finish Referees,

Level II Official

Referee & Ass’t Referee

Level II Official, Level III CSCF

Chief of Course

Level II Official

Chief of Gate Judges

Level II Official

6.2.4

NGSL and Other Division League Events

All races including weekly races must have a minimum of one Level 2 Official and three
Level I Officials.
6.2.5

Masters Series Races

For non-ACA sanctioned Masters Races, the minimum Jury consists of 4 positions
consisting of the Technical Delegate and any 3 of: Referee, Assistant Referee, Chief of
Race, Start Referee and Finish Referee. The Technical Delegate will be appointed by
the PSO or Division Officials Chairman and will be at least a Divisional TD.
For ACA sanctioned Masters Races, Jury and certification of Officials is the same as
PSO guidelines for Non-FIS Technical events and DH/SG events. The Technical
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Delegate will be appointed by the PSO Officials Chairman and will be at least a PSO
TD. Participating competitors can not be part of the Jury.

6.2.6

NCAA Races

Technical Delegate

National or FIS Technical Delegate

Referee

A Level II coach plus Level II Official Certification

Assistant Referee

A Level II coach plus Level II Official Certification

All other Jury Members

Minimum of Level I Officials

6.3 General Responsibilities of the Jury
The Jury as a whole watches that the rules are adhered to throughout the race and that
the safety of the competitors, officials and spectators is never compromised.
They have the following general responsibilities:
1.

Application and implementation of the rules.

2.

Conduct the draw.

3.

Course inspection - prior to start of training and race and during the race.

4.

Provide supervision of start and finish.

5.

Have the right to: cancel, interrupt or postpone a race, change start intervals;
shorten the course.

6.

Rule on all provisional runs and protests.

7.

See that FIS rules and modifications are upheld.

8.

Approve the methods of timing and calculation.

6.4 Duties and Responsibilities of Jury Members
Sections 601.4 and 602 in the ICR cover the duties of the Jury and its individual
members and are directed to your attention to supplement the brief descriptions given
on the following pages.

6.4.1

Technical Delegate

The multitude of duties and responsibilities of the Technical Delegate are shown on the
following page.
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TECHNICAL DELEGATE
WORKING AREAS

SANCTIONING
BODY

RACE
COMMITTEE

T.D.
QUALIFICATIONS

JURY AND
TEAM CAPTAINS

CHIEF OF

COMPETITORS

JURY

SAFETY &

RACE

COURSE INSPECTION
PROTESTS

LICENSED

RACE

TEAM

T.D.

SECRETARY

CAPTAINS

RE-RUNS
PROTEST
HEARINGS

GENERAL
DUTIES

T.D.
AIDS

T.D.
REPORT

CHIEF OF

COURSE

DISCIPLINARY

COURSE

SETTER

ACTION

CHIEF OF

START

GATE JUDGES

REFEREE

CHIEF OF
TIMING/CALC.

FINISH
REFEREE

The role of the Technical Delegate has changed from the person who had complete
control over the operation of a race during its competitive operation and advisory control
over its pre-race and post-race operation to being the advisor to the Race Committee.
He/she along with the Jury has the final decision in all matters of safety and the
authority to cancel, postpone, or annul the race if necessary.
As Chairman of the Jury, the Technical Delegate has several primary duties that
include:
1.

Makes sure that all rules and directions of the FIS, ACA &/or PSO are
adhered to.

2.

Sees that the event runs smoothly.

3.

Advises the organizers within the scope of their duties.

4.

Is the official representative of FIS, ACA or the PSO.
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6.4.2

Referee and Assistant Referee

ICR 601.4.10

The primary responsibilities of the Referee are:
1.

To conduct the draw.

2.

Inspect the course after it is set - alone or accompanied by other members of
the Jury

3.

Change the course by taking out or adding gates.

4.

Receives reports from the Start & Finish Referees and Chief Gate Judge
regarding rule infractions and gate faults at the end of each run/race.

5.

Check , sign and post the Referee report after each run on the officials notice
board.

The Assistant Referee is expected to assist the Referee in all of the above duties. In
addition, both the Referee and Assistant Referee are the representatives of the
competitors on the Jury.

6.4.3

Start Referee

ICR 601.3.3

The primary responsibilities of the Start Referee are:
1. Make sure the start regulations and organization are properly observed.
2. Determine late and false starts and violations against the rules for equipment
3. Reports to the Referee the competitor’s names that do not start, have made late or
false starts or other start infringements and equipment violations
4. Ensures the start is closed or open for inspection.
5. Must be able to communicate immediately with the Jury at all times.

6.4.4

Finish Referee

ICR 601.3.4

The primary responsibilities of the Finish Referee are:
1. Make sure that all regulations for the organization of the finish and the in-run and
out-run to the finish are properly observed.
2. Supervise the Finish Controller, the timing and crowd control in the finish area.
3. Must be able to communicate immediately with the Jury at all times.
4. Assist the referee with posting of DNF and DSQ’s
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6.4.5

Chief of Race

ICR 601.3.1

The Chief of Race has very specific duties as part of the Race Committee. Within the
Jury, his responsibilities are to represent the Race Committee and to co-ordinate and
implement the Jury decisions as appropriate to the Race Committee.
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7 RE-RUNS, DISQUALIFICATIONS AND PROTESTS
The following must be read in conjunction with the indicated sections of the ICR.
The ICR is not reproduced in full below as amendments to the rules occur from time to
time. “Generally” indicates that the rule is not fully reproduced.

7.1 Re-runs
623

Re-runs

623.1

Prerequisites

Generally, a competitor who is obstructed or interfered with while racing must stop
immediately after the incident took place and apply to any member of the Jury for a rerun. This claim can also be made by the team captain of the obstructed competitor. The
competitor should make his way to the finish along the side of the piste.
623.2

Grounds for Interference

Generally, incidents beyond the will and control of the competitor, which cause
significant loss of speed or a lengthening of the racing line and thereby consequently
affect the competitor's time; or a complete malfunction of all timing systems.
623.3

Validity of a Re-Run.

Generally, re-runs are provisional until confirmed by the Jury.
If the competitor was already disqualified before the incident entitling him to a re-run, the
re-run is not valid.
The provisionally or definitively approved run remains valid even if it proves slower than
the obstructed one.
623.4

Start Time of the Re-run

In the case of fixed start intervals, the competitor may start at the fixed interval, after he
has reported to the start referee, in accordance with the decision of the start referee.
With non-fixed start intervals, the procedure is in accordance with the provisions of art.
805.3..
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NOTE: The ICR rules address the seriousness of the infraction and encompass
all individuals associated with the race event, whether it is the racer, coaches,
officials or anyone at the race venue. The rules address reprimands, impaired
starts, disqualifications, fines and suspensions.

7.2 Not Permitted to Start
627

A competitor will not be permitted to start in any FIS International Ski
competition who:

627.1

Wears obscene names and/or symbols on clothing and equipment (art 206.7)
or behaves in an unsportsmanlike manner in the start area (art. 205.5).

627.2

Violates the FIS rules in regard to equipment (art.222) and commercial
markings (207).

627.3

Refuses to undertake a FIS required medical examination (art.221.2).

627.4

Trains on a course closed for competitors (art.614.1.4).

627.5

In training for Downhill has not participated in at least one timed training run
(art. 704.8.3).

627.6

Does not wear a crash helmet that conforms to the Competition Equipment
Specifications (art. 707, 1007), or does not have ski brakes on their skis (art.
608.3).

627.7

Was eliminated from first run (art. 605.4).

627.8

If a competitor has actually started in a competition and is later determined by
the Jury to have been in violation of these rules the Jury must sanction the
competitor.

7.3 Penalties
628

Penalties

A penalty will be assessed by the Jury where the competitor:
628.1

Violates the rules governing advertising on equipment (art. 207.1).

628.2

Alters the start number in a way which is not allowed (art. 606.1).

628.3

Does not wear or carry the official start number according to the rules (704.6,
804.1, 904, 1004.1).

628.4

Skis through a gate or practices turns parallel to those required by gates on
the course (art. 904).

628.5

Is not ready to start on time or makes a false start (art. 613.6, 613.7, 805.3.1,
805.4, 1106.3).
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628.6

Violates rules of the start or starts in another manner than is permitted
according to the rules (art. 613.3).

628.7

Requests a re-run which proves not be valid (art. 623.3.2).

628.8

Continues to race after committing a gate fault (art. 614.2.2).

628.9

Fails to pass the finish in accordance with art. 615.3

628.10

Removes skis before crossing the red line (art.206.5).

628.11

Does not leave the finish area through the official exit with all the competition
equipment used in the race (art. 615.1.7).

628.12

Takes skis to the official ceremonies (art. 206.6)

628.13

Receives outside help during a competition (art. 661.3)

7.4 Disqualifications
629

Disqualifications

A competitor will be disqualified if he:
629.1

Participates in a race under false pretenses.

629.2

Either jeopardizes the security of persons or property or actually causes injury
or damage.

629.3

Does not pass through a gate correctly (art. 661.4) or does not start within the
time limits defined by art 613.7

7.5 Protests
640

Protests

641

Types of Protests

641.1

Against admittance of competitors or their competition equipment,

641.2

Against the course or its condition,

641.3

Against another competitor or against an official during the race,

641.4

Against disqualifications.

641.5

Against timekeeping,

641.6

Against the decision of the Jury or Technical Delegate.
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7.6 Place of Submittal
642

Place of Submittal

The various protests are to be submitted as follows:
642.1

Protests according to the art. 641.1 - 641.6 at the location designated on the
official notice board or at a place announced at a team captains' meeting.

642.2

Protest according to art. 624 to the FIS office.

7.7 Deadlines for Submittal
643

Deadlines for Submittal

643.1

Against the admittance of a competitor:
- Before the draw.

643.2

Against the course or its condition:
- No later than 60 minutes before the beginning of the race.

643.3

Against another competitor or competitor's equipment or against an
official because of irregular behavior during the competition:
- Within 15 minutes after the last competitor has passed the finish.

643.4

Against disqualification:
- Within 15 minutes after the posting or announcement of the disqualification.

643.5

Against the timekeeping:
- Within 15 minutes after the posting of the unofficial result list.

643.6

Against all decision of the Jury or Technical Delegate:
- Immediately and no later than the deadlines for submittal of protest
according to the art. 643.4.
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN

REFEREE REPORT – DSQ Posting Form
Date:
Women [

Event:
]

Men [

]

1st Run [

]

2nd Run [

]

THE FOLLOWING COMPETITORS HAVE BEEN DISQUALIFIED ACCORDING TO: ICR 629
Bib No.

COMPETITOR NAME

CLU
B

NO. OF GATES

DID NOT START #’s

DID NOT FINISH #’s

Time of Posting:

________________________________

Protest Submittal Deadline: _________________________
Referee:

_____________________________________
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GATE JUDGE

ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
PROTESTS FORM
Competition

F

Discipline

Date

Reasons for protest

ICR References

Name of protester

Club

Date and time of submission

Protest Fee:

Payment of deposit
Protest and deposit received by
Date
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M

MINUTES OF JURY DECISIONS and/or PROTESTS
Competition

F

Discipline

M

Date

Jury members present

Vote

Club

Technical Delegate

With
voting
right

Referee

With
voting
right

Assistant Referee

With
voting
right

Signatures *

DH /Super
G only
Chief of Race

With
voting
right

Others present at the meeting
Club

Name

Position

Reason for Meeting : Protest / Jury Decision other than Protests
Summary of reasons regarding protest or Summary of decisions taken

Decision on Protest
Time published
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The TD:
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ICR References

7.8 Case Studies
One of the duties of a Jury is to decide on protests.
Examples of Jury problems are :
a) A racer skis through gate 14 but the turning pole of gate 15 has been knocked down
by the previous racer and is out of sight. The racer continues, outside of the dye spot
where the missing pole belonged and passed through gate 16. The gate judge posts the
racer as a DSQ that is protested.
DSQ stands as racer did not correctly pass through the gates. There must be clear
evidence that the racer attempted to correctly pass the gate.
Same situation, but racer stopped, left course and requested re-run from the Finish
Referee. This is granted does it stand?
Yes. Racer was entitled to re-run and followed correct procedure.
b) A racer making a hard turn on the second gate comes out of his binding. Quickly
recovering his ski, he returns to the start gate and request another start. Is this a valid
request?
No. Racer is entirely responsible for proper functioning of his equipment.
Same situation but it pops as soon as he leaves start gate.
Same decision.
c) A racer knocks down a pole in the top gate of a flush. The pole falls into the flush
obstructing the racer’s passage through the remaining gates of the combination. He
leaves the course and requests a re-run. Is this a valid request?
No. Racer created his own problem by striking the pole with enough force to dislodge it.
He would have to have substantial evidence that the gate judge was negligent in
replacing the pole properly.
d) Bib #17 appeared 2 minutes late at the start claiming that the lift had broken down.
He was allowed a provisional start. Does it stand?
Not unless the Jury discovers that other racers were also late and for the same reason.
Jury could check with management to see if lift had stopped. Racer has responsibility to
ensure he gets to start on time.
Now, as a member of the Jury, how would you vote on the following situations:
1. You are TD at a men’s slalom. The field of 81 competitors finds a well set course
with firm surface. In run # 1, racer #44 finishes 8th, racer #81 finished 43rd. In run #2,
racer #44 finishes overall 10th in the race. When it comes time for racer
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#81 to race in the 43rd slot, bib #44 comes down the hill again, falls just before the
finish, gets up and crosses the finish line.
The Chief of Timing thinks he’s seeing double. He calls the start and asks if #44 had a
re-run. The reply is “ I assumed that was the case”. Chief of Timing calls the Finish
Referee - “Did #44 request a provisional re-run?” Answer, “No”. The Chief of Timing’s
problem: 2 number 44’s with finish times on the 2nd run.
The TD is notified along with the Jury. #44 it seems is “John Smith”. #81 is “Bill Smith”.
It turns out they are brothers.
It further develops that #81 took off his bib during lunch and it is stolen. So after his
brother, #44 runs the second run. #81 borrows his brother’s bib for the 2nd run.
What decisions does the Jury have to make regarding:
Racer #81
Racer #44
2. The Start Referee reported a DSQ on a racer for improper start in the first run of a
slalom. The racer was described as having slipped one leg in front of the start wand
without “opening” the wand during the count, thus gaining a more advanced body
position than normal. Otherwise, his start procedure was conventional. The Referee
posted the DSQ.
The racer and his coach protested the DSQ since the start gate as prepared allowed
passage of one leg by the wand without opening it.
Action by the Jury?
3. A slalom racer in the 2nd run skied over a wedge in the course between two gates.
It had been used to brace a pole in a gate 8 gates above the one where it slid to rest.
The wedges were white plastic. When it slid out of sight, the gate judge simply replaced
it with another.
The impact of the wedge threw the racer suddenly off balance but he made the next
gate without incident and finished the race placing 7th. When he told his coach, the
coach went to the Finish Referee and got his permission for a re-run. On the re-run,
however, he made a time which placed him 12th.
a.

What placing would you give him?

b.
What if the re-run had placed him 34th giving credence to the fact that the
wedge had indeed hindered his run?
c.

Any other comments?
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4. In December in the second run of a slalom, racer #4 missed the last gate and
climbed back. As he proceeded to the finish he was overtaken by racer #9 and the two
finished simultaneously. The electric timer, however, printed twice...0.05 seconds apart.
The electric timing crew could not tell which time belonged to whom or indeed whether
the second time was a trailing leg or whatever. Assuming that this short an interval
wouldn’t make much difference, they gave the faster time to #9. Racer #8 then turned
in a time only 0.02 sec behind #9 for two runs. That meant that the win depended on
which impulse was counted for #9. If the earlier, he was the winner by 0.02 sec, if the
latter, he was second by 0.03 sec. The coach of #8 naturally protested.
The Jury hearings have established:
a. Neither the Finish Referee nor the Finish Controller could determine who crossed
first.
b. The hand timers had the same finish time for both #4 and #9.
What times do you give to: #5

#8

#9

and why?

5. After the second run of a men’s slalom, there is a protest of DSQ for a hooked tip.
The coach protested the DSQ claiming that the competitor should not be DSQ’d in that
he had crossed the plane defined by the verticals above the points where the gate poles
entered the snow with both feet and both ski tips. The coach argued that although the
video clearly showed one tip passing outside of one gate pole, the video tape did not
prove that the gate pole was vertical. Therefore, there was reasonable doubt involved
and the racer should be favoured.
What does the Jury decide?
6. After the forerunners had gone, racer #1 was started as usual, but the start wand did
not register a start. He had an excellent run, with only hand times being available. The
race was stopped and the trouble found and fixed. An emergency meeting was called
to decide what to do.
The following situations were considered:
Should the hand timer be taken for all racers as there had been “total failure of the
electric timing” for all racers so far?
Should the hand timing be taken for that one racer and electric for all the rest?
Should the race be restarted over with #1?
Which is the best decision and why?
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8 THE RACE COURSE
8.1 Course Descriptions and Relative Course Layouts
The various types of ski races are:
Slalom
The slalom course is the quickest and shortest of the alpine courses with a vertical drop
of 140 to 220 meters. The hill may vary in width but must be very smooth and at least a
quarter of the drop must be at a gradient steeper than 30 degrees. Racing is mostly
down the fall line with a combination of open and closed gates. The gates are narrow
and closely spaced. There are certain mandatory figures in a slalom race including
hairpins and combinations. The slalom course allows the racer to combine maximum
speed with a wide variety of ski techniques, including changes of direction with very
different radii.
Downhill
The
downhill course is the longest of the alpine races. The vertical drop is 500 to 1100
meters. Natural obstacles and features of the hill are used to give the course its
character. Gates are only to guide skiers away from dangerous areas. No technical
figures are allowed and the gates are wide and open to the racing line. Downhill is an
event in which the racer must demonstrate excellent skiing technique, agility, continuous
concentration, marked endurance and physical fitness, as well as courage. Three days
should be scheduled for the inspection and official training.
Giant Slalom
The giant slalom course is moderately long, varying from 250 to 400 meters in vertical
and should normally have a width of approximately 40 meters. Undulating and hilly
terrain is exploited rather than technical figures, although these may be used on
uninteresting stretches. Emphasis in giant slalom is on using the great width of the hill
with wide, open gates. There must be at least 30 gates on a giant slalom course with
not less than 8 meters between them. The giant slalom presents a variety of long,
medium and small turns, allowing the racer to choose his or her own line between
gates. Speeds are high but not equal to the sustained high speed of downhill.
Super G
Super G
derives its name from super giant slalom, implying correctly that the course is both
longer and faster than the regular giant slalom. Speeds may be equal to downhill in
stretches of the course. Control gates are used to develop a course with more turning
requirements than downhill thus demanding greater attention to technical skiing ability
than in the pure downhill event. Super G courses are often set on a course groomed for
downhill but with a lower start position. A training run may be required prior to
competition if the Jury considers that the competitors are unfamiliar with the site and
safety is always a prime concern.
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8.2 Regulations for FIS and PSO Events
There is a detailed listing of rules and other items covering each event and these are
summarized for FIS events on page below and on page 8-3. PSO/divisional events run
under lower specifications (verticals and number of gates) shown below.
8.2.1

COMPETITION LEVEL

Technical Requirements:
DOWNHILL

SUPER G

FIS

PSO& Divisional

(Ladies)

500-800m

450m/1 run

(Men)

500-1000 m

350m/ 2run

(Ladies)

350-600m

K1 – min 225m - max 350m

(Men)

500-650m

K2 – min 250m – max 450m

Minimum # of Direction Changes* 35 Men : 30 Ladies

25 gates

Maximum # of Direction Changes*

12% of vertical

10% of vertical

Note: Downhill and Super G courses must be measured
*NOTE:

Only those gates requiring a change of direction are to be counted.

GIANT SLALOM

Women

250-400m

K1 - 250m max

Men

250-450m

K2 - 300m max

Minimum # of Direction Changes*..11- 15% of vertical
*NOTE:

13 - 15% of vertical

PSO & Divisional & FIS
Only those gates requiring a change of direction are to be counted

SLALOM

Women

120-200m

# of direction changes 45 - 65 +/-3
Men

140-200m

# of direction changes 55 - 75 +/-3

K1 - 120m max
32 - 40
K2 - 160m max
38 - 50

For PSO & Divisional races - slalom courses must contain 1-3 flushes and at least 2 hairpins.
For FIS – (exception) 120m or less vertical drop = 45 gates
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ABBREVIATED FIS REGULATIONS FOR FIS
SANCTIONED EVENTS
DOWNHILL

Vertical Drop

SUPER G

MEN

GIANT
SLALOM

LADIES

MEN

SLALOM

MEN

LADIES

LADIES

MEN

LADIES

MIN

800
(750)*

500

500

400

300

300

180

140(120)*

MAX

1100

800*

650

600

450

400

220

200

MIN

650

500

500

350

250

250

140(120)**

120

MAX

1100

800

650

600

450

400

220

200

MIN

500

500

500

500

250

250

140(120)**

120

MAX

1100

800

650

600

450

400

220

200

OW,WM,WC
Metres
Vertical Drop
Nor-Am
Metres
Vertical Drop
FIS
Metres

If 2 runs are set, hill must
Course Width

MIN

Gate Width

MIN

Gate Distance

No. of

40 m minimum
width

8m
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Closed:
8m

4m

4m

Closed:
12m

8m

6m

0.75m

No Limits

Open:
8m

MIN

No Limits

25m
(15m)
*

10m

MAX

No Limits

No
Limits

No Limits

MIN

No Limits

35

30

13 m

11% of vertical

55-3

45-3

10% of vertical

15% of vertical

75+3

65+3

Cl:30cm(W) x
50cm(H)

Cl:30cm(W) x
50cm(H)

Triangular

Op:75cm(W) x
50cm(H)

Op:75cm(W) x
50cm(H)

Alternate Red &
Blue

Alternate Red &
Blue

(32)
***
MAX

Flag Colours

be 40 m wide

Open:
6m

MAX

Direction
Changes

Flag
Dimensions

40 m minimum
width

No Limits
75 cm(W) x 100
cm(H)

Red

Red
and

8-3

Rectangular

Optional

Alternate Red & Blue

ABBREVIATED FIS REGULATIONS FOR FIS
SANCTIONED EVENTS
DOWNHILL

MEN

LADIES

SUPER G

MEN

LADIES

GIANT
SLALOM
MEN

SLALOM

LADIES

MEN

LADIES

Blue
Orange

Pole Specs

or Red

Rigid Poles Diameter
Min:
20mm

Blue with white
diagonal
Turning Poles must

Turning Poles must be

be Flex
Max:
32mm

Finish Specs

Refer to
680

Flex: Refer to 680

15
m

10 m
Minimum Width

Start Interval

24cm x 22cm approx.

MAX

FIS,COC&WC
MIN

Minimum Width

60 sec

60
sec

60
sec

1-30 by Jury *

1-30 by Jury*

1-30 by Jury*

40 sec

40
sec

30
sec

see also 622.2.2.

see also 622.2.2

No. Of Forerunners

see 805.1

see 805.1

A Minimum of three is required (see Art.607 of ICR). Must be qualified to
forerun

Training Runs

3

Free ski of
competition hill

None

None

No

No

Helmet
Required

Yes

Yes

Homologation

Every 5 years

Every 5 years

Every 10 years

* Exceptions ** Less than 140 m vertical, minimum gates is
45
Slalom must contain min 1 - max 3 flushes, min 3 hairpins
*** Super G - exception according to Article 1001.1.1: 450 meters - a minimum of 32
gates
Note: GS & SG - only these gates requiring a change of direction are to be counted
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Course Preparation
Overview
An
integral and obvious part of a race is course preparation! Perhaps not emphasized
strongly enough is the real need for the use of the “Plan Ahead” principle. Although this
is a necessary part of all aspects of the event(s) - from the conception of the plan to the
storing of the equipment after the race - it is of monumental importance when it comes
to the course preparation.
Although it is impossible to cover all aspects of all problems at all areas in all regions,
an attempt has been made to cover the major aspects of course and snow preparation.
In the last ten years, monumental progress has been made in race course preparation.
This progression has in turn resulted in snow surfaces that contribute to higher and
more overall consistent racer speeds. Also, better equipment available to the racer as
well as the actual materials used in the competition suits has contributed to the higher
speeds now seen in competitions.
On a well-prepared course, with a gradient slightly exceeding 20 degrees, a sliding fall
at a speed of more than 90-100 Kph (kilometers per hour) has an average stopping
distance of 80-100 meters. If the fall results in a tumbling action the stopping distance
will be reduced due to the increased friction of impacting the snow several times during
the fall.
The FIS Course Committee requires at least 40 meters as a course width on a downhill
course. In a sliding fall it can take 80-100 meters to stop giving a possible difference of
50-70 meters more needed for a racer to stop than a course may have available! This is
why it is imperative that protection and / or diversion devices be in place for the racers
protection. However, if protection decelerates the competitor too quickly (stops him too
fast) as much damage to the competitor can occur as if no protection was used.
There main objective that must be met when using protection devices is to safely
decelerate the racer. The force or energy must be absorbed and it must be a controlled
deceleration. Engineered and properly installed nets will provide a deceleration zone
with minimum rebound action. In nearly every case the net will also provide some
diversion of direction. Willy bags absorb a tremendous amount of energy but will
seldom provide diversion. It is the absorption of energy that must be achieved in the
use of nets, fences, Willy bags, or any other type of device.
This absorption will not happen with nets that are too tight, with large air filled bags
and/or rigid fences. All of these items will produce rebound almost equal to, but in the
opposite direction of the racer’s impact. If the first impact doesn’t injure the racer, the
rebound will!
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8.3 Preparation of the Race Course
The selection of the race course is a function of the ski area and the Race Organizing
Committee involved. The Trail is to be homologated for FIS races and/or meets the
standard required for the level of the competition that is being planned.
In this day and age the ski area personnel usually do the physical preparation of the
race course and the snow surface in consultation with the Chief of Race, TD and FIS
officials. The ski area is usually the source of the snow cats, snow-making equipment
and the snowmaking process, and in most cases the manpower to operate the
equipment.
Regardless of the specifics of who does the job, it is necessary that the Chief of Race,
Technical Delegate and Chief of Course work closely with the ski area personnel or the
other appropriate persons depending on the area involved. All these officials must be
able to offer guidance as required while respecting the knowledge and skills that exist
with the people involved with the preparations. It is still the Technical Delegate’s or
appointed FIS officials responsibility to pass judgment as to the work done and the
conditions of the race course.
The actual work may start as early as the opening of the ski area and continue
throughout the skiing season. Normal trail maintenance obviously continues all winter.
Sometimes there is only a minimal amount of finish work needed to prepare the course
for the actual competition. This may include using the cat to build / shape the start ramp,
if a permanent ramp is not available. Almost all preparation of courses today is done by
machine. The snow cats with their various implements are by far the best and most
efficient tools to properly prepare race courses. The ski race official should learn what
the machines can and cannot do on the mountain. Communication with the area
operator / manager as well as the driver(s) of the machine(s) is vital in getting the job
done properly and in a timely manner.
The most common and useful implement is the tiller. The tiller, by means of blades or
chain flails, turning at a high rpm, can take the air out of soft snow and compact it
resulting in a uniform snow surface. The same machine can break up frozen surfaces
and leave a smooth consistent snow surface. When used with a spreader, the tiller can
also be used to mix chemicals into the snow pack which is then allowed to “set up” or
freeze soft, wet snow that is often present in the spring.
Care has to be taken in some snow conditions. A hard crust over otherwise powder or
sugar snow can turn into an unusable mess if not tilled the night before so it can set up
overnight. No amount of chemical can correct this problem. It would have to be removed
down to a level where the snow was again usable for a race event. In some locations,
chemicals are applied as soon as the season begins, being tilled in as the run is
groomed, to provide a strong solid base for any early season event such as a Downhill
or Super G. Depending on the location and natural texture of the snow, chemicals
ranging from 0 - 0 - 30 (high altitude, dry snow) to 0 - 0 - 45/50 (medium altitude, snow
with higher water content) is used.
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The increasing number of snow making machines across the country gives us a
common tool in course preparation and usually assures adequate cover on a trail with
snow making equipment in place. In fact, early season races have taken place totally
on man made snow where the race course is the only place that has any snow for miles
around!
8.3.1

Snow Preparation Techniques

In order to prepare cold, dry snow repeated tilling might be required. It is helpful to ski
on this snow as much as possible prior to the competition. A final grooming just before
the race will polish off the trail nicely.
Water can be used in extremely dry conditions. However, the amount of water that is
required is so great that this is practical ONLY where snow making water lines exist.
Using the existing water lines the snow can be “wetted” and then tilled. Or for FIS races,
the use of the Steinbach Water Bar can be utilized. When using the bar, an experienced
person should be retained to oversee the implementation. In extremely cold and dry
conditions water mixed with urea can be used as snow cement for small areas. Mixing
the chemical with water is more useful than when the chemical is used alone under
these conditions. Medium temperatures with a mixture of man made and natural snow
respond best to tilling. Mixing tilling and skiing is the ideal long term preparation. When
possible, this method works best. If possible, tilling should be done during the warmest
time of the day. This allows the snow to set-up during the cold night. Wet spring like
snow, caused by warm temperatures, can be compacted with a tiller. If water is present
on the surface, various fertilizers spread on the surface will create a hard surface.
There are several chemicals (one is ammonium carbonate) that will harden wet snow for
several days if it is spread on the snow and then tilled in several inches. If fine particles
of calcium chloride are spread on this surface it will even repel several inches of rain.
The use of caution should be of primary concern when it comes to using chemicals.
Calcium chloride, rock salt and other chemicals are tough on the environment, on snow
machines and above all else, MAY NOT BE ALLOWED AT THE SKI AREA. Always
consult the local area manager PRIOR TO USING ANY CHEMICALS!
Using a high speed tiller with a slow speed cat gets the best results to mix two types of
snow. However, hand work, using rakes and shovels may be necessary in some difficult
conditions or small areas.
Icy crusty snow can be broken up and made into a uniform surface by tilling. In some
cases this might have to be done on the morning of the event (after a freezing rain
during the night) with course setting accomplished after tilling. Texture can be provided
to help counter the effects of the freezing rain using rakes. Experience is the best
teacher. Keep in mind that each ski area as well as each region has its own set of
problems. As a result, they have often developed their own set of solutions. A wise
official will always ask questions and consult with the “locals”
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about the snow conditions and the best methods for preparing the best racing surface
under the available conditions.

8.4 Protection Installations
Speed events (Downhill and Super G) are usually the two events that come to mind first
when protection measures are mentioned. With the velocity of the modern Giant Slalom
course and now more often, the Slalom course as well, it is important to recognize that
protection considerations for technical events are also necessary.
The first principle of protection is to keep the competitor from contacting something that
is hard and firmly planted (an immovable object). Trees, snow machine, snow making
hydrants, anchors, poles at finish lines, television platforms, and spectators are all
objects that we wish to keep racers from meeting “up close and personal.”
The racer can be protected from fixed objects by using well-constructed nets or the
object can be padded using Willy bags. Another alternative is to use a combination to
both decelerate his progress and divert his path away from danger. Of great importance
is the contribution of the course setter who leads the racers away from such obstacles.
8.4.1

Fencing

If a primary objective is to decelerate the racer, then the use of a fence is the most
practical method. A sturdy, well designed net will decelerate and stop the racer before
impacting the obstacles. These nets are not barriers; they are decelerators. They are
to decelerate and stop the falling racer.
The more common fencing material used today for serious spill zone protection is nylon
netting. It comes in two meter high sections and is mounted on polycarbonate poles with
specifically designed “hooks”. This is discussed later under the heading of ‘B’ systems
Double fencing is common where there is a need to provide for stopping power and the
racer is expected to be traveling at (great) speed when impact begins. These systems
must be installed at least two meters apart to prevent ‘ramping’. That is, if a racer hits
the primary and pushes it over, you do not want it to provide a ramp over the secondary
fence, which will launch the racer into the hinterlands.
Nets have been used successfully as primary fencing. Specifically, if the fence is away
from the actual spill location, so the racer is on the snow when reaching the fence.
C- Fence is used for crowd control as a barrier to keep spectators outside of the race
arena. The woven net is installed using polycarbonate poles hung with clips in areas
away from the racers fall line where spectators are can watch the race.
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Original Secondary
Fencing Loc'n
Racer's Projected
Trajectory

Original Primary
Fence Loc'n

Racer's Original
Path
Collapsing Secondary
Fence Loc'n

Collapsing Primary
Fence loc'n

The Ramping Effect
8.4.2

‘A’ System Nets

‘A’ nets are used in Downhill and Super G events to protect areas where it is impossible
to use ‘B’ net type fences due to space. These nets form a barrier between the racer
and objects such as trees, rocks, cliffs, etc. These nets are very expensive as well as
time consuming to install. The nets must also be well-engineered so that injury does not
occur when the net is impacted. The bulk of any net installation should be
accomplished in the summer so that only the actual installation of the netting itself is to
be done just prior to the competition.
The design of the net system must take into consideration many factors. Some of these
factors are: the expected angle of racer impact, sufficient space behind the net to allow
for distortion on impact, the height of the net as well as the length of the net. It is more
time-efficient to carefully scrutinize each possible design plan well before the on-hill
construction process begins.
The most important feature of the net system is that the net itself is covered with
material such as polyethylene or small mesh to provide a sliding surface and to prevent
the competitor from any intrusion into the netting. This is known as ‘slip skirting’. It is
very important to inspect this covering daily during training and the competition. Any
time the net is impacted, the net and the protective covering must be inspected again.
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Officials that plan to work with Downhill or Super G events or in areas that have ‘A’
system nets should consult with an engineer or someone with extensive knowledge and
experience before undertaking a new installation.

8.4.3

‘B’ Systems

‘B’ System nets are specifically designed free standing fencing systems installed where
‘A’ system nets are not warranted but high speed spills are expected. These systems
can be of one layer, two layers or three layers. Consideration can be given to using four
layers.
At present there are five main manufacturers of ‘B’ net systems. It is important that
installers become familiar with the specific manufacturers instructions in installing these
systems. It is also important that different manufactured systems not be integrated into
the same area. All manufacturers offer installation videos and manuals to assist in
installing systems.
These systems incorporate hanging the nets on polycarbonate poles with specially
designed hooks, or installing the systems on polycarbonate poles already attached to or
in the nets. The poles are drilled into the snow to a depth of approximately 12-14 inches.
The “back” layer of netting is installed 2 to 4 meters from the hazard being protected.
The second layer is 2 meters in front of this, and if necessary additional layers are 2
meters apart again.
The theory of this fencing is that a racer hitting the primary will be decelerated and
stopped, or if the impact is sufficiently great, be encased in the primary net, half of the
momentum (say) in the primary fence; and continuing into the secondary layer to be
decelerated further and stopped. If necessary, the process will be repeated with the
racer continuing into the third layer another half of the remaining in the second and the
remainder in the third. The polycarbonate poles will shear, collapse or be pulled from
the snow throughout the system(s) in dispersing the racers impact energy.
It is important to ensure the “B” systems are maintained daily to allow for the proper use
when impacted. This could be things like removing any new snow or snow pushed up
against the nets during the course of daily activity, replacing poles in the snow due to
falling over, and other similar duties.
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Primary Fence
-Vexar over a net
on Polycarbonate poles

Fencing Material

Fence
Post

2 meters minimum

Secondary Net
-Net on poly poles

Snow Skirt
Snow Surface
(Race Course)

Tertiary Net
- net on poly poles

'B' System Fencing

‘A’ Fencing Slip

Skirt

‘A’ fencing slip skirt must be buried at the base to a depth of approximately one
foot so the racer will not go under the fence.
8.4.4

Padding of Obstacles

8.4.4.1 Willy Bags
The “Willy bag” has become the most useful tool today to provide protection on courses.
They are easy to move about the mountain and can be adapted to unlimited uses.
What are “Willy bags”? The first Willy bags were made of Rip Stop Nylon about 2-3
meters long and about 1.5 meters wide, a big sack with a heavy duty zipper on one end.
As time went by, the design was refined in order to lower the cost by using Poly Vinyl
cloth with nylon mesh re-enforcement. In some areas the bags have been made of
heavy nylon mesh that was then encased in a nylon bag.
The first bags were filled with polystyrene “peanuts” as this material is available
throughout the United States and Canada. The bags should be filled comfortably, but
not stuffed, with this material. The poly filling will withstand multiple impacts before it
must be refilled. Newer bags are available with inflatable bladders, making their storage
off season more compact than the regular bags.
Willy bags can be tied to TV stands, lift towers and to trees on both sides of the trail and
also placed behind nets. At the finish area, attach them to finish posts, timing buildings
and interval timing lights. The list of things they can be attached to is endless. It has
been found that the bags are most effective when they are tied into place.
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One innovation in the installation of willy bags was as follows. Blocks (as in block and
tackle) were installed on the objects to be protected, using polyethylene rope, at a
height approximately ten feet above the expected snow level. A section of poly line was
installed through the blocks, and both ends tied to the object at (human) working level.
At installation time, the towing bridle on the willy bag is attached to one end of the poly
line, and then the other end is used to pull the bag upright into place. One person can
do the install in a minute or two. Poly line will withstand weather for several years, and is
not attractive to animals (to date).
8.4.4.2 The Bull Nose
In some cases, it may be wise to put a fence in front of the will bag. If there is an
alternate path a racer might take (during a fall, for instance) then this fence should
provide protection on both sides of the obstacle. In many cases, this fence should be a
double fence, again with at least two meters between rows. With the advent of ‘B’ nets
and their use, these “bull nose” style installations can be installed using ‘B’ nets.

B a ilo u t P a t h
P r im a r y F e n c e
(2 m e te r v e x a r)

In te n d e d R a c e
P a th

W illy B a g s

S econdary Fence
H ig h D e n s it y Te n s a r )
O b s t a c le
( Tr e e I s la n d )

A B u ll N o s e F e n c e

CAUTION - Ultra Violet Light at Work!
Almost all materials used for Willy bags, nets and many of the fences are subject to
weakening by ultra violet light (sunlight), Nylon materials, polyvinyl and other manmade
materials will degrade after exposure to sunlight. The length of time for the deterioration
process varies with the type. Weakening of these materials is not easy to see;
therefore, these materials and equipment must be checked completely and very
carefully each time they are used for signs of this “sun checking”.
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8.4.4.3 Other Obstacles
Racing introduces some man made obstacles you should deal with. Specifically, timing
posts and interval timing locations should be addressed from a safety viewpoint.
The normal safety is to place the equipment sufficiently away from the line of the racer
so the chance of impact is greatly reduced. In World Cup racing, the equipment is
usually placed outside of all safety and crowd control fencing, then a small hole in the
fence is made so the beam may pass through unobstructed.

In addition to the above, the posts the beams are mounted on are:
1. cut to be no higher than necessary or pounded in to such a level
2. cut at the snow level almost all the way through on the up-hill side so if the skier
does impact them the post will shatter.
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Lift towers and other man made items such as TV towers or stands need to be
protected as well. These types of obstacles can be protected using ‘B’ net systems
installed in a unique and specific installation. Manufacturer instruction should be
consulted. Or the use of specially designed “tower nets” can be used.
Lift Tower

Ring Supports

Ring

Willy Bag

Net 'Guys'
Snow
Surface

'Cookies'

Specially designed ‘tower nets’ are used for lift towers. These are mounted on a ring
approximately ten feet above the snow surface, on the tower. The net is then attached
to the ring, then attached to ‘cookies’ dug into the snow around the base of the tower,
out approximately three meters from the base itself. A willy bag is located under the net,
against the tower.

8.5 The Start Area
It is necessary to prepare the start area with the same care and attention as the course.
When planning and/or preparing the start area several requirements must be kept in
mind.
The racer should be able to stand in a relaxed position in the start. A ramp (from the
start gate down to the course) should allow for rapid acceleration and clear direction to
the first turn.
In addition, there must be enough space to allow the start officials to perform their
duties. There should also be space allowed to accommodate waiting competitors,
coaches and technicians that will be present in the start area. This area should be
separated from the start area officials so that the surrounding noises and preparations
of the racers do not interfere with their duties or in any way compromise the validity of
their procedures such as the start timing (hand back-up). The start area should be
fenced (or at least roped off) in order to limit access to the immediate start area. This
should be positioned in such a way that the area to be used by the competitors is also
limited.
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The start area can become more or less important depending on the level of the race as
well as current relationships with the ski area management people. Unfortunately, it is not
unusual for molehills to become mountains when these relationships are strained. No pun
intended.

DETAILED START AREA

8.5.1

Course Workers Entrance/Exit

Many race organizing groups ignore an important problem - how do course workers,
coaches, gate judges and security personnel get onto the course without going through
the start wand area. Further, how do they exit without going through the finish line?
A separate entrance for course workers, coaches and so forth should be established in
the start area, but out of the line of action of the racers. Similarly, they should be able to
leave the course at various points including near the finish without crossing the finish
line. Exits along the course will require gate guards to keep the public from wandering
onto the race course.
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8.6 The Finish Area
The primary requirement for this area is to provide an area large enough to allow the
racer to stop without the necessity of performing amazing gymnastic feats or other
dangerous maneuvers. The size will vary with the event. Downhill events require the
largest area because of the highest speeds. Slalom events would likely require the
smallest area as the emphasis in this event is primarily on technical ability. However,
keep in mind that speeds are continuing to increase in ALL disciplines. What was
sufficient in terms of a certain size several years ago is simply not acceptable today - or
even tomorrow.
The terrain should be flat. However, it is even better still if it has a slight uphill slope.
The entire area must be fenced. At times additional fencing is needed to protect the
tired competitor. These finish area fences are excellent places to advertise the
sponsors, for example.
Finish areas are generally at the bottom of the mountain that usually has a higher
recreational skier population. For this reason, care must be taken to protect both the
racers and the recreational skiers from each other.
The finish area must be prepared just as carefully as the race course. Hard consistent
snow provides an equal advantage to all racers and lessens the chances of injury due to
inconsistent snow conditions. It is important to be especially careful when new snow
falls as the finish tends to be overlooked during final preparations by course workers. It
is easy to understand how excessive loose snow in the finish area could cause a rapidly
finishing racer possible injury as he tries to stop.
Finish banners should announce the FINISH for the competitors as well as for the
spectators. The posts used to hold the banner should be well away from the
competition course and of course, should be well protected by Willy bags. One way to
get the posts out of the way is to locate them 20-30 meters away from the track. Ropes
or guy wires with break-away fittings should be used to hold the banner in case of high
winds or if someone hits the rope/wire, such as a racer. The break-away fittings are
buried beneath the snow so as to prevent unnecessary injuries.
At the finish line, the timing posts must be protected by fencing set at an angle to deflect
a falling skier, plus possibly by Willy bags. This is in addition to placing them as far apart
as possible as the terrain will allow. Most beams can transmit at least 25 meters.
Just as problems in the start area depend on the level of the race, problems in the finish
area will also vary according to the level of the event. Attendance of the press,
television and other media people will play an important part in the planning for space in
the finish area as well as for the start as they’ll be there, too! At a smaller event, the
primary concern should be limited to the control of competitors, ski storage AND
ABOVE ALL ELSE - SAFETY. These are different problems each of which can be
solved by adequate planning ahead.
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The marking of the finish area should be re-accomplished for every race. A dyed finish line
helps both the competitor and the officials. A red line, even if television is not present, is
important in that it teaches the competitor what to expect at perhaps his next higher level of
competition. In all planning stages and execution of race plans it is important to keep in
mind that we are at all times trying to train our competitors. Today’s well-trained racer may
be tomorrow’s Olympic gold medal winner!

Course Workers
& Coaches Exit
Fencing material

At least
Minimum
Distance
Finish Line Banners

Wiring

Timing posts

Light beam units
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DETAILED FINISH AREA
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8.7 Course Setting
Under the current rules, coaches set courses and the course setter must set with both
the overall safety of the racer and the installed protection systems in mind. In most
cases a local coach will set the first course. Visiting coaches appointed by the Jury sets
the balances of the courses. Some areas hosting multiple events at lower level races
have found that if a coach would like to set a course, he/she must also serve as Referee
for one of the other events. Each area has different problems although similar in nature
and must solve their problems within the rules of the sport.
The organizers, under the direction of the Chief of Course, should be prepared to
provide the Course Setter with all necessary assistance when it comes time to set the
course. This includes, but is not limited to, sufficient poles in good repair, drills and of
course the manpower to help should be available on the hill. The Chief of Course
should also have on hand extra fences, Willy bags and gate poles available and ready
to install as necessary after the course is set.
A Downhill course is usually set in the same manner every year. It is not uncommon for
the course setter to inspect the course approximately 3-4 weeks in advance of setting to
become familiar with the track. This does NOT mean that the direction gates are placed
in the same position each time. The protection required is known and is often specified
on the Homologation Certificate. These protection devices can AND SHOULD be
constructed and installed well in advance of the beginning of training.
The Jury, led by the Technical Delegate, is responsible for the technical and protection
aspects of the course. They must be sure that the course meets the requirements of
the appropriate rules (and/or variations) for the specific competition. This includes all
necessary protection measures being fully in place prior to the beginning of training, if
required, or the competition.
614.1.4 A course is closed from the time that the course setting begins. Nobody except
the Jury is permitted to change gates, gate flags, marking, etc. or modify the course
structure (jumps, bumps etc.) on a closed course.
8.7.1

Training

In Downhill events and in some Super G competitions one or more days of training is
required. It is prior to this 1st day of training that the course should be prepared as for
the race that includes all equipment and safety measures in place.
During the training days the Jury must observe the track to be certain that conditions
remain safe and allow reasonable training for all. The track itself can be maintained
during the training by controlled side slipping or by other available means. After each
run is completed more extensive work can be accomplished.
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Training days are for everyone ! This is when everyone gets to understand what he or
she is supposed to do during the real thing. They become accustomed to their tools,
location whatever. They also start to understand their responsibilities and those of
others.
Race Day – The Real Thing
The actual competition day is the same as the training days. Unless there has been a
drastic change in the weather, the Downhill track should be at its best. The course
workers and other officials have more experience now as the training days have
sharpened their skills and abilities.
The technical events and even Super G to the most part do not give officials the chance
to “rehearse” as Downhill training does. This is the “real thing” - it is not a dress
rehearsal! This is when the results of all prior planning, organizational skills and a
myriad of other details come together. How well they come together will depend most of
all on the pre-race activities and planning since the day the race was awarded to the
area. The Race Organizers, the Chief of Course and all other officials have developed
their own check lists to ensure that the event will proceed in a smooth manner. The
necessary tools must be available for course repair. Workers must be available to
properly use the tools. Extra poles, flags, drills, shovels, rakes and so on must be on
hand to make sure a rapid repair can be made on the course during the race. It is
necessary to repair the track during the event it must be done as quickly as possible.
8.7.2

Tear Down

There is still one more step and that is to get the mountain cleaned up and ready for the
usual hordes of skiers. As quickly as possible, the flex poles are brought to the bottom.
Fences are taken down, Willy gags are collected and the trail is open to the public once
again.
This is the best time to inspect all of the equipment. Examine the Willy bags for
evidence of “sun checking”, tears or cuts. Bamboo should be sorted and the good ones
bundled, probably twenty to a bundle, tied and stored out of the weather. Tired bamboo
should be retired at this point. Flex poles need to be examined for breaks, cracks, joint
integrity, etc. Those poles needing repair can then be set aside and taken care of
PRIOR TO THE NEXT EVENT. Broken poles can be discarded and new poles ordered.
The inventory can then be stored in good order and ready for the next race on the
schedule.
At the Coaches Meeting (or one of the last ones if multiple occur) the subject of Tear
Down should be discussed, if the racers and coaches are expected to participate.
Teams should be assigned areas of the course to take apart, or special tasks such as
transporting fencing, equipment etc. is assigned. Be sure everyone knows where the
equipment is to be deposited, so it may then be transported further to long term storage
containers or location(s).
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If the racers are not to participate, then the course workers, gate judges, security
personnel and others involved with running the race must do this work and be suitably
informed of this responsibility early in the process and again on the morning of the event
itself.
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8.8 Course Inspection
One area that has probably caused some ill feelings and misunderstanding between
race officials and competitors and coaches is the subject of course inspection. Fault for
this surely can be found on both “sides”.
It is patently unfair and unsportsmanlike if one individual or team can gain a distinct
advantage over others either by “bending” the rules ( or disregarding them en masse as
has happened) and/or evading the officials whose interest in enforcing inspection
procedures is a concern for fairness.
Racers and coaches are asked to carefully study the rules on what is legal course
inspection. Although race officials and juries may set other policies according to
particular conditions, they may enforce the inspection rules to the letter.
For all events:
614.1.4

Competitors are not permitted to enter a closed competition course.

Rules specific to each event are:
Downhill
703.2.3 Before the start of the first official training, the competitors shall conduct a
complete inspection of the course carrying their training numbers. The Jury determines
the time of inspection.
Slalom
804.1
The Jury decides the method of inspection. Competitors must carry their start
numbers. They may not ski down the prepared course or through the gates. They are
not permitted to enter the course on foot without skis.
Giant Slalom
904
The course will remain closed for training on the day of the race. The gates
must be finally set at least one hour before the start. The competitors are allowed to
study the course after its final setting either by climbing on skis or by slowly skiing down
alongside the course. The Jury decides the method of inspection. Skiing through a
gate, or practicing turns parallel with those required by gates on the course is forbidden.
Competitors must carry their start numbers.
Super G
1004.1 The competitors are authorized to study the final setting of the course on the
day of the race by skiing at the side of the course at low speed or by side slipping
through the gates (inspection). The competitors must carry their start numbers.
1004.2

The Jury decides the method of inspection.
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It may be absolutely vital to the success of the race that snow conditions be preserved,
not only in the set course but in areas reserved for “fall zone” and for subsequent course
also. And, the tendency when side-slipping often is to stop at the beginning of a turn
which creates an extra, extremely difficult bump, and then to slip over the end of the
turn, removing snow where needed most.
Depending on the slope, it may be extremely difficult to organize a race, especially the
gate judges, if the entire field is inspecting by rapid descent every which way. And this
is not without mentioning the obvious safety factor where collisions are ever potential.
Thus inspection procedures are developed and enforced, not to inconvenience racers
but to ensure them of a better, more equitable race. It is often the actions of a few
inconsiderate individuals, including coaches, who force officials to adopt more stringent
methods than may appear to be needed.
On the part of race officials, it may not be necessary or desirable to enforce the ICR
rules to the letter of the law at a lower level event. Determine what is needed and what
may be required according to course conditions. Most racers and coaches will cooperate fully if they understand the situation. Thus, communication of rules and
procedures is absolutely essential. Post the rules for the day at the top of the slope and
at the loading area as well as at Race Headquarters. Go over this carefully at the
coaches meeting.
Then, have officials in position to enforce the regulations from the very beginning of the
inspection period. Treat violators firmly, but there is no need to demean or insult them.
Some may have made an honest error. There are disciplinary sanctions that can be
applied to the deliberate violators, rather than a tightening of procedures for all.
Competitors and coaches should remember that inspection procedures are not there to
hinder a coach or competitor but rather to give a better, fairer and often safer race.

8.9 Chief of Course
A very key person in all of the above is the Chief of Course. The Chief of Course is a
member of the Race Committee and the official in charge of preparing the course,
supervising maintenance of the course, working with the course setters and supervising
the cleanup immediately following the event. This requires someone with abilities in
organization, leadership and ability to successfully direct others as well as being a
proficient skier. While the Chief is not a member of the Jury, he will by necessity work
very closely with the Jury and should participate in Jury inspections.
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9 GATE JUDGES
Level I Manual contains a large section on Gate Judges and therefore all that will be
covered here are the duties of the Chief of Gate Judges, guidelines for Gate Judges and
number of Gate Judges per gate.

9.1 Check List for Chief Gate Judge
1. Chief of Race

Boss No.1

2. Race Committee

Organize early

3. Technical Delegate

Boss No.2

4. Chief Gate Judge

Start early, delegate

5. Referee

Receives reports on race day

6. Support

Itemize your needs

7. Host Committee

Contact members responsible for support

8. Recruiting

Lists of possible workers. Train

9. No. Per Event

See old race reports, or make estimate

10 Replacements

Possible needs in extreme conditions.

11. Assistants

Evaluate course for trouble spots.

12. Equipment

Itemize needs

13. On Person

Cards, pencil, cover, board, apron, I.D.

14. On Course

For maintaining the gate; shovel, rake

15. Identification

For easy recognition by racers and others

16. Team Captain’s Meeting

Meet Referee, course maintenance, report

17. Gate Judges Meeting

Hold early the morning of the race

18. Schedule

From the race office, or Captains’ meeting.

19. Information

From the race office, or Captains’ meeting.

20. Review Duties

Pertinent information for event. Precisions

21. Supplies

Distribute Cards, Boards, Start Lists.

22 On Hill Responsibilities

Make your own checklist, carry it

23. Gate Identification

Check if you must do the marking
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24. Control

Ascend together, circulate, inform

25. Designation

Escort down the course, assigns gates

26. Collect Cards

1st and 2nd run, put in order for Referee

27. Bibbo

Distribute 2nd run start list

28. Assistance

Spectator control, course maintenance

29. Jury Notification

Notify and hold Gate Judges for Jury

9.2 Guidelines for Gate Judges
1.

Gate Judges are the most important officials at a race and only through
efficient gate judging can a race be successful.

2.

Each Gate Judge will be supplied with a gate judge card for each run, and a
pencil.

3.

The Chief Gate Judge will specify a time and location for all gate judges to
meet for assignment of gates. It is important to be on time for this meeting.
Boots on, supplies in hand and ready to ascend the lift.

4.

Once a Gate Judge is in position, he/she should mark the card as follows:
a.

Gate Judge’s name

b.

Gate(s) assigned

c.

Run - i.e. 1st or 2nd, Men or Women

d.

Make a few sketches of the pattern of the assigned gates.

e.

A sketch illustrating the racer’s path and violation will be required for all
DSQ.

5.

A gate has been correctly passed when both the racer’s feet and ski tips have
passed an imaginary line between the two inside poles of the gate. The racer
may do this from any direction and in any manner. But as long as both feet
and both ski tips cross the line and are inside the poles it is a legal passage.
If there are any questions, PLEASE ASK A JURY MEMBER OR YOUR
CHIEF OF GATE JUDGES.

6.

It may be helpful to scribe a line in the snow across the fall line on the outside
of the turning pole in order to check the tracks after the racer has passed by.

7.

The decision handed down by the Gate Judge must be clear and nonpartisan. His conduct must be calm, watchful and prudent. In case of doubt,
the Gate judge should hold to the principle “It is better that a fault goes
unpunished than unfairly punished”.
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8.

The Gate Judge should declare a fault only when he is clearly convinced that
a fault has been committed. In the case of a protest, he must be able to
explain clearly a definitive reason how the fault was committed.

9.

The opinions of the public can not be allowed to influence his judgment.
Likewise he may not accept the opinions of witnesses, even though they may
be experienced ones.

10.

On the one hand, a competitor, in the case of an error or a fall, can turn to the
Gate Judge and question him. On the other hand the Gate Judge where
possible, must inform a competitor if he has committed a fault that would lead
to DSQ.
In either case with a clear, decisive voice, the Gate Judge answers the
competitors’ question or informs him with ONE of the following words:

GO

If the competitor should expect no disqualification, since the Gate
Judge has ruled the passage as correct.

BACK

If the competitor may expect DSQ.

11.

The gate cards will be collected from the Gate Judges at pre-assigned gates
at the conclusion of each run.

12.

Every Gate Judge who has recorded a DSQ or who has been witness to an
incident leading to a re-run MUST be available to the Jury if required. Check
with your Chief Gate Judge.

13.

If a competitor is hindered during his/her run, the competitor must immediately
leave the race course and report this to the nearest Gate Judge. The Gate
Judge must enter the circumstances of the incident on his check card and
have this available for the Jury at the end of the 1st or 2nd run. The Gate
Judge must request the competitor affected by the incident to report
immediately to the Referee or another Jury member.

14.

A racer cannot accept assistance in any form. Assistance must result in DNF
or DSQ.

15.

Other Duties : ONLY AFTER ALL OTHER DUTIES ARE FULFILLED. DO
NOT DEPEND ON GATE JUDGES FOR ANY OR ALL OF THESE DUTIES
- Replace gate poles vertically (a leaning pole can aid or hinder a competitor)
- Replace knocked out poles in their exact positions; position is marked by
dye
- Replace torn away flags, pennants or panels
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- Replace broken gate poles according to colour (blue or Red) the pieces of
broken poles must be stored in a way that will not endanger racers or
spectators.
- Maintain and repair the course in the section under control.
- Keep the course free of other racers, spectators, recreational skiers or any
form of distraction and hazard.

9.3 Number of Gates per Gate Judge
Slalom:

3 gates

Super G

1 gate

Downhill

1 gate

Giant Slalom

3 gates

9.4 Gate Judges Quiz
Answer true or false to the following:
1.

The best position for working your gates is off your skis.

2.

If in doubt, always rule in favour of the racer.

3.

It is O.K. to tell a coach why you called a fault on one of his racers.

4.

The outside pole is most important - replace it in position if a racer knocks out
both poles.

5.

You can interrupt (or call course hold) for a brief time if you need to check the
tracks of a racer in question.

6.

A racer missed a gate and finished the course, realized it and asked for a rerun. It will be allowed.

7.

You as a Gate Judge could be called to a Jury Meeting?

8.

The most important thing to take into consideration when packing gear for a
day on the hill is weather change.

9.

The minimum number of forerunners will be 3.

10.

You should be in position about 15 minutes before the start.

11.

Indicate the turning poles and dye spots in the following examples.
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10 TIMING
Timing was covered in detail in Level I. Here specific items will be covered.

10.1

Rules for Timing

The ICR contains specific rules relating to timing. The most direct items include:
•

There must be multiple communications between start and finish.

•

Electric timing provided with a printer and with communication between start and
finish must be used which will allow measurement of the times to 1/100th of a
second.

•

Hand timing must be in place and must be separate and independent of the electric
timing. It must record times to 1/100th of a second.

•

When the electric timing fails temporarily, the times recorded by hand shall be
accepted after a correction has been calculated. This is known as the equivalent
electric time (EET) and is covered in the next section.

•

When the electric time fails completely during a race, then the times taken by hand
shall be valid for all competitors, i.e. only hand times would be used for all
competitors whether an electric time was available or not.

10.2

Equivalent Electric Time - EET

When the electric timing misses a time, the hand time is used for that competitor after a
correction has been applied. This correction is calculated by calculating the difference
between electric and hand times of the 5 competitors starting before the missed time
and the 5 competitors starting after the missed time or if necessary the 10 nearest
competitors. The sum of the remaining 10 time differences is divided by ten to give the
correction that must be applied to the hand time of the competitor whose electric time
was missed.
Luckily a form and a computer program has been developed which makes this
calculation quite simple. This form and worked out example is shown on page
10-2.
From the form, you will see that the correction to be applied is +0.02 seconds. At first,
this seems insignificant, but look at a set of actual race results and see how many race
points a difference 0.02 seconds translates into. Now that is not insignificant to a racer
with low points!
Racer
1
2
3.
4
5
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Time
1:56.68
1:56.84
1:57.04
1:57.06
1:57.07

Points
0.00
1.66
3.73
3.94
4.04

10-1
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10.3

Starts, Countdowns and Finishes

Start Timing
The start timing shall measure the exact time the competitor crosses the start line with
his leg below the knee.
Start countdowns
DH, GS, SUPER G

SL

Start Signal

10 seconds, 5-4-3-2-1

(10 seconds) Ready - GO

Start Interval

60 seconds

Irregular

Minimums

Min. of 40 sec. DH, Super G
Min. of 30 sec. GS

Valid if

Leaves within 5 seconds.

Starts within 10 seconds

before or after the

after the signal GO

the signal GO
Sanctioned

Not ready to start on time

Is not at start within 1 min.
of being called.

Leaves more than 5

Does not leave within 10

seconds, before or after

seconds of start signal

start signal
613.7

Valid and False Starts

In competitions with a fixed start interval the competitor must start on the start signal.
The start time is valid if it occurs within the following limits: 5 seconds before and 5
seconds after the official start time. A competitor who does not start within that
space of time will be disqualified. The start referee must inform the Referee of the
start numbers and names of competitors who made a false start or have
contravened the starting rules.
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Determination of Finish
The finish line must be crossed:
On both skis or one ski or
With both feet in case of a fall in the immediate finish area. In this case, the time is
taken when any part of the competitor’s body or equipment stops the timekeeping
system.
Timing of the Finish
With electric timing, the times are taken when a competitor crosses the finish line with
any part of his body or equipment and so breaks the beam between the photo cells.
In case of a fall at the finish, the time can be taken without both of the competitor’s feet
having crossed the finish line.
For the registered time to become valid, the competitor must immediately cross the
finish line with or without skis.
For hand timing, the time will be taken when any part of the competitor crosses the
finish line.
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START / FINISH HAND TIMING RECORDING FORM
DATE:

PAGE: _____of______

START [ ]

1ST RUN [ ]

FINISH [ ]

2ND RUN [ ]

MEN [ ]

WOMEN

[ ]

RECORDER:

SL [ ]

GS [ ]

TIMER:

DH [ ]

SG [ ]

TIME OF DAY

BIB #
MM
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TIME OF DAY

BIB #
ss

MM
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SS

ss

10.4

National Timing Technical Report

A new addition to the Officials program is the National Timing Technical Report. It will
provide data on the timing equipment used and information about the accuracy of the
timing procedure for the National sanctioned race events.
The report will be included with PSO race forms and if necessary can be downloaded
from the ACA website www.canski.org . The Chief of Timing must complete the report
and the Chief of Administration will include the form in the race results package in order
for the race to be scored.
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Quiz for Timers
1. Convert the following times from seconds to minutes.
61.15 seconds =
180.61 seconds =
124.47 seconds =
2. Convert the following times from minutes to seconds
3:10.61 =
2:01.39 =
1:12.32 =
3. Add the following and convert to minutes and seconds.
59.06

74.49

41.18

69.19

69.94

32.31

4. Calculate the elapsed time.
Finish Time

11:01:48.01

Finish Time

11:02:46.05

Start Time

11:01:01.69

Start Time

11:01:59.24

Elapsed Time

Elapsed Time

5. Round off the following numbers to the nearest 100th.
49.115 =
145.561 =
19.999 =
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11 Points System
Competitors in Alpine Skiing are ranked according to their point standings in each of the
four disciplines i.e. Downhill (DH), Super Giant Slalom (Super G), Slalom (SL), and
Giant Slalom (GS). Points are calculated to an accuracy of two decimal places with the
top racer in the world having 00.00 points. In other words, the better the racer, the
lower the points.

11.1

Definitions

Race Points:
These points are determined by the specific formula in which the racer’s time is
compared to the winning time. The winner of a race always gets 0.00 points. Race
points are used in the calculation of race penalty.
Racer Points or Result:
A racer always gets a result from a race~ that is his race points added to the race
penalty.
Seed Points:
Points are calculated using result or race points. Usually the average of the best two
results in each discipline is used to calculate the points. Also called List Points.
Points List –National & FIS:
The points list shows listing of competitors giving their points in each discipline. Two
points lists are used, the National list and the FIS list. Each is valid for specific dates
and only the current list may be used for race entries. The lists can be found on each
respective web site: National ~ www.acapoints.ca FIS ~ www.fis-ski.com
Race Penalty:
This is a calculated number used to equalize races held on different hills. It also allows
for weighing the race results according to the caliber of the competitors finishing among
the top ten finishers in that race and their performance relative to their see points.

11.2

Race Points

Race points are a handicap system that compares a racer’s time with the winner’s time,
based on a linear function. Because races are run within a well defined set of limits and
rules, the winner’s time and other times in a specific race can be related to other similar
events.
Race points are calculated on the basis that the winner receives “zero”: points and all
others some greater value based on how much longer they took to complete the course
compared to the winner.
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The following formula is used :
P = [(Tx/To) - 1] x F
P

=

race points

Tx

=

racer’s time in seconds

To

=

winner’s time in seconds

F

=

60/(CM - 1)

The CM value is arrived at by statistical analysis of world wide results every two years.
For the various disciplines value of F are shown below.
Downhill

F

=

1320

Slalom

F

=

600

Giant Slalom

F

=

870

Super G

F

=

1050

Note that every two years, new F factors are calculated on worldwide statistics.
For use on pocket calculator the formula is restated as:
P = F x Tx - F
To
All calculations must be done to at least 4 decimal places.
Some Important Points to Note in this Calculation:
1. All steps of the calculation must be done to at least 4 decimal places with no
rounding off occurring until the calculation is complete.
2. Rounding off to two decimal places is done as follows:
Ignore the 4th decimal place and use the value of the 3rd decimal to round the
2nd decimal place.
0 - 4 goes down i.e. stays the same,
e.g.

105.5689 → 105.57

5 - 9 goes up.
105.5649 → 105.56

3. As there are no sets of tables for manual back-up calculation, checking of the
program and your calculations must be done on a regular basis. Note that a ‘To’
time of 100 seconds in slalom and a Tx time of 108 seconds will give a points value
of 44.80. The same times will give values of 62.40 in GS, 75.20 in Super G and
100.00 in DH. This will allow you to check your program. You should also check
that the winner’s time gives a value of zero points.
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Race Penalty
Not all races are of equal quality and to simply give all winners the same point value would
not differentiate between the various levels of races. Therefore, each race has a penalty
calculated for it that is a direct measure of the caliber of the race. The lower the penalty,
the better the caliber of the race. Luckily, we now have computers, which do all these
calculations and produce the final set of race results very quickly.
11.2.1

Calculation of National Race Penalty

The procedure for calculating a National penalty is as follows, using the National
Penalty Calculation Form (form example on page 11-5)
1. List top 10 finishers
2. Add up list points for the best 5 list point finishers from the top 10
3. Add up the list points for the best 5 list points who started the race irrespective of
where they finished or even if they finished
4. Add the results of the best 5 who finished and the best 5 who started
5. Deduct the race points of the best 5 list points holders
6. Divide the result by 10
11.2.2

Calculation of FIS Race Penalty

Same procedure as above 1-6 then use 7 below (form example on page 11-6)
7. Use correction value and category Adder as allocated by FIS for level of race (WC,
COC or FIS)
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11.3

Calculation of Result Points

In order to determine how a racer did, you then add race points + penalty points for each
racer to determine total points for the race. Let us look at an example to see how this
works:
Time in Seconds

Race Points

Penalty

Total Points

Winner

111.72

0.00

125.18

125.18

Competitor A

116.26

23.16

125.18

148.34

Competitor B

116.72

25.51

125.18

150.69

This calculation is done by the National Points system or the FIS Point system,
depending on the sanctioned level of the race Eg: National Points race or FIS Points
race. The information is stored in the respective race level data bank.
The value that appears for each competitor on each National Points List or FIS Points
list is calculated by averaging the points results of the two best races in one season for
each discipline.
Thus if
Competitor A's two best results in one discipline were the above result of 148.34 and
another result of 156.24, then the value for A in the points list would be (148.34 +
156.24) / 2 = 152.26
Should Competitor
A then get a result in this season which is better than either of the two values used
above, then the points will improve. If he doesn't, then he will maintain the above result.
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National Penalty Calculation Form
Name of event
Date

Discipline

Name of the TD

The best 10 at finish
Result

Number

Name

CLUB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

The best 5 at start

TOTALS
(B)

NAT Points of best 5 at start

(A)

NAT Points of best 5 to finish in top 10

(C)

Race Points of corresponding competitors

Calculated penalty
A

B

C
10

=

Penalty applied /

Signature TD
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NAT-Points

Best 5

Race points

FIS Penalty Calculation Form

An example of a completed FIS form is on the following page
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12 RESULTS
With the availability of computer programs, the drudgery of typing race results has been
lessened but the volume of results has not diminished. There are rules for the form and
content of results that are followed by good race programs. Accuracy of input of data is
essential for correct preparation of results.
Race Notice and Official Results have required distribution for FIS and PSO races. An
example of the forms required for a PSO race is shown on page 13-1.
Color coding has changed for race results. White is now used for FIS results.
coding is optional for PSO and Divisional races.
FIS races

White

PSO or Divisional races:

White

With a color coded front page as below:
Downhill

Yellow

Slalom

Blue

Giant Slalom

Pink

Super G

Green

Combined

White

Parallel

Blue
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Color

EXAMPLE OF DISTRIBUTION OF RACE NOTICE AND RESULTS
RACE NOTICE
1

Race Notice (four weeks prior)

A

B

C

Required

White*

X

X

X

I

Resp
RS

RESULTS
1

List Of Competitors by seeding

Required

White*

X

X

X

X

RS

2

DH Training Orders and Results

Optional

Yellow

X

X

X

X

RS

3

Start List – 1 Run

Optional

White

X

RS

4

Results - 1st Run

Optional

White

X

RS

5

Start List - 2 Run

Optional

White

X

RS

6

Official Results & Penalty
Calculation**

Required

White

X

X

X

7

Jury Meeting Minutes

Required

White*

X

X

X

RS

8

Incident Report

Required

White

X

X

X

TD

9

TD Report

Required

White

X

TD

1

Certification of Race Results**

Required

White

X

TD

1

Referee Report

Required

White

X

TD

1

List of Race Officials

Required

White*

X

RS

1

TD, BC Team, BC Alpine Fees***

Required

White

X

RS

1

Confirmation of Technical Data

Required

White

X

TD

st

nd

xx

X

RS

Note : The above distribution shows the minimum distribution for BC Races. In no way is this intended to restrict Clubs from sending
complete sets of results to all recipients.
* - For PSO Races, may be in colour of race ** - Must contain signature of the Technical Delegate*** - Must Accompany Results
sent to Officials Chair, xx- Must enter officials on Disc and e-mail to results@telus.net
A.

B.

Ski Association

PSO/Divisional Officials Chair

C

D.

Technical Delegate

Race Sponsor

Race Notice : Must be E-mailed to ski association 4 weeks prior to the event. The notice will then be available on PSO web site
Race Results : Must be E-mailed to ski association results@telus.net within 24 hrs of the event or by noon Monday following a
weekend event.
Resp : RS - Race Secretary responsible for distribution of these items : TD - TD responsible for distribution of these items
CC : Colour coded as follows : White preferred 0r Downhill - Yellow; Super G - Green; Slalom - Blue; Giant Slalom – Pink
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ALPINE ONTARIO SOUTH
PARMALAT ONTARIO CHAMPIONSHIPS
CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
FEBRUARY 26 2000
WOMEN'S SLALOM
OFFICIAL RESULTS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------JURY:
TECHNICAL DATA:
TECHNICAL DELEGATE:

JF BROUSSEAU

REFEREE:
CHIEF OF RACE:

ANDREA MARCHAND CAN
GRAHAM HESS
CAN

COURSE SETTER:
FORERUNNERS:

NO. OF GATES:
START TIME:

1ST RUN
------BLAIR THOMPSON
CARRIE GRINTER
TAYLOR S.BROWN

62
10.50

CAN

CAN
CAN
CAN

NAME OF COURSE:

BIG JOHN

START ELEV.:
FINISH ELEV:
VERTICAL DROP:

400
229
171

HOMOLOGATION:

403/125/72

2ND RUN
------KIP HARRINGTON
T.SIMMS-BROWN
C. GRINTER
C. SAVAGE

CAN
CAN
CAN
GBR

55
2.00

WEATHER:
PARTLY CLOUDY
SNOW:
GRANULAR
TEMPERATURE:
START 14 C FINISH 15 C ADDER = 5 Z = 8.05
F = 580
------------------------------------------------------------------------------POS BIB CODE
COMPETITOR---------TIME
TIME
TOTAL
RACE
NO.
NO.
SURNAME, NAME
NAT 1ST RUN 2ND RUN
TIME
POINTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2
11
20
15
1
7
4
18
6
8
16
22
3
31
27

106345
106251
106259
106465
106372
106404
106371
106378
106274
106351
106494
106118
106353
106320
106321

DAVIS Ashley
VACCHINO Angela
BEHAN Jessie
LAWRENCE Sherry
LATTIMER Lauren
WALKER Rachel
LAMBROPOULOS Yota
MORTON Kaylyn
KALTENBOCK Natalie
EMPEY Jennifer
CREED Joanna
CHAPMAN Christina
FORAND Julie
COLLIVER Jennifer
DANSON Emily

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

0:52.76
0:54.20
0:54.36
0:54.60
0:54.04
0:53.62
0:54.51
0:55.93
0:54.83
0:55.80
0:55.71
0:56.50
0:55.90
0:57.41
0:56.58

0:50.87
0:50.03
0:49.96
0:50.14
0:50.98
0:51.62
0:51.20
0:50.65
0:52.32
0:51.36
0:52.74
0:52.66
0:53.40
0:52.49
0:53.76

1:43.63
1:44.23
1:44.32
1:44.74
1:45.02
1:45.24
1:45.71
1:46.58
1:47.15
1:47.16
1:48.45
1:49.16
1:49.30
1:49.90
1:50.34

0.00
3.36
3.86
6.21
7.78
9.01
11.64
16.51
19.70
19.76
26.98
30.95
31.73
35.09
37.55

26-02-2000/CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
CAN5710.580
SF8 / 1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALGE TIMING
MEASURES
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------POS BIB CODE
COMPETITOR---------TIME
TIME
TOTAL
RACE
NO.
NO.
SURNAME, NAME
NAT 1ST RUN 2ND RUN
TIME
POINTS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

35
21
36
26
55
47
39
60
40
61
42
25
44
48
30
19
9
50
45
5
68
56
54
52
63
66
23

106322
106380
106491
106475
106498
106453
106325
106392
106265
106448
106454
106346
106328
106305
106502
106387
106402
106400
106331
105738
106520
105842
106469
106493
106359
106519
106456

DID NOT START
14

MACNAUGHTON Amanda
NEWMARCH Andrea
BLACKETT Hilary
MONTIS Jennifer
SORICHETTI Nicole
JAMES Stephanie
ADAMSON Elizabeth
ROSENFELD Joanna
DONALDSON Sarah
GOODMAN Fiona
JENSET Inger
DEBOU Lindsay
BENEDICT Stephanie
LITTLE Jessica
TOWPICH Kim
PRIOR Ashleigh
VANDERBEEK Kelly
TILLEY Sarah
BILOSKI Erin
FERGUSON Linsey
MURPHY Dawn
GIBSON Lindsay
MAGEE Elizabeth
CREED Jenny
GEORGE Alanna
KIELTYKA Renee
KENNEDY Lillie

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

0:57.90
0:57.55
0:58.08
0:58.28
0:59.99
0:59.84
1:00.33
0:59.71
0:59.44
1:00.96
1:00.63
0:59.68
1:01.08
1:00.71
1:03.88
1:00.88
1:06.38
1:02.31
1:02.55
1:04.03
1:02.65
1:02.56
1:04.74
1:04.80
1:04.77
1:05.06
1:11.11

0:53.69
0:55.14
0:55.13
0:55.76
0:54.35
0:55.37
0:54.90
0:55.55
0:55.89
0:55.23
0:56.62
0:57.71
0:56.50
0:57.02
0:54.78
0:58.40
0:53.26H
0:57.69
0:57.97
0:57.15
0:58.83
0:59.18
0:59.02
1:00.40
1:00.54
1:00.77H
0:56.76

1:51.59
1:52.69
1:53.21
1:54.04
1:54.34
1:55.21
1:55.23
1:55.26
1:55.33
1:56.19
1:57.25
1:57.39
1:57.58
1:57.73
1:58.66
1:59.28
1:59.64
2:00.00
2:00.52
2:01.18
2:01.48
2:01.74
2:03.76
2:05.20
2:05.31
2:05.83
2:07.87

44.55
50.71
53.62
58.26
59.94
64.81
64.92
65.09
65.48
70.30
76.23
77.01
78.08
78.92
84.12
87.59
89.61
91.62
94.53
98.22
99.90
101.36
112.66
120.72
121.34
124.25
135.67

(1ST RUN)

106130 FRASER Fairlie

CAN

DID NOT FINISH (1ST RUN)
10
13
17
32
33
34
38
43
46
49
51

106148
106386
106122
106276
106361
106467
106171
106126
106307
106437
106350

MAC NAUGHTON Carrie
PATTILLO Maggie
DEBRUYN Margaret
MACDONALD Whitney
GRUEN Gillian
LUSH Maris
VANDERBEEK Laura
EAGLESON Lindsay
LAURNURMBERG Tiiu
DAKERS Jessica
DYSON Paige

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

26-02-2000/CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
CAN5710.580
SF8 / 2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALGE TIMING
MEASURES
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------POS BIB CODE
COMPETITOR---------TIME
TIME
TOTAL
RACE
NO.
NO.
SURNAME, NAME
NAT 1ST RUN 2ND RUN
TIME
POINTS
53
64
67

106409 LARKIN Kelly
536927 FERRI Andrea L
106505 VOGRIN Caylee

CAN
USA
CAN

DISQUALIFIED

(1ST RUN)

0

DID NOT START

(2ND RUN)

0

DID NOT FINISH (2ND RUN)
12
24
37
29
28
41
57
65
62
58

106176
106355
106296
106357
105942
106417
106450
106422
106504
106481

DISQUALIFIED
59

WRIGHT Carolyn
FRASTACKY Alexandra
SIMPSON Bryony
GAUDET Lindsey
FLYNN Erin
DELAROSBEL Kelsey
HEDICAN Krista
PRAZERES Laura
VENABLES Christina
PETRELLA Vaylen

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

(2ND RUN)

106426 COXON Francine

GATE:
CAN

1

26-02-2000/CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
CAN5710.580
SF8 / 3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALGE TIMING
MEASURES
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ALPINE ONTARIO SOUTH
PARMALAT ONTARIO CHAMPIONSHIPS
CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
FEBRUARY 26 2000
WOMEN'S SLALOM
PENALTY CALCULATION
SEEDING LIST USED: _______________
---------------------------------------------------------------------------THE BEST TEN AT FINISH
---------------------POS
CODE
COMPETITOR---------------------LIST
RACE
NO.
SURNAME, NAME
NAT POINTS BEST 5 POINTS
1 106345 J1 DAVIS Ashley
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

106251
106259
106465
106372
106404
106371
106378
106274
106351

J2
J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1

CAN 075.86 075.86

VACCHINO Angela
BEHAN Jessie
LAWRENCE Sherry
LATTIMER Lauren
WALKER Rachel
LAMBROPOULOS Yota
MORTON Kaylyn
KALTENBOCK Natalie
EMPEY Jennifer

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

THE BEST 5 AT START
------------------RANK
CODE
COMPETITOR---------------------NO.
SURNAME, NAME
1
2
3
5
6

105738
106176
106251
106402
106371

J2
J2
J1
J1

CALCULATED PENALTY
-----------------371.77 + 321.75 "A"
"B"
CATEGORY ADDER
CORRECTION VALUE

31.79 =
"C"

LIST
POINTS

CAN
35
CAN DNF
CAN
2
CAN
32
CAN
7

43.31
65.78
67.45
71.77
73.44
------321.75
"B"

661.73 / 10 =

PENALTY APPLIED
---------------

SLALOM F =

------66.17
5.00
-8.05
------63.12
-------

Z-FACTOR

RACE POINTS FACTOR:

067.45 067.45
3.36
108.10
087.14
075.28 075.28
7.78
079.74 079.74
9.01
073.44 073.44 11.64
104.94
085.95
099.77
------- -----371.77 31.79
"A"
"C"

RACE
NAT RESULT

FERGUSON Linsey
WRIGHT Carolyn
VACCHINO Angela
VANDERBEEK Kelly
LAMBROPOULOS Yota

0.00

580

-----------------------------TECHNICAL DELEGATE

26-02-2000/CRAIGLEITH SKI CLUB
CAN5710.580
SF9 / 1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------ALGE TIMING - MEASURES
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13 Case Studies
1. A racer narrowly missed the last flag in a flush, skiing partly over the knocked down
pole, he made a hockey stop and yelled something at the gate judge. The gate
judge yelled "what?". The racer continued down the course. When his DQ was
announced on the loudspeaker, the racer's coach protested that the racer thought
the gate judge said "Go".
A.

Should his time stand?

B.

Should he get a re-run?

C.

Should he be DQ'd?

D.

Could he have skied off the course and obtained a rerun?

E.

What if the gate judge had called "Go back"?

2. In starting for the first run of a slalom, a racer's left pole broke through the start
ramp, the basket caught under the wooden surface below the snow, and the pole
was pulled out of the racer's grip as he catapulted down the ramp through the first
gate. Skiing with one pole he passed through the second gate and checked to a
stop as he went through the third gate. He then called back to the Start Referee
requesting a re-run and began climbing back.
A.

What should the Start Referee do?

B.

What should the Jury decide on protest?

3. In the 2nd run of a slalom, a well built racer doing a violent Killy start had his right
pole slip to the side and break under him as he heaved his body up. He came to
and immediate stop and requested a re-run.
A.

What Should the Start Referee do?

B.

What should the Jury decide on protest?

4. At a Super G race, as the starter was starting the countdown, the Start Referee is
called on the radio. He replies "Go ahead" and the racer immediately leaves the
start gate although the count has only reached 4.
A.

B.
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What should the Start Referee do
1.

If the racer stops and requests a re-run

2.

If the racer continues on course and completes his run.

What suggestions would you have for the Start Referee?
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5. At the finish a racer falls in a slide going under the light beam so that it not activated.
He sees on the scoreboard that the clock is still running. He appeals to the Finish
Referee for a re-rerun which is granted. His second time is 59.13 which puts him in
8th place. Shortly thereafter, the Chief of Hand Timing comes forth with a corrected
hand time of 56.27 sec. for his original run good for 2nd place. The delay was due to
waiting for sufficient times to do the corrections on the hand time.
A.

What errors have been made and by whom?

B.

What time should the Jury on protest determine as official?

6. In GS, a racer finds the next to last gate missing but reacts to the missing gate and
completes his run. The announcer tells him to go to the start for a re-run. His re-run
time is better than his first run. In the meantime, a second racer passes the same
place and the gate is again down. He continues across the finish and is told by the
announcer to take a re-run. He does but his time is slower than his first run.
A.

At the Jury meeting how would you rule for racer #1 and #2 and why?

B.

What errors were made by 1. the racers, or 2. the race officials

7. After the forerunners had gone, racer #1 was started as usual but the start gate did
not register a start. He had an excellent run but only hand time was available. The
race was stopped and the problem fixed. An emergency Jury meeting was called to
decide what to do.
A.

Should the hand time be taken for all racers as there had been “total failure of
the electric timing" for all racers so far?

B.

Should the hand timing be taken for that one racer and electric for all the rest?

C.

Should the race be started over with #1?

8. The Start Referee reported a DQ on a racer for improper start in the first run of a
slalom. The racer was described as having slipped one leg in front of the start wand
without "Opening" the wand during the count, thus gaining a more advanced body
position than normal. Otherwise, his start procedure was conventional. The Referee
posted the DQ. The racer and his coach protested the DQ since the start gate as
prepared allowed passage of one leg by the wand without opening it.
Action by the Jury?
9. In a spring series ladies FIS giant slalom, the first 3 racers negotiated the course
without incident. Racer #4 fell, knocking out a gate in the soft snow, and the gate
was replaced by a course crew worker. Five more competitors raced the course
before the Referee realized that tile gate had been
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replaced nearly I metre from the original dye mark in a dye mark from the previous day's
racing. He at once radioed the TD to hold the next racer.
As TD, what actions would you take to ensure fair completion and scoring of the
competition?
What error has been made by the Chief of Course?
10. During the course inspection, the TD notes that the course setter has taken the
skiers on a traverse, over a knoll towards the tree line at the edge of the course.
The line then calls for a sharp turn back to centre. It is the I'D's opinion that this
radical change will have a severe impact on the field. Although both the referee and
assistant referee agree with this, they feel that it is the course setter's prerogative to
set this way.
A.

What does/can the TD do?

B.

What does the Jury do?

11. A competitor in the second run of a slalom, appears to have straddled gate #30, falls
through #31, and slides to a stop beside gate #32. He struggles to his feet and
shouts to the gate judge "Am I OK?"
The gate Judge responds 'Back" while attempting to retrieve the poles of Gate #30,
but the racer leaves the course and reports to the Finish Referee that the gate judge
had been tardy in his response to his inquiry and demands a re-run.
The re-run is granted by the Finish Referee and the racer has a good time.
Does the Jury allow the re-run to stand?
12. The Jury is meeting to consider a provisional re-run granted at the start.
Bib #7 had been scheduled to start at 1331. The second run start time had been
posted the previous day with the actual start order being posted at 1245. The
forerunners departed on time and Bib #7 was scheduled to be the first racer on
course. Excitement was high at the start area with much advice and shouting going
on as the racers and coaches prepared for and exciting second run with the prospect
of a good penalty and each racer hoping for selection for the team trials.
With 10 seconds to start time, #7 was still not in the start gate. He then approached
the gate moving and departed within the legal time limit.
The start Referee indicated a DQ for a false (moving) start with no pole plant. The
event was witnessed by the Assistant Referee, the TD Candidate and the TD. The
TD Candidate asked for the re-run based on the confusion at the start and because
he felt that the racer was going across the start line after the 3 second limit.
Action by the Jury? Comment on the actions of the TD Candidate.
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13. Racer #17 skis a course on which flex poles are used. Gates 60, 61, 62 and 63
caused a problem because the snow was quite shallow and the turn poles were
falling as each competitor raced through them. The Finish Referee left his post to
assist the gate judge and course personnel at those gates.
Racer#17 skied through the section and the gate judge makes no note of a DQ. The
Finish Referee requested that #17 be posted as DQ for straddling gate 62. The
racer and coach file a protest. Other racers, coaches, course crew nearby and the
announcer at the scoreboard claim that the racer did not straddle the gate in
question.
What will be the action of the Jury?
14. In 1984, at a well attended BC Cup final GS at gate #43, four removed from the
finish several racers have knocked out the inside pole. The gate judge has done his
best to replant. But when Jim Smythe, well placed after the first run and in
contention for a medal, was near gate #40, just below the last knoll before the long,
steep pitch the fallen pole had not been fully replace. Realizing that he could not
replace it in time, the gate judge held the pole in the correct position, ducked and
removed himself as far as possible from the gate as his long arms would permit.
Smythe came over that knoll, into view of the finish area, at higher speed than any of
the pervious racers, in fact, he appeared somewhat out of control. He almost fell
and barely made it through gate #40. By then he had lost his line to the point of
practically stopping as he correctly passed gate #41. Now Smythe skied out of the
course and down to the finish area. There, Smythe's coach approached the TD who
was standing next to the Finish Referee near the Finish line and Requested a re-run
due to interference by the gate judge at gate #41. His request was denied by the
two Jury members who had a clear view of the whole incident and who stated that, in
their opinion, Smythe had lost it 'long before any problem at gate #43 and he would
be posted as a DNF.
Before the completion of the second run, the President of Smythe's club visited the
Race Secretary, deposited the protest fee of $15 and his protest against the action
for two Jury members in blocking the rerun and requested a quick Jury meeting in
time for a re-run.
Now what?
15. You are TD at a men's slalom. The field of 81 competitors finds a well set course
with firm surface. In run #1, racer #44 finishes 8th, racer #81 finished 43rd. In run
#2, racer #44 finishes overall 10th in the race. When it comes time for racer #81 to
race in the 43rd slot, bib #44 comes down the hill again, falls just before the finish,
gets up and crosses the finish line.
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The Chief of Timing thinks he's seeing double. He calls the start and asks if
#44hada re-run, answer "I assumed that was the case". Chief of timing
calls the Finish Referee – “Did #44 request a provisional re-run?" Answer 'No". The
Chief of Timing's problem: 2 #44's with finish times on the 2nd run.
The TD is notified along with the Jury. #44 it seems is "John Smith". #81 borrows
his brothers bib for the 2nd run.
What decisions does the Jury have to make regarding:
A.

Racer No.81

B.

Racer No.44

16. A racer was disqualified - made a clear gate fault at gate 7 of a slalom 2nd run having won the first run. Since the miss was a simple straddle and his momentum
carried him on through the next gate, he continued on through the rest of the course.
Consider 3 suppositions:
A.

He merely swung down the course without touching any pole.

B.

He skied the course in racing fashion to show how he would have won
except for the bad luck.

C

He charged at every gate knocking poles right and left so that it took 10
minutes to put the course back together.

Question 1: What action should the Jury take in each case? In a similar case the
Jury sent a full report to the Disciplinary Commission and asked them to take
appropriate action.
Another Jury told the racer that he would be suspended and requested the D.C. to
set the duration.
Another Jury told the racer that he was suspended from all races for the next 2
weeks.
Question 2: Are any or all or none of the above proper Jury decisions and why or
why not?
17. A race with 90 starters has to be cancelled because of bad visibility after #72. What
do you do as TD in regard to the race points?
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14 ADDENDUM – JOB DESCRIPTIONS & RELATED
INFORMATION
This chapter includes job descriptions for the ‘Chief’ positions and information regarding
rules, TD/ROC expectations, course maintenance, correct installation of homologated gate
panels, timing and points.
The material is not part of the 8 hour Level 2 course curriculum. It is included in this book
so it can be used as reference material for Level 2 Officials that take on the all important
‘Chief’ positions, Start and Finish Referee jobs and Jury positions. It is reference material
for both the Level 2 and Level 3 course, if the course instructor so wishes to use it.
The material will be available on the ACA web site www.canski.org . As new Officials
information is created it will also be added to the web site.

14.1

Race Chairman

ICR 601.3 The chairman represents the organizing committee in public, leads the
meetings and makes decisions concerning all matters that are not made by other persons
or groups. Before, during and after the competition he works closely with the governing
body or FIS and their appointed officials.
He takes on all other duties
that are necessary for carrying out the competition and delegates specific responsibilities.
He oversees the non-technical areas of the race event. Eg: Finance, Accommodation,
Traffic Control, Social Events to name a few.
Race Chairman is the person that staffs a race. He is chairman of the organizing
committee, the group of people concerned with the off hill activities related to the race event
i.e. socials, lodging, transportation. This committee is most visible at high level races. The
Race Chairman oversees the work of the Chief of Event Quality.
Chief of Event Quality oversees the non-technical race items that are vital to the success
of not only a specific race but also to the whole racing program. He directs the activity of
the Chief of Ski Area Relations and Chief of Awards and Media Relations.
Chief of Ski Area Relations works on calendaring of the race in conjunction with the ski
area; directs the set-up logistics – the when, how and by whom; communicates to the ski
area, the local rules and race schedule involved with the race eg: areas and times required
for free skiing, lift privileges and required opening times; monitors the racers activities and
makes arrangements for lift tickets.
Chief of Awards and Media Relations handles advance promotion of the race event with
media, distributes ski area information, distributes interest stories to media, handles public
relations at the race site, ensures results are distributed to media, arranges awards
ceremony, invites presenters, arranges photo coverage,
is in contact with race sponsors and arranges sponsor material such as banners to be
properly displayed.
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Qualifications for Race Chair
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum Level 2 Official
Display a strong working relationship with club/zone/provincial or national organizations
Be highly motivated and visible individual with excellent communication skills and strong
ties to the community.
Must be dependable, have good time management skills and be able to delegate.
Have a strong financial background and marketing knowledge/experience.
Display strong leadership skills and a proven Team Leader and team player.

14.2

Chief of Race

CR 601.3.1 The Chief of Race directs all preparations of the competition and supervises
the activities in the technical area. He/she summons meetings for consideration of technical
questions and leads the team captains’ meting after consultation with the Technical
Delegate.
The Chief of Race is “the” chairman of the Race Committee and calls all meetings of the
race committee. He is responsible for staffing the race officials and directs/controls the work
of all officials. He generally acts as chairman of the Team Captain’s meeting after
consultation with the TD (if a FIS race also with appointed FIS officials). He deals with all
technical aspects of the race. The Chief of Race is the only member of the Race
Organizing Committee to be on the race Jury. It is important for the Chief of Race to
choose the most qualified person’s available for each of the race positions. In smaller level
races, the Chief of Race may also take on the job as Race Chairman.
Early Planning:
Questions for Chief of Race to ask:
- What runs are available?
- Are the runs homologated?
- What lift facilities are available to the race?
- What snow conditions could be expected?
- Can the race hill be closed to recreational skiers? – How many crossings ?
- Can courses be prepared by machines? Will area provide the grooming?
- Is there good communication/co-operation between ski area and ROC?
- Are trained Officials and other personnel available?
- What are the financial considerations?
- Is the necessary equipment available? (poles, panels, fencing, bibs, timing equipment,
radios, etc.
- Has race software been updated?
- Does timing equipment meet specifications?
- Is there adequate time for planning?
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14.2.1

Job Description - Chief of Race

Guideline for Preparing and Hosting a Divisional K1/2 Race.
There are two keys to being a really excellent Chief of Race: 1st one must pick excellent
people to help such as Chief of Course, Chief of Gates, the Start and Finish Referees,
Chief of Timing and the Chief of Administration (Race Secretary). A Race Chairperson is
also extremely helpful for they take on the responsibility of all the jobs that are “outside the
ropes of the race course”. By delegating responsibilities to these people from well before
race day to after the last racer goes down the course will make the position of Chief of
Race extremely satisfying and a heck of a lot easier. The 2nd key to being a great Chief of
Race is to be organized and if you have picked the right team to work with you then threequarters of that part of the job is already covered. It is then a matter of checking and
coordinating the work of your key people. There is a third thing that will always make things
easier and that is if the weather cooperates. Some times race days do have some very
adverse weather, and the challenge is on. Remain calm, rely on advice from the Jury, your
chiefs and often the coaches and it is amazing what can be pulled off in bad weather or
poor course conditions when you arrive on top of the course at day break.
If one of your Chiefs has not got that much experience at their position, then find a shadow
that has the experience. Quite often enthusiasm and a little guidance from you or a shadow
will help make an inexperienced person do an excellent job. It is also extremely satisfying
for you, the Chief of Race to help some of these new people gain experience and
confidence on the race course.
So encouragement and praise are a big part of your position. Do it every chance you can.
As you go through the following list, a lot of the things listed should be delegated.
If the following symbol is following the number on the checklist then that is the person who
should be responsible for that task.
+ Race Chairperson

& Chief of Course

= Chief of Timing

Preparations leading up to Team Captains meeting;
1. Volunteer early in the season for the position. The more time you have prior to race,
the better the planning.
2. Meet with the Race Chair to plan out the race. Prepare a time line, and “who to do”
to prevent duplications.
3. If your club does not have a Race Chair position, I strongly suggest you create one.
This person is “invaluable” for all the behind the scenes work that needs to be done
prior and during the race. This person should hold the position for all the races in
same season.
4. +Race Chair to meet with Mountain Event Coordinator to ensure we are aware of
each other’s needs.
5. +Be familiar with the Certificate requirement of Race Officials for the event that you
are hosting. Does your club have enough qualified officials or do you have to
schedule a level II course early in the season?
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6. +Check with Race Chair or Alpine Chair that your club has planned a Level I course
for first or second week of January. Since most of the new Level I officials are the
Nancy Greene parents, it is important that we schedule the courses once the NG
program starts early in the New Year.
7. Check that the “homologation” is current. (only needed for FIS races)
8. Review TD’s reports and look at all the positive things first. See if we can even do
“better” in the next race. Look for “room for improvements”, how do we eliminate
these on the next report?
9. Look over any notes from previous ROC, what worked well, and what suggestions
were made for the “next time”. Are any pictures taken of fencing set-up, video
available?
10. Review the Technical Delegate & Race Organizing Committee’s Expectations for a
Race Event ** to ensure most items of concern are covered. (** TD & ROC
Expectations at end of job description)
11. Ensure the Chief of Administration (Race Secretary) and Race Office positions are
covered at least 5 weeks prior to the race day.
12. Review the radio requirements with Race Chair and arrange for rental. Will need to
know the radio frequency so rental place can match. For Coast Zone finals we had
15 radios, and we were still short! Ensure course workers are on separate frequency
of that of Jury. Jury radios should have both channels on it. Extra radios and
batteries are always needed.
13. +Decide how much money we would like to spend on purchasing random draw
prices. Also, are we planning on soliciting local businesses for prices?
14. +Do we want announcer for the race? See if your Race Chair or SAM coordinator
can find someone knowledgeable and suitable. What equipment i.e. generator,
amplifier do we have to borrow?
15. +Discuss the race with your SAM coordinator. Where do we want to advertise? How
do we give exposure to our sponsors? Invite the Sponsors to the race and awards!
Who will MC the awards?
16. Arrange for supplier of lunches for your volunteers! Make sure you also take care of
the needs of your vegetarian volunteers. Don’t forget to arrange for hot liquids to be
served on the hill, they will be greatly appreciated!
17. Contact Officials and TD Coordinator to find out the TD assignment for your race.
(could be done by the Chief of Administration)
18. Contact the TD and introduce yourself. Find out his or her needs and expectations.
Would the TD like us to find the accommodations on the Mountain or in town? Is he
coming a day earlier? If so a lift ticket will be needed. Does he have a cell number?
(if accommodations etc are needed, pass this duty on to the Race Chairperson)
19. +Prepare the Race Notice 4-5 weeks prior to the race. The Team Captains’ meeting
location needs to have been finalized at this time as well as cost of lift tickets. Both
of these items are normally taken care of by the Race Chair.
20. Contact your Program Director (Head Coach) and go over the Race Notice with
him/her. Ask him/her to post it on BC Alpine Web Site. At some clubs the Chief of
administration might be the person posting the notice.
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21. Contact the TD and let him know the Race Notice is posted.
22. + Have the Race Chair check that the Mountain Event hosting form has been filled
out. This form lets the mountain know where the awards will be held, the needs for
extra staff people, and most important, the extra needs of First aid patrol.
23. Post the Volunteer sign up sheet in your club cabin at least 4 weeks prior to the race.
If you have a “planner” available to you, print the sign up sheet on a large drafting
paper (It gives it that professional look). Ensure sign up sheet also has a spot for
phone numbers in case you have to switch people around.
24. The key positions to be filled are the Chief of Course, Chief of Timing, Start
Referee, Finish Referee, and Chief of Gates. The Chief of Race should ensure
these positions are either shadowed by the less experienced officials, or even
better have the less experienced officials placed in these positions and assign
the more experienced Officials as mentors.
25. Post signs through out the club cabin encouraging parents to sign up, also sent out
e-mail to the membership explaining the need for volunteers, especially the position
of the gate-judges. Sometimes the local High School has a grade 12 course that
involves community involvement. Great place to get extra volunteers.
26. Re-familiarize yourself with the ICR. Review the PSO Technical Specifications for
the current season.
27. Contact all the key race position people and check that their concerns/needs are
met. Make sure they are aware that most of job descriptions are available on the
Officials Web site. Encourage they read these over as well as go over their ICR.
28. With the Race Chairs and Chief of Course assistance, prepare a proposed race
schedule as well as groomer schedule. Make sure your local race rules ** are still
current.
29. Race Chair and Chief of Course to meet with mountain management regarding
grooming needs, early and or late chair lift openings.
30. E-mail the proposed race schedule, groomer schedule and local race rules to the TD
for comments. He will also be interested as to who your Start and Finish Referees
are and the radio protocol. The BC Alpine web site has the course clearance
protocol.
31. Check with Chief of administration that all the office supplies are available or have
been ordered. Have the Chief of Timing check his timing gear week’s prior to the
race. Make sure he has spare batteries for the race day.
32. +When are the bibs and medals arriving? Do medals need engraving? Normally the
Race Chair looks after these.
33. +Do we have the Sponsor banners?
34. Check with program director/head coach that we have sufficient number of gates for
the slalom courses. (could have the Chief of Course do this) If not, see if he can
arrange for visiting clubs to bring some. Also are there any clubs coming over earlier
for training and do they require for us to arrange for discounted tickets.
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35. Check with program director/head coach if he has suggestions as to which club
coaches he would like to see set the different courses. Either the head coach of your
club, or the Chief of Course should have the responsibility of finding the forerunners?
36. Discuss the status of supplies with Chief of Course. Does he have enough tools,
bamboos, fencing, and fertilizer? What do we have to order? Do we want to set up “
tents” for warm up for the course workers? How do we control the entry of course
workers into the start area?
** Example of “Local race rules” at end of job description
37. =Check the status of stopwatches. Do we have enough? I recommend minimum of 8
watches. Replace all the batteries, and test watches. Synchronize and let run for few
hours. Check for accuracy/drift.
38. =If short of stopwatches, contact some of the visiting clubs and ask if they could
bring what is needed.
39. Check with Chief of Gates if he is holding a training course for the gatekeeper’s a
week or two prior to the race. Does he need a table, TV/VCR for the race day, just in
case there are some brand new gatekeepers?
40. Check with your registrar as to number of racers entries. Are some club entries that
you were expecting still missing? If so have your program director/head coach
contact the clubs coaches to see if they are still coming to the race.
41. Send the TD the latest number of expected athletes
42. Do we have enough computers for the race day? It doesn’t hurt to have at least 2
laptops as back up. Do printer and copier need servicing?
43. Update the Volunteer sign up sheet with the names from visiting club volunteers
(these visitors normally contact the Chief of Administration, stating they are available
for the race). Ensure they have the required certification for the duties that they are
assigned.
44. +Have the Race Chair check with First Aid office that they have the required man
power for the race day. Request for ambulance to be present if possible. Toboggan
to be located at top of race course. Confirm the phone numbers and that the phone
is manned at all times. Ensure they understand that at least one of their first aid
patrollers is stationed at the start hut. If the event is such that an onsite doctor is
used, make the arrangements and create a schedule to indicate which doctor is
scheduled on which day. Notify the ski patrol that a doctor will be on-site and have
the appropriate radios available.
45. Week prior to the race hold a meeting with your ROC. Go over the groomer
schedule, race rules, and race schedule. Discuss the volunteer sign up list and see if
all the key people have the required help they are looking for.
46. Go over the radio protocol. Make sure everyone has a copy of “Course Clearances”.
Practice a few “stop start” and “course clearances” on race day.
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47. Compile list of all the key Officials cell numbers. Ensure these individuals carry the
cell phones with them on the race day. This list should also include First Aid phone
number as well as the TD’s. I found these very handy especially if you like to talk to
someone privately or you do not want to tie up the jury channel. The Race Secretary
should put this list together.
48. Have the cell phone list forwarded to the key Officials especially the TD.
49. Decide the times you like all your key officials to be in the race cabin on the race
days. Find out who is available to attend the team captains meeting.
50. +Who is going to pick-up the lunches in town and bring them up the hill in the
morning?
51. Pick up rental radios at least 3 days prior to the race. This will give you an
opportunity to test the radios during course set up, and avoid glitches on test day.
Ensure there are enough chargers for all the radios.
52. Control the radios! Assign the best radios for the jury and on different frequency from
course workers. Label radios with numbers and have a sign out sheet for them.
Course worker radios should be given directly to the “Chief of Course” for
distribution. This way the onus is on him to ensure he gives out the radios to the
appropriate course workers.
53. &Give yourself plenty of time to set up safety fencing, timing cable and finish coral. If
race is starting Saturday morning, suggest loading gear on Wednesday night and
having work party on the hill Thursday and Friday for set-up.
54. & Discuss the grooming requirements with Chief of Course and program
director/head coach. Have the Chief of Course contact the mountain-grooming
supervisor and discuss your needs.
55. & Arrange for the timing hut to be moved into position at finish area.
56. Have a clear picture in your mind where you want the safety fencing. Better to plan
well than move fencing later. Refresh your memory by going over pictures and or
video from previously hosted races to see what worked. The head coach should be
able to help in this area.
57. Thursday afternoon or earlier as needed the grooming crew and or their supervisor
should meet you on the hill. Mark out where you would like starting ramp to be built.
Have your club coaches and race officials present.
58. & Plan on installing most of safety fencing on the first day in case the weather turns.
Install most of the crowd control and finish fencing, leaving out only the sections that
the groomers require for access.
59. Friday, the second day of the work party should consist of just putting the finishing
touches on the course. Make sure the timing has been checked out, and the start hut
frame should be in place. Leave the start hut cover off until Saturday morning, just in
case winds pick up overnight. (We had a start hut blow off few years ago) Is there a
coco mat under the start area where the racers will be placing their poles to push
off?
60. Meet with the TD. Introduce him to your ROC. Inspect the course and the safety
fencing. Address any concerns.
61. Discuss with TD the protocol during the Team Captains meeting. Put forth the name
of course setters recommended by your program director/head coach. Go over
possible candidates for referee and assistant referee.
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62. Meet with the groomers, race officials and club coaches to discuss conditions and
grooming requirements.
63. Get names of forerunners from your program director/head coach. (Chief of
Administration should do this)
64. Check with Race Chair that the racer and volunteer lift tickets have been picked up.
The bibs have been checked for missing numbers and temporary replacement bibs
in place. (Chief of Administration should do this)
65. Confirm that the key people will be present at the Team Captains meeting.
Team Captains meeting;
1. Be prepared!!
2. It starts by having a large enough room to accommodate everyone. For larger size
groups setup theatre style seating. Set head table for 6 people and arrange for at
least 2-8’ tables for registration desk.
3. For smaller size group arrange tables in square configuration.
4. Arrange for refreshments- fruit and ice water jugs are always welcomed.
5. Come with a prepared Coaches meeting agenda **.
6. Have a prepared package for each coach/official in attendance. The package should
include the Coaches meeting agenda, Race schedule for each day, and local race
rules.
7. Prior to the start of meeting, the TD and you should approach the candidates for the
referee and assistant referee positions.
8. Start meeting on time. Follow your agenda. Remember you are the chair!
9. &Provide the most current weather forecast as well as phone number of the weather
station.
10. & Make sure clubs understand the tear down responsibilities.
11. Draw snow seeds if required.
12. If possible issue lift tickets during registration. (Chief of Administration)
13. Assist with BIB toss.
The race day (This is where it all comes together);
1. Be early! Everyone appreciates when the “boss” is the first one there and makes the
coffee. Bring 3-4 dozen donuts and muffins, as your early bird crew probably had no
time for breakfast.
2. Stay calm, trust your race committee. Try to see the “big picture”.
3. The early morning focus should be that the course setters have arrived and are
transported to the top first with a dedicated number of course crew. Make sure the
Chief of Course has received his package of radios and has the rest of his crew out
next (have him sign for the radios).
4. Check that the Chief of Administration has the Start Referee, Finish Referee, TD,
Referee, Chief of Timing, Chief of Race, and Chief of Gates packages ready for
distribution. Identification for Jury members and Gate Judges is a key element.
5. As each of these Officials arrives, have them sign for the radios. The Race Chair
usually takes on looking after this.
6. If required assist Start Referee in synchronizing the stopwatches.
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7. Check that the TD, Referee and Assistant Referee have lunches given to them.
Don’t forget yourself, as it will be a long day. Take extra start lists with you. The bulk
of the start lists should be with the Start Referee.
8. +Leave Race Chair in charge of overseeing the background issues (i.e. assigning
extra volunteers, finding replacements for no show, issuing volunteer tickets).
9. Ensure Chief of Gates has the required assistance to get his/her group organized.
10. Once the “main rush” is over, it’s time to head out.
11. If your time permits, assist the Chief of Timing with any gear he is bringing up.
12. Give words of encouragement to the finish area crew. Check with Finish Referee if
he has any concerns or questions. Encourage development of your key people by
answering some of their questions with a question. They normally have the right
answer, just need to be coached through the “decision making” process. Inspect the
finish area for size of coral; is it large enough for the racers to stop safely? Are the
sponsor’s banners on? Crowd control in place? Are the finish posts far enough
apart?
13. Take a ride to top. Check the condition of racecourse from the chair. Is there fresh
snow on the course that will need scraping, are the safety nets covered by
snowdrifts?
14. Inspect for crowd control above the racecourse, are the signs up “racers only”. Look
for separate entrance for worker crews, should avoid having course workers with
equipment passing through crowds of athletes.
15. Check that there is controlled entrance to the start hut, and fencing to prevent
athletes getting too close to the course on either side of start hut.
16. Give words of encouragement to the start area crew. Find out if Start Referee has
any concerns or questions. Inspect start ramp area for snow firmness, height of start
posts and position of wand. Find out if communication with finish area has been
confirmed and status of testing the timing circuit.
17. & Assess the conditions on the course. Will slipping or packing be required? Contact
the course setter or his assistant to see what the conditions are lower down. The
Jury will be involved in these decisions.
18. & Do we need to do “test patch” with salt/ fertilizer?
19. & Check with Chief of Course on any concerns or issues. Are they ready for panels
to go on, and dying of the gates? Check that the outside gates are being numbered.
20. & Check that the panels are put on with sponsor’s names facing down the slope. On
warm days ensure the workers “dying” the gates use dye sparingly to prevent
“softening” around the gates.
21. Check with course setter as to number of gates. Someone on the jury should be
assigned the “gate” count.
22. Jury course inspection as per the race schedule. Address any issues right away by
contacting Chief of Course and having crews dispatched to the areas of concern.
Really ideal if the Chief of Course or an experience assistant joins you on the Jury
Inspection.
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23. Have Start Referee open the course for inspection once Jury is satisfied with the
course. Close racer inspection at agreed time.
24. & Ask for course slip right after the course inspection has been closed. Does any of
the lose snow around the gates need scraping? Are chemicals needed?
25. Check that the Chief of Gates has all his workers in place. Ensure he has his most
knowledgeable people at the toughest section of the course. This is where most of
DSQ may happen as well as most of gate repair work. Also, it is ideal to have an
experienced person beside a rookie.
26. Assistant Referee and the Referee should be positioned at sections of the course
that will give the greatest challenge to the racers. They usually like to pick their spots
so that they can see a good section of the course. Discuss this ahead of time with
them. It is recommended that you should appoint an Assistant Referee for Slalom
and GS races. It is possible to have a Level 2 or Level 3 official, who is not a
member of the Jury do course clearance. This will free up the TD and you to roam
around and assist others.
27. Check that the Ski Patrol is in place.
28. Once all the Officials are in place, ask for course clearance. Usually initiated by the
Start Referee.
29. Once the forerunners have skied down, please ensure their report is communicated
to the Jury.
30. Start the race at the designated time.
31. Circulate, do not stay stationary! Move around the hill. Check with your race officials
and let them make the decisions. Guide them only if needed.
32. Stop and talk to as many worker as possible. Simple positive feedback will not only
assist in developing them as Officials, but will also ensure they are back for the next
race.
33. Check how the course is holding up. Are majority of racers completing the run?
34. Anticipate any problem areas and deal with them in advance. Assist wherever
required.
35. Take notes for improvements, and what worked well!
36. Make sure you are available at the end of the race for a Jury meeting if needed.
37. Make sure hand timer recorder sheets are collected and taken to finish. The finish
will collect theirs as well as timing hut tapes and have them delivered to the race
office. Any delay of delivery will cause delays to the afternoon start list!
38. The afternoon race and next day’s race - follow the same approach.
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39. You are in charge of the race and should be running it with the aid of all your
volunteers. Some TDs become too involved, and if this happens, politely get them to
back off. They are really there as a consultant and should be looking mainly at safety
and technical matters along with the Referee.
40. At a larger, higher level race, when the race event has been completed and
everyone is able to return to their “normal” home/work life functions, plan a Re-cap
meeting to review how the race functioned, any problems and to make note of what
needs to be improved. These meetings are valuable and often lead to better
organization for future events.

Remember treat everyone with respect, encourage development of race officials, and only give
positive feedback.

Thank the athletes after they assist with tear down or anytime they show true
sportsmanship.
Also don’t forget to thank your race officials and the Mountain management and its
employees.

Don’t forget the pocket full of hard candies as you roam around encouraging and helping
the different volunteers.
* Thanks to Paul Francisity ~ Level 2 Official - Mt. Washington Ski Club
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14.2.2

Chief of Race/Technical Delegate Pre-Race Expectations

Technical Delegate’s expectations of the ROC












Make early contact with the TD.
Advise TD of - the whom and what of the race event.
Send the TD a race notice.
Inform the TD of:
 the proposed program
 the course preparation schedule.
 the equipment and tools available.
 the number and kind of radios that will be used.
 the Race Secretaries preparations.
 the information about the race office and the set up for the draw
 how the ROC plans to meet the schedules.
 the course preparation readiness prior to the TD’s arrival.
 the basic safety requirements readiness.
The TD expects that personnel will know their jobs.
The ROC will have a slip plan thought out.
That volunteers are aware of the program.
Wants the ROC to be in-charge.
Wants to know systems have been checked.
The ROC has a contingency plan.

ROC’s Expectations of the TD







TD should make early contact with the Chief of Race and assist to review
plans.
TD expected to arrive early.
TD is to advise, assist and consult with the ROC, not control.
TD will work through the Chief of Race.
TD should instruct only the Chief of Race.
TD will allow the Jury to function.

Notes from presentation
By D. Pym FIS TD 11/00
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14.2.3

Local Race Rules

The ROC can take the opportunity to use “local” race rules at their event.
In
many cases, the information is a written version of FIS, National and/or PSO rules used
to remind coaches, athletes and Officials of proper race etiquette at the Team Captain’s
meeting.
The following is an example of “local” race rules that can be presented at the Team
Captain’s meeting and copies made available on race day.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bibs must be worn in a prescribed manner.
Ski Brakes, unaltered & a suitable helmet are mandatory.
Start signal for both Giant Slalom will be "10 seconds,…...5-4-3-2-1 Go"
Start signal for Slalom will be “10 seconds.....Ready Go”
Disqualifications will be posted on the results board at the Finish and in the Race
Office. Verbal protest must be lodged within 20 minutes of the postings to be
followed by a Written Protest at the end of the race.
Fee: $20
6. Racers who lose a ski on course cannot replace it.
7. Bibs to be collected at the Finish Area after the end of each race day.
8. Racers must not cut into lift lines or ski at excessive speeds to the course.
9. Any racers entering the lift loading area at excessive speeds or acting in a manner
contrary to normal loading etiquette will be sanctioned.
10. Only racers asked to re-run have permission to load the lift without waiting in line.
All others will load regularly.
11. Any racers that swear or use abusive language may be sanctioned.
12. Coaches are responsible for the racers participating in the course clean-up, both
days.
13. Racers are expected to participate in SLIPS as decided at the Captain's Meeting.
Jacket carriers are restricted to small loads and are not permitted to slip.
14. If time permits, DNF’/DSQ’s from 1st run, can ski 2nd run after all qualifying
athletes.

HAVE A GREAT RACE!
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Chief of Administration (Race Secretary)
601.3.7 The Race secretary is responsible for all secretarial work for the technical
aspects of the competition and amongst others for the preparation of the draw. He
ensures that official results contain the information required by art. 617.3.4. He is
responsible for the minutes of the technical officials, the Jury and team captains’
meeting. He ensures that all forms for start, finish, timing, calculations and gate judging
are well prepared and handed over to the officials concerned in good order at the proper
time. He receives official protests and gives them to those who are concerned. He
facilitates the calculation of results by appropriate preparation and ensures that they are
duplicated and published as quickly as possible after the completion of the competition.
The Race Secretary, know as the Chief of Administration (CA) in Canada should be
appointed well in advance of the event as should possess the following:
 Organizational skills
 Note taking skills
 Computer/Typing skills
 Duplication equipment skills
 People skills
The Race Secretariat is the race communications center and it requires adequate staff.
The individual in charge, the Chief of Administration (CA) should be willing to delegate
tasks in order to assist the Chief of Race and Technical Delegate.
The Chief of Administration is the race official who has more contact with the
competitors, the Team Captains, the Jury, other race officials, the public and the media
than any other race personnel.
The CA is responsible for preparing all race related technical documents and needs to
prepare necessary supplies and forms in advance of the race. On race day, systems
need to be in place for orderly and timely preparation of accurate documentation.
The CA needs to have current copies of the National Domestic Memo, the ICR and its
Precisions and other pertinent rule books, eg: World Cup or NorAm rule books available
at all times. The publications contain rules that a CA must know and understand.
The CA should be provided with necessary materials, equipment and space and should
be willing to devote the necessary time before, during and after the race to prepare and
complete all documentation.
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14.2.4

Job Description – Chief of Administration

FOR FIS &/or PSO RACE EVENTS

3-4 WEEKS BEFORE THE RACE
1. Four weeks before the race, check with the Race Chairman or the Chief of Race on the
details that you will need for the race notice. This includes: the names of the Technical
Delegate and race committee personnel, the type of race, the run the race will be held on
and the date, time and place of the coaches meeting
Check with the ski area on the lift prices and how they want to handle lift passes for the
athletes. Try to have the passes available for distribution at the coaches meeting. Also
check how the ski area wants to handle Canada West All Area passes and complimentary
passes for volunteers.
Decide on the deadline for entries and whose fax or email will be used to receive entries.
Race entry fees for zone &/or FIS races are found in the PSO Green Book.
2. Prepare the race notice. Fax or email it to PSO, and mail to those indicated on the
distribution chart that will have been received in a package from Officials Chair about 6
weeks before the race. The chart can also be found in the PSO Green Book. There are
three notices to mail. The FIS race notice distribution list can also found in the Green Book,
or is received in a package with FIS forms from Alpine Canada Alpin (ACA). The address
of the T.D. comes with the forms from either the Officials Chair or ACA.
3. Check with the Race Chairman and/or Chief of Race that he has contacted the T.D.
regarding accommodation.
4. Check on gatekeeper cards. You will need about 60 per race day. Photocopy cards
from Green Book.
5. Check the race supplies: - 2 boxes of sharpened pencils, 2-3 erasers, electric pencil
sharpener, 1 box of black ballpoint pens, 1 box of black Pilot Fine liner pens for timer
recorders, 4-5 red fine liner pens, 6 black and 6 blue fine tipped permanent markers for
draw cards and posting board sheets (Paper mate M15 markers recommended), 1 black
and 1 blue large tipped felt pen, 2 staplers and 1 box of staples, staple remover, paper clips
(1 box each of large and regular), fold back binder clips (1 box each of 1" and 3/4"), 1 box
push pines, glue stick, 2 rolls scotch tape, 3 rolls electrical tape, 1 roll duct tape, elastics,
scissors, dry erase pens (2) and brush, correction liquid and tape, ruler, small self-stick
labels for medals, larger self stick labels, yellow post-it notes, large garbage bags, 2 large
lined pads for taking notes, copier paper, 6 packages of white, extra toner for copier,
computer paper (300 pages minimum), extra ribbon for computer printer, file folders for
results and data (4 per race day) colored files are recommended, hanging files to sort
reports for race pictures, 10-20 manila envelopes (9x12), calculator, columnar pad for
accounting, clipboards (7), green arm bands for jury, Chief of Course, Chief of Gates
armbands, Draw: - plastic covered single cards (about 150), 2 sets of 15 ping-pong balls
each in a plastic ice cream bucket, fun tack.
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Posting Board: - 6 plasticized sheets of cards, 3 Paper mate M15 markers (blue cleans off
better), 8 large black fold-back clips, acetone, paper towel and rubber gloves for cleaning
sheets
6. Confirm who is operating the computer for the race. Borrow a laptop for backup.
7. Check the location of the stop watches and that they are in running order. Change
batteries seasonally with the first race.
8. Check with Race Chairman regarding staffing for coaches meeting and race office.
Following is a list of the personnel needed:
Team
Captains Meeting:
a) race
secretary to supervise and prepare first draw
b)
assistant to race secretary to collect race fees
c)
assistant to take minutes of meeting and later help photocopy
d)
computer operator
e)
assistant to computer operator
f) 2
assistants to sort bibs, prepare posting board sheets, help with second draw, and to collate
photocopies
Race Office:
a) race secretary
b)
assistant to race secretary
c)
computer operator
d)
assistant to computer operator
e)
photocopier
f)
two persons for posting board
g)
one person to collect bibs and sort for the next day
h)
responsible adolescent to act as a runner from timing hut to race office
9. Check on the location of the bibs, and how they are getting to your club. Have person
assigned to bibs, check the bibs for missing numbers and be responsible for bringing them
to draw.
10. Ensure the medals and ribbons have arrived and that the S.A.M. volunteer has
arranged for engraving of medals and has ordered the J1 medals.
11. Forms: You will need the following:
Registration form for each club's payment of race fees and lift tickets.
Team captains' meeting "Sign in sheet"
Team captains' meeting "Assignment of referee/course setters/ etc" from
"List of Volunteers" form
Start/Finish Referee Recording Sheet
Start/Finish Timing Record Sheet
Package from BC Officials Chair - TD Expenses/BC Alpine Assessment Form
- Race Officials Record (2) - Distribution of Results (1)
FIS forms for FIS races (mailed by Alpine Canada)
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

WEEK BEFORE RACE
1. Race entries usually arrive the day of the entry deadline or the day after. All clubs now
email or fax their entries.
2. On receipt of entries, get together with the computer operator and download the names.
It is much faster to do with two people. Check all entries against the appropriate valid
point’s list for age and points. Print up a list of competitors by seeding or points and a list
of competitors by club.
3. For FIS Races: Make a draw card for reach racer. Enter racer's name, nation, and
points on card. Sort cards in order of points, keeping male and female separate. Ties must
be marked to be drawn later. Those without points are put at the end, also to be drawn
later.
For Zone races: Have copies of all competitors entered in the races available for the
coaches. The coaches check their entries on the list of competitors by club that the
computer operator generates before the meeting. The draw is usually done by computer. If
using draw cards for a zone race, you would put the racer's name, club and discipline
points on the card.
4. Make a cover sheet for each race if race packages are mailed out.
5. Update the registration form so it has the proper lift ticket and race entry prices.
6. Prepare manila envelopes for race result packages as per distribution list supplied from
Officials Chair. This has been reduced to one package.
TEAM CAPTAIN'S MEETING AND DRAW
1. Arrive 45 minutes early and if using the draw boards set them up. Post all draw cards on
the boards in order of points (lowest to highest). Put the racers' cards that have no points
at the end. Mark any other ties so they can be drawn later.
2. If not already done, bib volunteer needs to be checking bibs for missing numbers. Inform
computer operator of missing bib numbers.
3. As coaches start arriving, give them al list of the competitors by seeding or points and by
club. If not using the board, have the coaches check their lists. If using the board, have
coaches remove cards of any racers not racing. Coaches should then go to registration
desk with scratches and additions, and removed cards, where they will pay for all racers'
fees and lift tickets. Cards should be made for any additional racers at that time and posted
on board in order of points. Then remove the top 15 racers (lowest points) from both men's
and women's races and place in order on a separate board (lowest to highest).
4. Inform the computer operator of deletions and additions. At this time if a computer draw
is being done, once the operator has updated the entries, they can perform the draw for the
first race.
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5. Circulate attendance sheet to coaches to sign. For FIS races, use proper FIS forms for
attendance, minutes, etc.
6. For a manual draw, if all agree, it speeds things up if the draw can be done at the
beginning of the meeting. This will depend on the coaches and the TD.
7. Help the Referee and Chief of Race performs the manual draw for the first race. Use a
double draw with ping pong balls for the top 15 racers and a manual draw using the cards
for the no point holders. Also do a manual draw for the ties using their cards.
8. Have an assistant take the minutes of the meeting. While the meeting is on, the
computer operator can be updating the entries and then assigning bibs and producing a
start list. The posting board volunteer can start entering names on posting board sheets
and an assistant can start photocopying the start list as soon as available. Start with 80
copies (depending on the size of the race).
9. If you are using the draw board and a manual draw for a Zone race, usually a computer
draw is done for the second day instead of a second manual draw. If this is the case, leave
cards on board until end of meeting. If they want a manual draw for the second day, once
the start list is produced the draw cards can be changed for that draw. Add any additions
and remove and deletions. Remove top 15 racer's cards and place on the separate board.
Mark other ties again. For a FIS race, there is usually a race meeting held the night before
each race and the draw is done each night. You can prepare the cards for the next night's
meeting in the morning.
10. If performed, Referee and Chief of Race with the draw for the second day.
11. Once the start list for the first race is ready a "bib toss" can be performed. The bibs are
tossed to each club's coach according to the start list. If there are delays and the coaches
are anxious to leave the bibs can be sorted and packaged by club once the start list is
ready and the bib packages distributed to the coaches in the morning.
12. Depending on how your club wants to handle payment for lift tickets you may need to
have the checkbook there at the meeting and someone with signing authority.
13. Attach a start list to TD's, Chief of Race's, Referee's, and Chief of Course's armband.
Prepare clipboards:
a) Start Referee and Finish Referee - start lists (men and women), 4 start and finish referee
recording sheets, pencil and armbands
b) Starter
and assistant starter - start lists and pencil
c) Timer
recorder - 4 start lists for each race and pencil
d) Hand
timers - stop watch (to be synchronized by Chief of Timing or assistant, in the morning),
start lists, 12 time of day record sheets and pencil
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FIRST RACE DAY
1. Arrive at race office at 7:00 a.m. with assistant. TURN ON PHOTOCOPIER
2. Distribute all clipboards to appropriate persons.
Radios
for the jury should be ready and given out with the armbands.
Have copies
of start lists for coaches and send 20 copies to top and 10 to bottom for extras.
3. Have assistant sign in all volunteers and distribute their lift passes and lunches.
4. While waiting for race to start obtain as much of technical data as you can for the top of
the reports. For a Zone race, the computer operator can perform the next day's draw and
start list. Finish preparing envelopes for results and reconcile all accounting sheets from
registration. Fill in list of volunteers for Officials Chair.
5. Results now come in on a computer disk from timing hut (Detris/Measures program) or
by radio or runner if using the other programs. At the end of the first run the print out from
the timer will be brought to the office and the results entered can be verified. It is the
referee’s responsibility to post the DSQ’s at the posting board. The Chief of Gates will
bring down the DSQ cards and the DSQ’s and DNFs. For the women's race the referee
may radio the DSQ’s as the men's race will be starting. The Chief of Timing may also have
entered the DSQ’s onto the disk before he sends it. If there are no protests, a results first
run and a second run start list can be produced. Make 50 copies of the second run start
list. Send 35 of these copies to the top of the course for the jury, starter, assistant starter,
hand timers, gate keepers and coaches, and 15 copies to the bottom for timers, timer
recorder, finish referee and posting board.
6. Results of the second run will come in on a computer disk (Detris/Measures program) or
by radio or runner. If manually inputting times, again, verify times with the print out from
timer. Wait for DSQ’s. The photocopier could start copying some of the pages that are
ready, for the packages, but don't copy anything until the technical data is all entered.
Color coding is a thing of the past ~use white paper. Use a hanging file for each of
packages as listed on results distribution chart.
7. Print out unofficial results and give copy to TD to do his/her calculations. Give copy of
unofficial results to S.A.M. person to prepare medals and ribbons. Once TD gives the okay,
you can print out official results for TD's signature. Make sure all technical data is on top of
results before he signs. He must also sign the Penalty Calculations. Place all originals and
signed reports in a file labeled with the date, ready for photocopying. If time allows some of
the photocopying should be done that day.
8. E-mail results to BC Alpine.
9. For a FIS race, e-mail results to FIS, Alpine Canada and United States Ski Association
as per FIS information.
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10. If you are pretty sure unofficial results are correct (no protests or hand times etc.) you
can copy some unofficial results for distribution to coaches before the official results are
done if the TD agrees.
11. Give bib volunteer next day's start list for sorting of bibs. For FIS races the draw and
start lists are prepared after the team captains' meeting each evening and the bib volunteer
must attend those meetings.
12. Collect all data from race (timing sheets, gatekeeper cards, start and finish referee
sheets, etc.) and place in a file.
13. Once the start lists are available, make up new clipboards for the next day's race.
14. Give posting board volunteer acetone, gloves, and paper towel to clean sheets. Give
him/her next day's start list to prepare sheets for that race. Again for FIS races this will be
done each evening after the team captain's meeting and draw.
SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT DAY'S RACE
1. Arrive at race office at 7:00 am. TURN ON PHOTOCOPIER.
2. Distribute clipboards, arm bands, and start lists as on first day.
3. Have photocopier start copying pervious day's official reports and preparing race
package when they arrive.
4. Follow first day's procedures. Make sure that you get technical information as soon as
possible so you can start working on this day's results packages as well.
5. Once the second day's official reports are done and signed, finish packages. Prepare
packages for mailing.
6. Email results to BC Alpine.
7. For a FIS race, e-mail results to FIS, Alpine Canada and United States Ski Association
as per FIS request.
8. Ask posting board volunteer to clean sheets.
9. File away all data and results. I suggest that you take a paper copy of data and results
and a copy of the disks to town as people may be calling for information.
Thank you to Audrey Newhouse~ Level 3 Official – Kamloops Alpine Ski Club
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14.3

The Chief of Course

ICR – 601.3.2 The Chief of Course is responsible for the preparation of the courses in
accordance with the directives and decisions of the Jury. He must be familiar with local
snow conditions and the terrain concerned.
The Chief of Course is the Official in charge of preparing the courses, making certain that
the courses are properly prepared in accordance with the decisions of the Race Committee
and the Jury. He must be familiar with local snow conditions on the course, works with the
Course setters, supervises course maintenance during the race and all post race cleanup
immediately following the event. Successful completion of these responsibilities requires
leadership, organization, personnel and equipment.
The Chief of Course will need to establish advance communication with the ski area
management. He/she needs to know course preparation and should be able to evaluate the
courses set under their jurisdiction. Their responsibilities include the start and finish areas
as well as the actual race track itself. In addition to responsibilities to the race organization,
a Chief of Course should know and understand the rules, participate in Jury inspection and
attend Jury meetings if at all possible.
14.3.1

Job Description – Chief of Course

Outline of Work Prior and During Zone Races for SL, GS, SG
One Month prior to Race:
1. Determine which run will be used for the race. Consult the homologation report.
Determine where safety systems will be located and plan crowd control.
2. Recruit course crew. Let them know that work will be needed prior to the race date.
Definitely the weekend before the event.
3. Do equipment inventory.
4. Develop a plan to have all required equipment, poles, bamboo, panels, drills, rakes,
shovels, gate keys, rope, wedges, fertilizers etc on hill before race day.
5. Arrange for radios. Count out the number of radios required. Confirm with Chief of Race.
Make sure radios have 2 channel capabilities, one for Jury, one for course crew. Make
arrangements for drills and gate keys.
6. Recruit course crew.
7. Make arrangements for lift passes for course workers who do not have them. Include all
work days as well as race days.
8. Coordinate with Chief of Race regarding arrangements with Mountain management and
the use of the run. Ask about lift access, equipment on lifts and procedures for early
morning access and recruit even more course crew.
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Weekend Prior to Race ~ or Earlier If Necessary
9. Setup safety systems and crowd control. Leave crowd control open so that the public
and groomers may access the runs. Since it may snow before race day, stand all crowd
control nets up and leave safety systems 1 foot above snow line.
10. Arrange with the Mountain for the packing and grooming of the run and building of the
start ramp.
11. Arrange for Ski Patrol to be in attendance during the race and in available at the top of
the course 20 minutes before the start time.
12. With the Chief of Race, develop a slip schedule and course take down schedule. Also,
review plan for deployment of course workers on race day.
Day Prior to Race Event
13. Setup start area and finish area. Finalize safety systems and crowd control. Assist with
timing installation requirements.
14. Ensure all the required equipment is available on the hill.
15. Reconfirm grooming requirements and early lift access.
16. Make sure drills and radio are charged.
17. Attend the Team Captain’s meeting. Have most up-to-date weather report available to
read out at meeting.
Some Key Elements on Race Day
18. Course maintenance is particularly vital. The Jury approved slip plan should be started
early in the race before trouble spots develop and should continue until the last racer
has finished.
19. Have adequate slippers and course crew available throughout the race.
20. Be certain to provide sufficient equipment on the course ~ poles, panels, rakes, drills,
shovels and gate keys.
21. Following the race ~ put take down plan into action. On Saturday, sideline the gates and
open crowd control so groomers can access. On Sunday, with the planned tear down
have a load transporter available.
22. Be sure to thank everyone.
23. After race day, contact the Mountain and make sure equipment is correctly returned.
* Thanks to the Whistler Mountain Ski Club for the above information.
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14.3.2

Gate Maintenance

Introduction - Gate maintenance is critical to ensure the course remains as consistent as
possible from the first racer to the last. It is important that maintenance be constantly and
consistency performed by both course crew and gate judges. Maintenance should
commence immediately following the close of course inspection.
Start Interval – It is critical to be fully aware of the start intervals during the event for safety
reasons and so that maintenance can be performed during the interval. Generally intervals
are between 40 and 60 seconds during which time considerable good can be done to
maintain gates. Be aware of the interval at all times.
Responsibility  Making sure the course is CLEAR.
 Resetting the poles in a vertical position. A leaning pole can aid or hinder a racer.
 Replacing poles that have been knocked down in their exact spot. A colored spot in
the snow indicated the correct location.
 Replacing or re-attaching panels that have been knocked off...
 Replacing poles that have been broken, making sure to use the same color as the
broken one (red or blue). The broken pieces of pole must be removed so they cause
no harm to racers and spectators.
 Repairing the sections of the course under their control.
Positioning – Course workers and gate judges should be close enough to the gates to
expedite repair and clear debris in a safe manner. They should ensure that they aren’t in
the racers way or they aren’t the obstacles/hazards for racers who fall or leave the course.
Course Damage -.It is critical for the safe and fair conduct of races that gates be
maintained such that every competitor races on relatively the same course conditions.
Course crew and gate judges must augment the work of slip crews to maintain the course
in good repair. Gate judges are in the best position to execute regular touch ups that
minimize the need for major repairs and stoppages.
Several types of snow
disturbances are encountered on race courses, usually in combinations at any given gate.
While diligent course preparation and slipping will minimize course damage, specific repairs
will be necessary.
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Gate Maintenance ~ Snow Damage Types and Repair Techniques
to Alpine Ontario ~ see web site - Officials section
What

Similar to a
pothole. Very
dangerous

Hole

Cause

Break through
of weak layer
where racers
pressure ski in
same place

Where

Racing line
below the gate

Effect
Disrupted
race line
possibly for
several gates.

Ruts

Ripple similar
to washboard

Long groove

Ski edges
gripping and
releasing as
racers slide
sideways

Softer snow
yielding to ski
pressure

Tools
Steel
shovel

Binding prerelease

Usually
minimal.
Chatters

* Thanks

Above and
below gate

Along race line
above and
below next gate

st

1 – Lengthen hole along race line by
shoveling downhill hole edge,
blending depth equal to surrounding
snow (never deeper) over several
nd
feet.
2
rd
Repeat along up-hill race line. 3
Repeat along the gate side edge
being sure to blend with surrounding
snow

Rakes
Work toothed side of rake parallel
along chatter mark to smooth whole
area. Sufficient pressure without
breaking through the layer. Do not
break through layers and cause hole.

Possible
binding prerelease

Deep/steep
downhill end of
rut make
launching the
racer or
causing ski to
loose contact
with snow

Repair

Steel
shovel
If not getting worse, leave it alone.
Same as for holes, special attention
to eliminating launching effect.
Under melting conditions, gate pole
may need to be tightened further into
the base during race maintenance.
Steel
shovel

Double Ruts

Berm

Two short
parallel ruts
likely across
race line

Built up snow
from slipping
on the outside
of the race line

Double
pumping to
pressure ski

Beside / below
gate

Possible prerelease. Racer
thrown off
balance,
possible tail
hooking

Insufficient
widening of the
slip area by slip
crew to blend
excess with
surrounding
snow.

Beginning
opposite gate,
continuing
below gate
outside and
low of the
racing line

Unbalanced,
sudden
deceleration
leading to a
tumbling fall.
Lateral
launching

Lengthen the up-hill and downhill
ends of the ruts; merge the ruts by
removing the bump/ridge between
the ruts

Steel
shovel
and rake

Grain
scoops
Snow Piles
at Gates

Snow build up
at the base of
turning pole
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Slipped snow
from inspection
and racing

At the base of
turning pole

Ramping
Invisible dye
mark, Impaired
GJ quality, Pole
rebound
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Steel
shovel

Excess snow spread out, packed
down and blended into surrounding
snow for entire length of the berm.

Remove loose snow from wide area
around pole base, down to firm layer.
Critical to perform this action after
inspection closes. Under melting
conditions, gate pole may need
tightening.

14.4

Chief of Gates

601.3.5 The chief gate judge organizes and supervises the work of the gate judges. He
designates the gates each will supervise and places them in position. At the end of the first
run and the end of the race he will collect the gate judge control cards for delivery to the
Referee. He distributes, in good time, to each gate judge the material that he needs (control
cards, pencil, start list etc.) and be prepared to offer assistance either to help the spectators
off the course or to help maintain the course etc. He makes sure that the numbering and
the marking of the gates is done within the required time.
Chief of Gates – organizes and supervises the work of the Gate Judges. This Official
makes sure the numbering and marking of the gates is done within the required timeframe.
He/she also distributes needed GJ material eg: pencils and cards etc. The Chief Gate
Judge also instructs the Gate Judges in their duties, designates the gates each judge will
supervise and places the gate judges in position, collects the gate judge cards after each
run and delivers to the Referee.
Gate Judge – is responsible for supervision of one or more gates; must observe whether
passage of competitor is correct through area of observation; must fulfill a number of
different functions as in ICR 660.
14.4.1

Job Description – Chief Gate Judge

So, You Are The Chief of Gates
What are Your Responsibilities?
The Chief of Gates is responsible for recruiting, training, organizing and controlling the gate
judges for an alpine ski race.
The Chief of Gates should know the applicable FIS rules (ICR 660 to 670 inclusive). S/he
should also be familiar with the gate judging portions of the Alpine Canada Officials
Program Course Manuals.
Pre Race Preparation:
Find out the type and level of the race. This will help you determine the number of gates
and therefore the number of gate judges you will need to recruit. Example - a K1 slalom
race will have between 32 and 40 gates. In slalom we need at least 1 gate judge for every 3
gates, so you need a minimum of 14 gate judges.
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Start recruiting at least 3 weeks before race day. Personal phone calls are the most
effective means. Use a phone committee it makes your job easier. Most will come from
your own club, but contact the race chairs or alpine chairs from other clubs. They will
usually have a list of parents who will be coming to the race and will be happy to help out. It
is wise to have at least 2 extra judges recruited ahead of time. The extras can fill in for a no
show, possible shadow you, or spell off judges that need to use the washrooms etc.
Obtain the e-mail address of each volunteer so that you can inform them of where and
when to meet, race particulars, and to have the clothing so they will be prepared for any
type of weather.
Equipment check and collection of the same. Gate Judge outfits – identification vests, gate
judge cards (at least 4 per judge for a 2 run slalom), pencils and clip boards to write on
(should have light plastic shielding on them because of snow or rain), extra cards and
pencils, gate judge instructions for all the judges, note book for reminders and notes, knife,
FIS blue rule book, and pieces of carpet for judges to stand on re warmth. Race day you
will hopefully be given a radio. If you are new to the job, ask the Chief of race as to its
usage.
Refreshments – make sure that both lunches and drinks have been organized and will be
handed out to your judges during or before the race starts each day.
Day before the Race:
Go to the coaches meeting if possible. It will give you a feel for and introduction to the race
organizing committee, and it could give you an opportunity to recruit some extra judges
from other mountains. The head coach of the home team will be able to give you an idea of
the number of gates that will be on the course.
Confirm the number of judges and make sure they know the time and place to meet. One
hour before the start of the race is usually enough time. Remind them to go to the race
office 1st thing in the morning, or direct them to the alternate location set up for race days,
where the ROC will give them volley lunches and complementary lift tickets. Remind them
to dress warmly and to bring along extra liquids to drink.
Organize the cards etc for the gate judges. Have a few extras available.
Race Day:
Pick up start lists for all the gate judges, plus the packages that you have already put
together for them. Make sure that you bring a pack along to carry everything in. Find out
who will be delivering the start lists to you for the second run if this is a two-run race. Also
pick up a race schedule if you didn’t get one at the coaches meeting.
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If possible go up to the start in time to go down with the course inspection or just after it
occurs, and draw a rough diagram of the course. Why? You will now know the number of
gates and more importantly you will know the layout of the course. This will allow you to
plan ahead to place the more athletic and experienced judges in the tougher spots.
Gate judges should meet at the top of the course one hour before the race starts, and at
that time you should hold a training session outlining their responsibilities, and reviewing
what will constitute a DSQ. Remind the judges that a diagram is necessary in the case of a
DSQ. If some judges are new to the position you should place them between experienced
judges on the course. This allows for a little on hill training, and possibly for some
redundancy when noting DSQ’s. Remind the Gate Judges that it is their perception of
correct passage that is to be recorded, and that they must not allow the opinions of the
public or coaches to influence their decision. Pace yourself, as Gate Judges should be in
position 20 minutes before the start of each run of the race.
Try to keep at least 2 surplus judges with you. If one is fairly experienced you may have
that person shadow you for part of the race and also assist some of the less experienced
people on the course. They will also be able to temporarily replace judges who need to use
the washroom etc. If you are short judges, you could ask the Start and Finish Referees to
take a couple of gates each.
Document the gate judges on duty each race day for B.C. Alpine records and for liability
insurance. Be sure to give this list to the Chief of Administration at the end of each race
day.
If the Chief of Course wants you to number the gates, suggest that it would be better if a
course worker did this duty. If necessary, have one of your extra judges do it.
Before you leave the start area ascertain whether the Chief of Course would like gate
judges to repair and maintain the course. If he does, ask him to ensure gate judges have
rakes and shovels. You must know correct raking and shoveling technique, so you can
demonstrate to the gate judges during the training session. If you are not familiar with these
tasks, invite the assistant C of Course to your meeting.
Hand out a start list to each gate judge and Bibbo lists for the second run as soon as they
are available from the race office.
Know the race schedule, including updates and revisions.
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Set your radio (if you have one) on the jury channel. Remember that you may only listen
and not speak on that channel once the race begins as this channel is reserved solely for
the jury. Know the Chief of Course and Race Secretary channel so that you can
communicate with them if necessary. (Example – you are part way down the course and a
gate needs repair) It is very helpful to have the cell phone number in case you wish to
reach the Chief of Race that way.
Allow yourself plenty of time to take gate judges down the racecourse in a “herd” to allocate
gates. Call out gate numbers in “sets” and designate gate judges for each set. Match up
gate judges with sets of gates according to experience, athletic ability, weather conditions,
gate combinations and other relevant factors. Remember that experienced judges should
be placed beside the less experienced. Let them know where the best place to stand would
be for safety and being able to observe the passage of racers through their gates.
If there is time during the race it is best to cycle down the course, to educate, encourage
and cheer up your gate judges. Is everything OK? Any questions? 'Bathroom relief?
Great to hand out wrapped candies to those who want them.
Time your cycles carefully so that you will be at the top before the last racer leaves the start
and you will be ready when it’s time to collect gate cards.
Collect gate judge cards after each run, or as the Chief of Race directs you. Before you
collect the cards always check with the Start Referee to make sure there are no reruns. Ask
the manual timers at the start if they want you to take their recorded manual times down to
the finish line along with the gate judge cards.
Try to be quick collecting gate judge cards. Everyone is waiting for the results and the gate
cards are an integral part of the result process. If you have a shadow or a senior gate
judge, have that person collect half of them. If the women run before the men, and the
referee is planning to review both the women’s and the men’s gate cards together, then the
senior gate judge would only have to collect cards after the men’s run.
A recommended way to deal quickly with gate judges when collecting cards is to ask:
“Signed your card? Any DSQ’s? If so, have you drawn a diagram?” Check the cards for
completeness! Review diagrams to ensure you understand them (you will more than likely
have to explain them to the Referee). Remind gate judges with DSQ racers that they must
be available for the jury if anyone protests a DSQ at their gates, and that they will not be
free to go home until the Referee or the TD has released them.
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At the finish line, give gate judge cards to the Referee, who should be waiting for them at
the finish line or near the scoreboard, if it is at the finish. If not, remain at the finish until the
Referee arrives, and then remain with him/her to answer any questions about DSQ’s. After
the ladies run, if the men are running directly after them, you will probably have to give your
cards to the Finish Referee, who will later give them to the Referee.
At the end of all race runs ask gate judges to bring their uniforms down to you at the finish
line. It is clumsy and time-consuming for you to take uniforms and gate judge cards
together, and you will want to be prompt in getting to the finish after the last racer has
completed his/her final run. Remind those Gate Judges with DSQ’s on their cards to wait at
the finish with you until for the TD and referee have dealt with any protests. Encourage all
gate judges and thank them enthusiastically.
At the end of the day…..If a gate Judge DSQ’s a racer and the Jury rules against his
or her decision, make sure you explain the reason thoroughly to the judge. If need
be, have the TD or Chief of Race give the explanation to the gate judge. Nothing is
worse than a having a gate judge wondering why the DSQ did not stand up.
Dry, organize and store gate judge uniforms and cards after the races so they’re ready for
the next race day or the next series. Do the same with Chief of Gates equipment.
Have a check list and continually refer to it.
On a wet day, ink runs but pencil lead writes. Always have pencils!


Thanks to Norm Leduc – Mt. Washington Ski Club & Doug McLean - Whistler Ski Club
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14.4.2

Homologated FIS Gate Panels - ICR 690

Installing The Panels Correctly
Putting a panel on two poles looks like a
mindless task, but like so many “simple”
things in life, there is a “right” and a “wrong”
way to put the panel on the poles.
Off-Hill Start by checking the panels when you first
receive them. Make sure the stitching on both sides of
the panel is intact eg: both the pole loops and the reenforced material that hold the button/loop site. Check that there are two buttons and
elastic loops at the top of the panel. Ensure the button/loop is installed properly, that being,
the button should be on the same side as the sponsor’s logo. Changing the panel button
position to the correct position/location on a ski hill in -10 C weather is no easy task, so
checking ahead of time in the comfort of the club cabin is a necessary evil.
On-Hill Stand on the lower side of the gates. Position the gate panel so
the sponsor’s logo (and buttons) are facing downhill. Slip the two side
sleeves onto the gate poles. Holding the 1st gate pole and panel, take hold
of the elasticized loop and stretch it to the outside of the pole, around the
back of the pole and just before attaching it to the button, catch/include the
re-enforced material (located to the inside of the button). Attach loop on
the button. Repeat procedure on the 2nd pole and panel.

Correct vertical placement on the pole can be measured by:
Male installer – stand on the lower side of the poles ~ the bottom of the panel should be at
the top of your hip bone.
Female installer – stand on the upper side of the poles ~ bottom of panel should be at the top
of your hip bone.
Each measurement makes the top of the panel @ 25 cm below the top of the poles.
WHY, the concern for correct installation? – SAFETY & LIABILITY
By attaching the material in the button loop, there is added friction that allows the panel to
release more readily.....as required. By not attaching the material in the button loop, the panel
will more easily slip down the pole, in some cases enough it will not release as required.
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Chief of Timing & Calculations
601.3.6 The chief of timing and calculations is responsible for the coordination of officials at
the start and finish, including timing and calculations. In Slalom, he or a special assistant
will decide the interval between starts. The following officials are under his direction: starter,
assistant starter, start recorder, chief timekeeper, assistant timekeepers, finish controller,
chief of calculations and his assistants.
Chief of Timing and Calculations is responsible for coordinating all timing and calculation
officials at the start and finish. In slalom, he or a designated person will decide the interval
between starts.
Chief of Calculations is responsible for quick and accurate calculation of results and
supervises the immediate duplication of unofficial results and publication of official results
after expiration of the protest interval or after any protests have been dealt with.
Chief Timekeeper is responsible for accuracy of timing, synchronizing watches with the
starter as shortly before and after the race as is possible, must publish unofficial times as
quickly as possible 9onscoreboard etc.). If timing fails, must communicate immediately with
the start referee and the Technical Delegate.
Overview of Timing & Calculations
From the beginning of ski racing, timing officials were expected to provide accurate times
and post them quickly. Timing still has the same objectives but today’s times even
Equivalent Electric Times are more accurate due to the use of more sophisticated
equipment. All ACA races are required to have electric timing equipment, however FIS and
National scored races are required to have two timing systems with printed strips. Hand
timing is mandatory for all ACA and FIS races.
It is essential that the competitor’s time be recorded accurately and posted promptly
regardless to the personnel, the machinery or the procedures utilized. Checking and rechecking is paramount to a fair and accurate race for all competitors. A competition that is
accurate and fair for all competitors is the primary goal of all alpine officials. As equipment
has become more sophisticated so have the timing officials. Timekeepers need to know
more today than they did before and are required to be true professionals in their approach
to their duties. This “professional” approach keeps standards high and timekeeping
accurate.
Modern equipment has made our lives much easier, but has also caused bigger and more
complex problems. Competitors may pass each other, times can be lost in the computer,
computers can malfunction or a power outage can occur. It is the timing officials’ duty to be
able to handle these problems in a professional manner.
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14.4.3

Timing Procedures

The degree of accuracy provided by electric timing is an essential requirement for
separating competitors in this highly competitive sport. In order to time a ski
competition, we must determine exactly when a competitor starts, when they finish and
the elapsed time between the two events. Electric timing, which allows measurements
of times to 1/1000th of a second and backed up by hand timing is required. FIS and
scored National events require two timers with printers and it is the Technical
Delegates responsibility to verify synchronization of the timing and to check the
differential between the two systems.
For races where two electric timing systems are used, if the primary system fails, the
secondary system is used after being adjusted. The adjustment is to be made with the
same procedure used to adjust hand times when both electric systems fail – EET.
Tracking the differential between primary and secondary electric systems throughout the
race will assist in quick posting of accurate, adjusted secondary electric times.
When both electric timing systems fail, an Equivalent Electric Time (EET) is calculated
from the hand times. According to the ICR, if the electric timing breaks down completely
during the race, the times taken by hand shall be valid for all competitors. It may be
necessary to use hand times for all competitors if the timing equipment malfunctions
repeatedly during the race and the number of EET’s becomes excessive. (This is a Jury
decision.)
When the official printing timer allows manual input or correction of a time, some type of
indication (asterisk) concerning any effected change must be printed on all timing
documentation. If the printer does not identify DNF’s etc, they should also be marked.
This will help eliminate any confusion when proof reading the competitors’ times against
the timing tapes.
Digital stopwatches are needed for hand timing. Good manual times involve human
reaction, which differ from person to person. Varying degrees of fatigue, endurance to
cold, span of attention and competence make accurate hand timing over a long period
of time difficult. The Chief of Timing & Calculations should make every effort to assure
the well being of a timing crew.
14.4.4

ICR Rules for Timing

 There must be multiple modes of communication (telephone or radio) between the
Start and Finish
 Two synchronized electronically isolated timing systems operating in Time-of-Day
must be used….times must be immediately and automatically sequentially recorded on
printed strips to at least the 1/000 (0.0001) precision.
 Both systems must allow for the calculation of net times by the mathematical
comparison of each racer’s start time to finish time. The final result of each skier’s run is
then expressed to 1/100th (0.01) precision by truncating the calculated net time on
course.
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 All times used for the final result must be from System A.
 If there is a failure of System A, a calculated net time from Systems B must be used
following the same procedure as for an EET. If both systems fail, hand times will be
used for all the competitors.
 It is not permitted to substitute Time-of-Day times from System B for use with
System A for the purpose of net time calculations.
 Two cables must be installed between the Start and Finish.
 The Start gate must have separate electronically isolated switch contacts for
triggering the start inputs for both Systems A & B.
 If the Start Gate requires replacement during the run, it must be replaced with an
identical start gate in the same position.
 Photocells are placed at such a height that a competitor finishing normally cuts the
beam with the lower half of his legs.
 The hand timing must be in place and must record the 1/100th (0.01) of a second. It
must be completely separate and dependent of the electric timing. The watches must be
synchronized with the electric timing prior to the start of each run.
 Hand times are used in the Official results after a correction resulting in a time
equivalent to the average difference between the times recorded by electric timing and
those by hand has been calculated.
 Any manual intervention of the timing must be marked on the timing tape.
 Additional information can be obtained in the current ICR and the current FIS Timing
Guidelines.
 When the electric timing fails temporarily, the times recorded by hand shall be
accepted after a correction has been calculated. This is known as the equivalent
electric time (EET) and is covered in the next section.
 When the electric time fails completely during a race, then the times taken by hand
shall be valid for all competitors, i.e. only hand times would be used for all competitors
whether an electric time was available or not.
14.4.5

Hazards In Timing, Calculation & Communication Situations

Errors can and do occur when setting up the equipment, database etc., for a race and
also when doing the necessary paperwork and calculations. This is one reason we
check and double check our work. The most common problem areas are:
 Inadequate maintenance of a “permanent” communication system.
 Incorrect connection of wire/switch at the Start gate.
 Breakage of the Start “wand” with no spare available.
 Incorrect alignment of the Finish beam.
 Absence of hand timing crews.
 Inadequate or lack of supervision of hand timing crews.
 Inadequate staffing of additional timing crew officials at the Start and/or Finish.
 Faulty determination of elapsed time from Time of Day (ToD) recordings.
 Rounding or averaging of times. In ski racing both are prohibited.
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 Failure to update computer software and/or proof read computer generated
documents. Don’t assume that because the information came from the computer it’s
correct.
 Failure to use appropriate Points lists (ACA or FIS)
 Failure to use Points list valid for the race date.
 Failure to post or announce all unofficial times promptly.
 Failure to verify times against timing tapes.
 Failure to use proper “F” Value.
 Failure to check for a 10th place tie for time in Results.
 Failure to use correct Seed points in the Penalty calculation.
 Failure to assign “maximum” values.
 Failure to check for a 5th place tie for best (lowest) Seed points.
 Faulty “rounding” in the Penalty calculation.
 Failure to use current Category Adders and/or Correction Values (Z) for the
discipline/event. ( FIS races only)
 Failure to accurately complete Z Value calculation eg: when Z Value is positive it is
subtracted; when Z value is negative it is added (FIS races only)
 Failure to observe “maximum/minimum penalties” when required.
 Failure to prepare Second Run Start list in a timely manner; not being familiar with
rules for Bibbo when a tie occurs at the 15th or 30th position; not being familiar with rule
that requires decrease in Bibbo if the 1st Seed draw was decreased.
 Failure to run quality checks on all race data.
 Failure to accurately complete Timing Technical Report form, I per run per gender
for all FIS and ACA events.
14.4.6

General Timing Comments

The essential elements in timing a ski race are:
1. The race should start on time. There should be no delays caused by insufficient
preparation of the timing. ANTICIPATE and be prepared to react to problems quickly.
Prevention is the best cure.
2. Times should be recorded accurately. Make quality control a component of the system.
Checking is a good motto.
3. The times should be announced promptly and correctly. The announcer should be
isolated from the timing area as much as possible; inquiries should be written, not
spoken.
4. The system should be sufficiently redundant and protected to eliminate any possibility of
a “missed time” and the subsequent need for a re-run. There must be a means of
obtaining an “equivalent electric time” with minimal delay. If multi-problems accumulate,
“hold” the race until the problem(s) can be corrected.
5. Situations that occur in the Timing Building should stay in the Timing Building. Casual
comments about problems, etc., can bring integrity of the timing for the whole event into
question.
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The records that are needed are:
1. Accurately recorded competitors’ times.
2. Sequenced list of competitors
a.
Corrected Start List
b.
Competitors’ times (ToD or Elapsed)
c.
Final Status of all competitors (Finishers, DNS’s, DNF’s, DSQ’s)
The output that is required is:
1. First Run Start List
2. Second Run Start List
3. Unofficial “top 10” finishers for Award Ceremonies.
4. Documentation of any EET’s
5. Report by the Referee – each run, if two runs
6. Official Results with Race Points and Penalty Points
7. Penalty Calculation(s) for scored run.
8. Documentation of “quality control” – cross check procedures. This may include Results
from each run.
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14.5

THE IMPORTANCE OF POINTS

Ski racing has a unique position in the world of sports. It pits the competitor against not
only other competitors but also against the clock, however there is no set court, field or
track and no absolute length of a course. In addition, a number of variables such as
terrain, snow conditions, weather, course configuration, speed and turns become factors
as the race progresses. In order to compensate for these variations in terrain and
courses, FIS has guidelines such as minimum vertical drop, minimum and maximum
number of gates and gate dimensions for the setting of courses. In addition, there is a
formula for assigning Points by relating the competitor’s time to the winner’s time (Race
Points).
Two factors led to the development of a numerical system of scoring competitors in ski
events:
1. The problem of combining the results from more than one discipline, such as
Downhill and Slalom, to obtain the results for the DH/SL “combined” race.
2. The problem of seeding competitors by a method other than the Jury’s
recognition of their performance records – especially as the number of
competitors from non-Alpine countries has increased.
Competitors are:
1. Scored by Points for each competition in which they finish without
disqualification.
2. Ranked nationally (and internationally) according to their earned points.
3. Seeded in subsequent competitions according to their Points ( as listed in the
current ACA /FIS points lists), which were earned in previous events
The calculation required to obtain the Race Points and the Penalty are not difficult. Use
the proper forms and formulas for either ACA or FIS Penalties and report te calculations
correctly rounded to two decimal places (the 1/100th position).

14.5.1

ACA Race Penalty Calculation Procedure

The purpose of a Race Penalty becomes apparent when considering this scenario: Two
races of the same discipline are run on the same day at two adjacent ski areas with
different levels of competitors. In each race , the winner receives 0.00 Race Points.
Because of this type circumstance, a “handicapping” system, known as the
BOB Rule is used to calculate additional Points to be added to each competitor’s Race
Points to compensate for the difference in the level of competition in the specific event.
These handicap points, or Penalty Points, are calculated by a formula that uses the
Seed Points of the 5 competitors with the LOWEST (best) SEED POINTS entered in the
race who actually START the first run, regardless of result or status (DNF, DSQ), and
the Seed Points and Race Points of the 5 competitors with LOWEST
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(best) SEED POINTS from among the top 10competitors who finish without being
disqualified.
The procedure for an ACA Penalty Calculation is as follows:
1. List the 5 competitors with the lowest (best) Seed Points who actually start the
first run. Total their Seed Points.
2. List the top 10 finishers and their respective Seed Points. Check for Maximum
Values and check for tie at 10th.
3. Working across the same line for each competitor, choose the 5 competitors with
the lowest (best) Seed Points. Check for tie at 5th.
4. List the race points for these 5 best Seed Point finishers. Total their Race Points.
5. Add total Seed Points of best 5 competitors that started to total Seed Points of
best 5 competitors who finished among top 10 without disqualification.
6. Subtract total race Points in step 4 from sum of step 5.
7. Divide this difference by 10; round off to 100ths if necessary.
This result is the penalty.
14.5.2

FIS Race Penalty Calculation Procedure

FIS Technical Delegates must be aware of the minimum/maximum Penalties that apply
to the race being scored. The minimum is the lowest Penalty at which the event will be
entered into the Points List. If the calculated Penalty is lower than the minimum, the
minimum figure must be used. If the calculated Penalty is greater than the minimum, the
calculated figure is used. Minimum Penalties are announced by the FIS with each
Points List. There may be maximum penalties mandated for some events. This
information can be found in the current copies of the ICR &/or Precisions, the Rules of
the FIS and the Commentary to the FIS Points List.
In 1996 the FIS Congress approved the introduction of the Integrated FIS List. This
change will achieve the following: The top 30 competitors of the WCSL and the FIS
Points List will be the same; the three level structures – World Cup, Continental Cup
and FIS races will be clearly defined through the use of category adders and the FIS
points will become less compressed, without affecting the ranking.
The details of the Integrated Points List are:
Allocation of FIS Points for the Top 30 WCSL. The top 30 competitors on the
WCSL will be allocated FIS Points 0 – 9.99. The difference between the allocated FIS
Points of the top 30 WCSL will be proportionate to the difference between their WCSL
Points. The 31st ranked competitor will have 10 points on the Integrated FIS List.
Correction Value (Z); Zero (X) and Ten (Y) Positioning (X+Y=Z). Before the
above allocations of points for the top 30 take place on each List, a correction (Z) will be
made to all FIS Points which comprises both the zeroing (X) and the “tenning” (Y) –
difference between the Points of the 31st competitor and 10 points..
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Correction of Penalties. The above correction value (z) will be taken into account in
the Penalty calculation for each race. This ensures that all Results can be compared to
each other from List to List.
Category Adder and Minimum Penalty: The relevant category adder is to the
calculated Penalty. In all races, except for World Cup, World Championships and
Olympic Winter Games, if the calculated Penalty is less than 0, then the adder takes
over as the minimum Penalty.
Category
Adder (Points)
WC, WSC, OWG:
Calculated Penalty, maximum 0
WSC k, OWG K:
Calculated penalty
COC, WJC, Universiade:
Adder 2
NC:
Adder 4
FIS, NJC, JUN, CIT, UNI:
Adder5
Validity of Points : The length of validity of each FIS Point Result in one year plus one
list.
Current Category Adders and Correction Values (X+Y=Z) will appear on the cover page
of each FIS Points list.
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14.6

The Start Referee

601.3.3 The start referee must remain at the start throughout the training and the race.
 He makes sure that the regulations for the start and the start organization are
properly observed.
 He determines late and false starts.
 He must be able to communicate immediately with the Jury at all times
(see
705.5)
 He reports to the referee the names of competitors who did not start, have made
false starts or other infringements and reports any violation against the rules for
equipment.
The primary responsibilities of the Start Referee are:
1. Making sure the regulations for the Start are properly observed
2. Determining late or false starts
3. Determining violations against the rules for equipment
4. Reporting to the Referee at the end of the race, the names of competitors who
did not start, have made false starts and other infringements
Experienced Start Referees have “emergency supplies” available, such as: Spare
bibs, felt pen marker, extra paper and/or cardboard and a spare wand.

14.6.1

Job Description – Start Referee

There is much excitement in the start area of a race, where racers, coaches, spectators,
media, gate judges, timing crew and course workers all gather before heading down the hill.
Volunteers working in the start area (starter, assistant starter, manual timers & start ref)
must all enjoy being around the racers, remaining calm, fair, warm and welcoming through
a long day which may involve some confusion, tension and delays.
A good Start Referee is alert to all that is happening, quick to respond when necessary yet
mostly unnoticed while things go well. It’s important to have good radio etiquette, a good
knowledge of the rules, the confidence to remain quiet or speak up when necessary, and a
willingness to adapt quickly to change. A good Start Referee will oversee others working or
observing in the start area and promote a positive, supportive atmosphere among
volunteers, racers and spectators. Above all, the Start Ref has the responsibility to ensure
that each racer arriving at the start gate gets an equal opportunity to perform and excel, no
matter what their bib number.
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The Start Referee is responsible for looking after the start area, making sure everything is
set up properly, controlling who passes through while the course is closed, and assuring
racers pass through correctly and safely when the course is open. The Start Referee
follows the directions of the Chief of Race, communicates with others on the Jury channel,
and initiates course clearance at the request of the TD or Chief of Race. The Start Ref
remains at start area from well before the race begins until after the last racer is across the
finish line and the course is officially closed. The Start Referee is a non-voting member of
the Jury but must be prepared in case the Jury requires details about any infractions in the
start area.
When does this job begin? Early! Ideally the start referee will join the early-loading
group along with other members of the Jury and arrive at the start in plenty of time to
confirm the start area is ready, to control pre-race inspections, and to test timing and radio
contacts in plenty of time so as to avoid delay in starting the race. Plan to arrive at the start
at least 15 minutes before the course opens for inspection, which may be at least an hour
before the race starts.
When does the job end? As soon as the start referee communicates; ”course is closed”
to all those waiting at the top of the course, the start referee is free to leave the start area.
Any offers to help with teardown or to carry equipment down the mountain are always
appreciated. Remember to return your clipboard, radio and un-used bibs to the race office,
and to keep notes of irregularities at the start in case the Jury asks for them later.
What does the start referee do? To follow are some notes on what I have learned over
time, tips a Chief of Race may not have time to discuss, but details you might find helpful.
Before the race:
› If possible, contact the Chief of Race before race day to go over expectations and routines
for this particular race, and with this particular team. Attend the coaches meeting the
afternoon or evening before the race to find out about any local rules, the schedule,
possible snow seed, weather concerns and to meet the TD. On race day make early
contact with the finish referee, the referee, the assistant referee, timers and the starter,
because you will be working closely with them during the race and it will be easier to keep
your radio chat clear and brief if you have already been in contact on the radio, or face to
face.
› Pack your daypack with extras: an additional layer of warm clothing because you will
likely get cold standing at the start all day, an extra jacket or small blanket to throw over a
racer if the start is stopped, hand warmers, tissues, a knife, two pencils, a felt marker, a few
pieces of blank paper in a plastic page cover, duct tape, electrical tape, band-aids, sun
glasses, sun screen, lunch, liquids, and a spare pair of gloves that allow you to hold a
pencil.
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Go to the race office to pick up your Start Referee package (race schedule for the day, list
of local rules if available, several copies of start lists for both men and women, clip board
and pencil) plus 6 forerunner bibs, and 6 spare (high number) bibs for any racers who may
arrive at the start without their bib.
› Pick up a radio, and a spare battery if possible. Keep your radio and spare battery warm
inside your jacket so they will last longer. The start referee cannot risk being out of touch by
radio once the race is underway, particularly during speed events where a Stop Start must
be carried out immediately to avoid possible collision and injury.
Note: It can be a good idea to use an earphone with your radio so racers will not hear
Jury communications while in the start gate, particularly in speed events where reasons
for a Stop Start could be upsetting to the racer who is about to depart. Turn your radio
on right away, get familiar with the controls, do a test before you leave with the radio.
**Be ready to do a radio check with the Chief of Race and other members of the Jury as
soon as convenient, and ask the Chief of Race to review radio protocol on the Jury
channel so you can practice communicating in a clear and brief manner before the race
begins. Practice Racer Down protocol several times – never underestimate how
imperative quick and clear communications will be in case of an accident.
› Arrive at the start before the course is scheduled to open for inspection and leave your
pack at the start gate because once the race begins you will not be free to roam from this
spot.
› Meet the Chief of Course and find out where racers will enter for inspection, then post a
notice at this entrance which clearly states:
COURSE OPEN FOR MEN AT ___(time), CLOSED FOR MEN AT__(time)
COURSE OPEN FOR WOMEN AT ___(time), CLOSED FOR WOMEN AT__(time)
Note: Sometimes racers begin inspections through the start gate, but sometimes they
are asked to avoid the start gate if conditions are marginal or set-up is incomplete.
› Check that fencing is in place around the start gate, and across the top of the course. Is
there a shelter that needs to be erected? Are there any sponsor banners to set up? This
has probably been done already, but some of the start area may require work due to
overnight grooming.
› Post a copy of each start list (men and women) and the schedule on the fence outside the
start area, and another copy on the fence nearest the start gate so that racers, coaches
and spectators can easily read them. Hang on to several copies, even when coaches and
racers beg for them!
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›Take time now to check the start gate area, making sure the platform is has at least one
ski length of flat snow so that racers can stand relaxed at the gate.
Meet the starter, who is likely testing systems with the timing crew. Check that the start
wand has been placed the correct height off the snow. Confirm where each of you will
stand during the race, and that your radio will not cause static in the starter’s headset. You
may need to shovel out a platform. A small rug will help keep your feet warm. Make sure
you will be able to communicate with the Chief of Race and keep tabs on medical or ski
patrol.
› Clean up the start area if necessary, making sure the snow is free of needles or chemicals
that could concern racers and coaches who have spent a long time waxing skis for this
race. Check there are bamboo poles or small fences placed about two ski lengths back
from the start gate to keep other racers from crowding the racer in the start, and that a
more complete set of poles or fences have been set up further back to create a start corral
to keep all but the next few racers well clear of the start area. Check that there is a
protected area for racers and coaches to spread out equipment before and during the race.
All this will likely be prepared in advance but now is the time to make adjustments and
confirm the layout will work.
During Inspection:
› The Chief of Race should confirm over the Jury radio that “inspection will open in five
minutes” and this is your cue to make this announcement in a loud voice to racers hovering
at the start area. Take your clipboard, forerunner bibs and spare bibs with you and move
closer to the inspection entrance. If you have not already done so, identify forerunners and
hand them bibs, taking note of their names and home club so you can follow-up later if the
bibs don’t come back to you.
› At the designated time call out “inspection open for men” (or women, if they are first) then
watch to see that all racers have their bibs with them for inspection. Most will likely hang
their bibs around their necks rather that wear them as during the race, particularly the older
racers. If a racer arrives at the top without his/her bib you may hand out one of your spare
bibs but be sure to note the name and bib number of the racer, his/her coach and ski
club/country as there is usually a fee charged for any missing bibs.
› Manual timers will likely arrive during inspection so this is a good time to guide them
through a practice session with the watches. If they are new to this job help them
understand how important it is to be consistent. Help them find a comfortable perch so they
can clearly see the racer depart.
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› Meet with the assistant starter, making sure that she/he has a start list and pencil, and
review how this person can be of assistance. You will want your assistant starter to check
bib numbers (sometimes racers don’t have their correct bib), help racers line up in order
and in time, check plumbs for FIS (Nor Am) and report any missing racers (DNS or late
arrivals) to Start Ref. Inform the assistant starter what is planned for start intervals so
she/he can be sure to have racers in line in time. Explain snow seed routines.
Just before the race:
› Listen for another radio check on the Jury channel or call the Chief of Race for one.
› Confirm timing is ready.
› Confirm forerunners are ready, and that the first few racers are in the start area.
› Confirm with the Chief of Course that course work is complete.
› Re-confirm start time with the Chief of Race.
› Complete clearance from the bottom up:
› Announce: start clear
› Chief of Race confirms: you may start your first forerunner
› Announce: sending first forerunner on the next interval, or in xx minutes/seconds
During the Race:
› Announce on Jury radio: First forerunner in the gate, starting in XX seconds
› Announce: First forerunner on course.
Do not announce any other racers unless you are requested to stop the race
› Announce: Fourth forerunner in the gate
› Announce: Fourth forerunner on course, this is our last forerunner
› You may be asked to delay two intervals or longer before you start the first racer. There
may be course work to be done, or a timing delay. After the hold you will be asked to
conduct another course clearance before you send the first racer. Do not send a racer after
a hold or stop start until the Chief of Race has requested and you have completed a course
clearance. Each time you restart the race announce the racer (bib number) in the start
gate, and again as soon as that racer is on course.
› Announce: Racer One in the gate.
› Announce: Racer One on course
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Do not announce any other racers unless you are requested to stop the race, and only stop
the race when requested to do so by an official on the Jury radio, or the starter.
If you hear “stop start” immediately stop the racer in the gate by putting your arm out, or by
stepping in front of the gate.
Immediately reply: Racer 18 in the gate, Racer 17 on course (or appropriate bib numbers).
Refrain from further comment while the rest of the Jury deals with the problem. Remain
calm and relaxed. If you hear that the stop will last for awhile you may let the coach know
so he/she can put a jacket over the racer in the gate, step out of skis or unbuckle boots.
Do not let anyone know the cause of the stop start. Do not engage in conversation with the
racer being held. Coaches do this.
Once the hold is over you will likely hear: Either a request for a course clearance or the
jury member closest to the incident area stating the area is clear so send the next racer
when he/she is ready. Offer the racer the choice of an interval or two to gain composure
again.
Announce: Racer 18 in the gate, departing in xx seconds…. Then: Racer 18 on course.
In slalom races the starter will manage various start intervals and may even delay the start
of a racer if a racer is down on the course, but this is not cause for an official ‘stop start’
and the Start Referee need not intervene or announce racer starts.
Be prepared to look for plumbs or stickers and note on your start list if these are missing.
Watch that each racer stops completely in the start gate before departing, plants poles
correctly, and starts within the correct time frame. Watch that each racer arrives in
sequence, wearing the correct bib in the correct manner. (An experienced assistant starter
will have done all this for you but it’s important to double check). Notice that the starter
closes the wand after each racer, and sends racers on the correct interval. If volunteers
are limited you may also be asked to be a gate judge for the first gate.
Also keep an eye on the start area around you, making sure other racers and spectators
keep out of the immediate start area and remain behind fencing. Make sure the racer in the
gate can concentrate, that other racers, coaches, officials and spectators are kept at a
distance. Only one racer and one coach are allowed at the start gate, and only racers and
coaches are allowed within the start area.
› Announce: Racer 65 (or whatever) in the gate, this is our last racer
› Announce: Racer 65 on course
› Listen for the last racer to cross the finish and for the chief of race to announce on the
Jury channel that the course is closed.
› Announce out loud to all those at the start area: course is closed, you may go.
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After the race
›Thank the volunteers around you! Help clean up the start area and participate in tear
down.
› Return radio, spare bibs and start ref package (clip board etc) to the race office, along
with any notes that might be used in sorting out a protest.

Thanks to Irene Whitney ~ Level 3 Official – Whistler Ski Club

14.7

Finish Referee

601.3.4 The finish referee must remain at the finish throughout the training and the race.
- He makes sure that the regulations for the organization and the finish run-in and out-run
are properly observed.
- He supervises the finish controller, the timing and the crowd control in the finish area.
- He must be able to communicate immediately with the Jury at all times.
The primary responsibilities of the Finish Referee are:
1. Making sure that all rules for the organization of the finish and in in-run to the Finish
are observed
2. Marking the Finish Line with a coloring substance
3. Supervising the Finish Controller and the timing personnel in the immediate Finish
area.
4. Supervising crowd control in the Finish area
5. Maintaining communication with the Start area at all times.

14.7.1

Job Description – Finish Referee

The finish is always an interesting place to be located during a race. The spectators and
racers are gathered around to get a first hand look at the results of each competitor. There
are always a number of decisions to be made on situations that arise at the finish.
A good Finish Referee is alert to all that is happening, quick to respond when necessary,
yet like all officials, remaining mostly unnoticed when things are going smoothly. It is
important to have good radio etiquette, a solid knowledge of the rules, the confidence to
remain quiet or to speak up when necessary, and a willingness to adapt quickly to change.
A good Finish Referee will oversee others working in the finish area and promote a positive,
supportive atmosphere among volunteers, racers and spectators. Above all the Finish
Referee is responsible to ensure that each racer has a proper and fair finish.
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The Finish Referee is responsible for looking after the finish area, making sure that
everything is set up properly, making sure that course workers and racers who DNF do not
go through the finish line, and also make sure the finish is safe for all competitors. The
Finish Referee follows the directions of the Chief of Race, is usually the 1st to give course
clearance on the direction of the Start Referee or the Chief of Race. The Finish Referee is a
non-voting member of the Jury, which means that they play an active role in any
discussions and decisions that the Jury might be called on, but do not have a vote when the
final decision is made.
When does the job begin? Ideally the Finish Referee will join the early morning group
along with the other Jury members. Often the Finish Referee will go down the course with
the Jury inspection for the 1st race of the series. (great learning opportunity)
When does the job end? After the course has been closed and the TD has declared that
there will be no more Jury meetings. This is usually after the 15 minutes allowed for
protests by the Team Captains of any DSQ’s.

What does the Finish Referee do?
Before the race:
>If possible contact the Chief of Race before race day to go over any expectations that the
C of R might have for this particular competition. Attend the “Coaching Meeting” the
evening before if possible. Here you will find out about the local rules, the schedule,
weather concerns, possible course conditions and it will give you a chance to meet the
other Jury members and the Race Secretary. These are the people that you will be working
and communicating with so it is extremely helpful to have interacted with them ahead of
time.
>Pack your day bag with extras: an additional layer of warm clothing because you will likely
get cold standing at the bottom all day, hand warmers, a knife, two pencils, a few pieces of
blank paper or a small note book in a plastic baggy, duct tape, electrical tape, Band-Aids,
sun glasses, sunscreen, lunch, liquids, and a spare glove that allows you to hold a pencil.
Don’t forget your ICR if you have one. (May be purchased from BC Alpine)
>Go to the Race Office to pick up your Finish Referee package (race schedule for the day,
list of local rules if available, 5 start lists for the men and for the women, a clipboard and
pencil, and a number of DQ forms). Also pick up your radio and a spare battery if possible.
Keep the radio as warm as possible and you will find it will work better. It is essential that
the Finish Referee always has radio communication with the Jury. Turn your radio on right
away to test it and to become familiar with the controls. Ask the Chief of Race to review
radio protocol on the Jury channel and hopefully he will practice a number of stop/start or
racer down situations before the race starts. Clear concise communication is essential on
the radio at all times and there should be no unnecessary chatter on the Jury channel.
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>Arrive at the start for the 1st run of the day at the same time as the rest of the Jury. Go
down to the finish with the Jury Inspection if the Cof R will allow you to do so. (It is a good
way to learn.) If not go directly to the finish and start to check how things are set up in the
finish area.
>Check the finish area:
Is the corral wide and long enough for safe finishes by tired racers?
Is the area free of ruts and soft snow? (Check again after the racer inspection)
Is the finish line far enough apart? Extra width is always better.
Is the line from the last gate to the finish directing the racers through
the middle of the finish?
Is there a straight dye line marking the finish?
Is there proper protection for the electronic eyes?
Is there an area beside the finish for the Course Workers and DNF Racers to escape
through?
Is the exit at the end of the finish area set up so that the racers have to slow down to
go through it?
Are the result board and DSQ notice board set up in an area positioned to
encourage racers to leave the finish area promptly?
Decide where the manual timer and recorder should be situated?
Are the sponsor banners set up?
> Meet the electronic timing people and develop a system in case of missed electronic
times and reruns. It is key to figure out how you will communicate before the race starts.
> Introduce yourself to the manual timer and recorder. Check to make sure that their
watches are synchronized with those at the start. It is important that they know how to use
them, that they inform you instantly if they have watch problems, that they know when they
should stop the watch (when any part of the competitors body crosses the finish line), and
that the recorder knows how to fill out the recording form. The main thing is to help them
feel comfortable with their job.
>Spend a few minutes with the Bib Collector so that they know when to collect the bibs and
the importance of stacking them neatly. The person should be located at the finish area.
(Usually just outside the exit gate.)
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During Inspection:
>Be familiar on how they should be inspecting and watch for racers that might violate the
method of inspection. An example would be running the gates instead of slide slipping.
>Report any infractions to the Referee.
Just before the Race:
>Listen for another radio check.
>Confirm that manual timing is ready.
>Be prepared for course clearance. The Start Referee or Chief of Race will always ask for
clearance from the bottom up. All you need to say is “clear at the bottom.”

During the Race:
>Announce when the 1st forerunner is finished, then ask the forerunner their opinion of
the course and report it back to the Jury instantly. Do this for each forerunner.
>Be prepared for racers coming down to ask for reruns. Find out why. Where the
interference occurred (which gate), which official they spoke to after the interference, and
make sure you keep notes on the situation. You may either give the racer a rerun or if you
are not sure you could check with the referee and get his or her opinion. It is better to give a
racer a provisional rerun and decide if it should stand after the race is finished. At that point
you can confirm the facts properly. The key is to keep good notes on everything that
happens regarding reruns and potential protests.
>Inform the Start Referee as to which racer will be coming up for the rerun.
>Have a start list on a clip board and mark all the DNF’s, DSQ’s and DNS’s so as there is
a comparison when the Gate Judge cards come down to the finish.
>Keep course workers and DNF racers from passing through the finish line. If one does by
mistake, instantly inform the electronic timing people.
>Make sure the finish corral area remains smooth and snow free. If snow starts to pile up,
ask the Chief of Race if the course crews could slip the area. There might have to be a hold
if this is being done, so make sure you inform timing. Often mulch or dye is needed in the
finish area due to flat light. Inform the Chief of Race if you feel this warranted.
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>If the Referee is not at the finish after each run when the Chief of Gates arrives with and
DSQ’s from the Gate Judges, then you should collect the cards. Make sure that all the
DSQ’s are clearly marked with diagrams, that you understand each of them and remind the
Chief of Gates that the Gate Judge should be available for a protest meeting after the run, if
necessary. You will pass them on to the Referee when he or she arrives. Be prepared to
explain each of them. Ask the Referee if you should fill out the DQ forms, so that the
Referee only has to check them over before posting.
>If there is a shortage of Gate Judges then you might be responsible for the last 2 gates.
>If an electronic time is missed, check to make sure there is a manual time at both the start
and finish for that racer, and let the electronic timers know that you have a time.
>Record the order of finishes.
>Supervise the Finish Controller if you have one and/or look after crowd control if
necessary.
>Announce when the last racer crosses the finish line.
After the Race:
>Thank all the volunteers in your area.
>Wait
for the Chief of Gate Judges and the Referee to arrive.
>Wait in area to
see if a Jury meeting is necessary.
>Help supervise the tear
down if necessary
>Return radio and race package to
the race office along with any notes that might be necessary for protests etc.
Last year at a race I was checking on some of the officials that had taken courses from me
and I arrived at the finish area. I asked the Finish Referee how things were going and she
instantly stated her concern for the length of the finish corral. She had reported the same to
the Jury but they felt it was fine, so she was a little nervous to say anything further. I then
asked her if she thought the race should continue as is and she said “NO”.
My answer was “If that is the way you feel then you then you should stop the start, but
before you do, decide how much longer the finish should be and what equipment is
needed, and how many course workers will be necessary to fix the situation.” She called
the Stop/Start and did a great job getting the required help to fix the unsafe situation.
Don’t ever be hesitant to make decisions or ask questions if racer safety is at stake.
Thanks to Noel Villard ~ National TD Official – BC Alpine
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14.8

Course Clearance

The following is a suggested way to do course clearance.
Hand this out to the jury at the coaches meeting, checking with the TD and CR that the
clearance is acceptable to use. It is also advisable that the Jury meets to practice the
clearance before the race. It is also a good way to have a radio check. In this example the
Start Referee starts the course clearance, but sometimes the Chief of Race prefers to start
things off at the beginning of the race and then hand the job over to the Start Referee.
The Start Referee should control all course clearances. At the start of the race the Start
Ref. would say to the starter: “May I get a timing clear?” Once the timing is cleared the
Start Ref says: “This is the Start Ref., we would like to start the 1st forerunner, could I
have clearance from the bottom up.”
The Finish Referee would say: “Clear at the finish”
The same would be repeated by the different Jury members who are doing the clearance in
the order that they are on the racecourse, and they would always identify their position in
the same manner from then on. It is becoming more common to identify those on the
course by a number, except for the Finish and Start Refs,
The Start Referee: “Clear at the start, 1st forerunner in the gate”
When the 1st forerunner is on course the Start Referee states: “1st forerunner on course”
The Start Referee should indicate when each forerunner starts and the Finish Referee
should state when they finish and give a report on the Jury radio re the condition of the
course etc.
The same procedure, as above, should be used re course clearance to start the 1st racer.
If there is a hold on the course at any point the person calling for the hold would say: “Stop
Start” (Yellow Flag protocol if necessary)
The Start Referee would immediately hold whoever is in the start and say: “Holding # 17
in start, racer(s) # 16 on course.
At that point the person who called the hold should identify what the problem is and where it
is. If a racer is down, the Chief of Race will ask if Medical Assistance will be necessary.
Once the problem is solved the course clearance person who called for the hold will
communicate to the Jury that the situation is clear. At that point the Start Ref. will ask for a
timing clearance, and then Course Clearance from the bottom up and the whole procedure
will occur again.
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It is key that one hears the clearance below them before they clear their area, and the Start
Referee must hear all clearances before he says: “Racer #17 is in the gate and starting
in (30 seconds).” Then the Start Ref. says “Racer # 17 is on course” but there is no
need to mention when # 18 starts, since this will be extra radio communication that is not
necessary. (Sometimes Juries want each number mentioned as the racer leaves the start
gate, and that is also OK.)
Last Racer
The start referee should state that: “Racer #68 is the last racer and is in the start gate.”
“Racer # 68 is on course.”
The Finish Referee will come on the radio to state that: “Racer # 68 has come through
the finish, will there be any reruns.”
If the answer is negative then the Chief of Race will state: “The race course is closed”
(Remember it is always a good idea to go back to longer intervals for the last 10 racers or
so. This will hopefully avoid interference in case of a fall that could cause reruns. They are
ugly when there are only 3 racers left, and everyone wants the race to finish. It is the TD or
Jury decision to extend the interval for the last ten (or so) racers.)
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14.9

Racer Down Protocol
Downhill and Super G

At recent speed events there have been instances where well meaning, but untrained
individuals have attempted to assist athletes following an on course incident. This type of
situation is to be avoided in all but life threatening situations (a broken leg is not a lifethreatening situation) and the following protocol is to be adhered to. Person(s) not
complying with this protocol may be subject to sanction by the jury.
1.

The Jury member closest to the accident site will call a “Stop Start.”

2.

The Start Referee will confirm immediately on Jury channel “Start Stopped, holding
racer number (#) in start, racer(s) number(s) on course”.

3.

The person calling the “Stop Start” will then call, on Jury channel, “Racer down at
............(position). Please flag racer above this point”(if necessary). It is important
that the position be clearly stated to avoid having a racer that is already below the
accident, incorrectly flagged.

4.

The Flag Person will confirm as soon as possible on Jury channel “Racer Flagged
and Stopped at ...........(position)”.

5. The jury person having called the “STOP\START” will confer with the Start
Referee as to whether ski patrol is necessary. Once arriving at the location, the ski
patrol will determine if any additional assistance is required, ie toboggan.
6.

No person is to move onto the course or approach the racer down, until ordered to
do so by either, a member of the Jury or the Chief of Medical who will have heard
the confirmation that the start is stopped and the on course racer(s) has been
flagged and is stopped.

7.

Any person, other than the Ski Patrol attending at the accident site, may only
remove “debris” from the race course and may only assist the athlete under the
specific direction of the Ski Patrol person in charge of the accident site. Under no
circumstances, other than life threatening (remember, a broken limb is not a life
threatening situation), is any person other than the Ski Patrol person in charge of the
accident site, to attempt to remove athlete’s equipment, remove the athlete from
nets or attempt to move the athlete in any way.

8.

The ski patrol member will communicate only as per established Ski Patrol radio
protocol and any other person attending the accident site will only communicate
with the Chief of Race or the Jury member closest to the accident site on the Course
channel.
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9.

During the time immediately following the “Stop Start” call, all persons will clear jury
radio channels until advised by Chief of Race that normal radio communications may
resume. It may be vital to the rescue effort that this simple rule is complied with.
During this time, the only expected radio traffic on the race communications system
will be, to and from the Chief of Medical, to and from the Chief of Race or, to and
from the Jury Member closest to the accident site. No Exceptions.

10.

The Jury members will identify themselves to the Ski Patrol members at their station
upon the arrival of the ski patrol. Jury members should be aware that, throughout
the event, Ski Patrol members may rotate. There is therefore, a need to be sure that
the Ski Patrol on station knows, at all times, just exactly who the Jury person is (
start referee) , who may be directing them onto the race track.

11.

The Jury member closest to the accident site will be responsible for the orderly
conduct of the rescue. Care should be taken to control the number and status of
those persons attending at the accident site. Strictly apply a “need to be there” rule.

12.

During the conduct of the rescue, the Ski Patrol will reposition, as necessary, Ski
Patrol personnel to ensure adequate coverage upon re-commencement of the event.

13.

Immediately upon the accident site being clear and safe for the event to
recommence, the Jury member closest to the accident site will advise the Chief of
Race. At this time, the Chief of Race will advise that normal radio communications
may resume.

14.

The Chief of Race will instruct the Start Referee to commence a “Course Clearance”
from the bottom up and then, as soon as it is safe to do so, will direct the Starter to
re-start the event.

15.

Chief of Medical will advise Chief of Race on private channel, destination and
status of injured athlete and disposition of ski patrol members involved in the
rescue as soon as these items are known.
Thanks to Bruce Hamstead ~ National TD – Alberta Alpine & Alpine Canada Alpin
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